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MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT: 
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-17 
Department: Automotive Service Technology 
Course: ASE 155 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 

General Education Philosophies covered: 
• Critical Thinking and Problem-Solving: The ability to analyze data and arrive at logical and defensible

conclusions
• Techniques of Inquiry: Use of standardized methodological framework to collect, analyze, interpret, and

present findings.
Competency 3 Determine correct procedure for steering system inspection and diagnosis 
Competency 4 Determine correct procedure for steering system repair 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Course Goal: Determine the correct techniques for automotive steering service and repair. 

• Competency 3 Determine correct procedure for steering system inspection and diagnosis
• Competency 4 Determine correct procedure for steering system repair

MEASUREMENT 
The students performed a written, multiple choice quiz based on the information related to the topic being assessed. 
Students are being assessed on this information to ensure that they can determine the correct procedure for the topic 
being assessed.  

The following questions are being utilized specific to this assessment. 

#1 Two technicians are discussing the proper procedure for bleeding air from a power steering system. Technician A says 
that the front wheels of the vehicle should be lifted off the ground before bleeding. Technician B says that the steering 
wheel should be turned left and right with the engine off during the procedure. Which technician is correct? 

#2 A power steering pressure test is being performed, and the pressure is higher than specifications with the engine 
running and the steering wheel stationary in the straight-ahead position. Technician A says that a restricted high-
pressure line could be the cause. Technician B says that internal leakage inside the steering gear or rack-and-pinion unit 
could be the cause. Which technician is correct? 

#5 What can cause hard steering on a vehicle equipped with hydraulic power assisted steering system? 

The purpose of these questions is to ascertain the ability of the student to think critically within the context of the topic. 
Each of these questions reflect a real-world scenario and are useful for that reason beyond the ability of the student to 
simply recall information. 

METRICS 
Evaluation criteria are based on the following: 

A student meets the criteria if a student correctly responds to all three questions to show that they have effectively 
thought through the material. 
A student does not meet the criteria if a student does not correctly respond to all three questions to show that they 
have effectively thought through the material. 



RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
This assessment occurred within a single section of ASE 155. It was the only section taught during the year. 

Number of students Met: 2 
Number of students Met with concerns: N/A 
Number of students did not meet: 3 

There was no pattern evident for the students who did not meet the requirements of the assessment. No student missed question 5, 
which was the easiest of the three questions.  

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Following the completion of the assessment, the instructor reviews all missed test questions with the class until the 
students understand the concept.  Students are later provided additional opportunities to test their knowledge and 
understanding of the concepts. Finally, a student performs a final exam with similar question types on the topic. 
Following the final, the instructor reviews all missed test questions with the class until students understand the concept. 

SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Number of students Met: 5 

Number of students Met with concerns: N/A 

Number of students did not meet: 0 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? Some students were 
able to problem solve effectively within the context of the course information. 

What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? Some students 
struggled to problem solve within the context of the course information. 

What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?  N/A 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
The effects on the students at this time are not clear. More information will be available as we continue to assess the 
course in future student cohorts.  

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 

1. Additional quiz questions are mandatory interventions.
2. Student exposure to additional quiz questions are repeated throughout the course to provide additional

practice.
3. Students have the option to be tested at home in an online environment.

APPENDIX A 



Assessment: 

Assessment 
Directions: 

• Instructor distributes the quiz to the students.
• The students complete the quiz by marking their answers on an answer sheet.
• The instructor collects the answer sheets and grades the quizzes.
• The instructor returns the sheets to the students and reviews the missed questions with

the students.
Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Grading of the quiz. 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: Life Sciences 
Course: Bio 100 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
2. Communication skills: 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level 
 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 3: Recognize the diversity of life and classify organisms taxonomically (Question 9); Competency 4: Describe 
the basic chemistry involved in the structure and life processes of living things (Questions 5 and 12); Competency 5: 
Describe the basic structure and functioning of cells (Questions 6 and 10); Competency 6: Summarize metabolic 
processes (Question 11); Competency 7: Illustrate the general structure of multicellular animals and plants (Question1); 
Competency 8: Apply the laws of Mendelian inheritance (Question 7); Competency 10: Explain the mechanisms of 
microevolution and macroevolution (Question 2, 3 and 8). 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Students were administered a timed pre and post-tests that consisted of twelve multiple-choice questions. The time 
limit was set to one minute per questions. The pre-tests were given in Schoology in the first two weeks of the semester. 
Post-tests were given in last two weeks of the semester.  
 
METRICS 
Metrics as set up in the original assessment: 
A student meets the criteria if: They score above 70% total on the assessment. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: They score between 60-69% on the assessment. 
A student does not meet the criteria if: They score below 59% on the assessment. 
 
Upon examining the methods used to grade students, these metrics were not sufficient to assess student learning as 
designed. Data was collected that referred to the number of students who answered each question correctly rather than 
student outcomes on the assessment as a whole. Additionally, with only 1-2 multiple choice questions addressed an 
entire objective, we cannot definitively say if students met the criteria as described. Those questions were also timed (a 
limit of one question per minute), so the tests were assessed more so on their ability to read quickly than their true 
knowledge of the subject matter.  The one group of tested students contained four known ESL speakers who admitted 
to considerable difficulty reading quickly. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
In many sections of the course, only the pre-test was given and only a small subset of students completed in. In other 
sections, only a post-test was given and again only a small subset of students completed it. No connections were made 
between the pre-post scores of students and the post-scores of the students when the data was collected.  In numerous 
courses, as only one was completed, this would not have been possible regardless.  The data reported here is from a 
single instructor, with one small fall section and two sections in spring.  All sections were taught using a flipped class 
model.  This instructor also had a low completion rate due to the nature of the assignment.   
 
Number of students Met: 3 
Number of students Met with concerns: 2 
Number of students did not meet: 5 
POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 



For the students in the section reported, the question most commonly missed where those tied to the mechanisms 
behind evolutionary change (2, 3, 8). The materials used to teach the related lessons were updated to include: a new 
homework video that expanded further on the genetic ties to evolution; a new in class activity that included the creation 
of a graphic organizer to visually outline the information contained in that chapter; and a newly designed lab activity 
that allowed students to build and manipulate genetic components from models. 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
In the spring semester, the reporting instructor had two on ground courses. One was taught in Kingman and contained 
only five students. The second took place in Bullhead City and contained 22 students.  Both sections were taught using 
the flipped class model and the new materials. The number of student who met criteria increased from 30 to 33%, met 
with concerns decreased from 20 to 13%, and those who did not meet increased from 50 to 54%.  Considering the 
design of the assignment, the weaknesses of the data captured, and small sample size, few reliable conclusions can be 
drawn from this information. 
 
Number of students Met: 9 
Number of students Met with concerns: 3  
Number of students did not meet: 15 
 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? Students persisted 
through the assessment even with multiple hardships in accessing, reading, completing and understanding it. The overall 
strength of the students in the course, in terms of this assessment, was their fortitude in pushing through. 
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? Based on the 
classes represented in the data, students self-reported issues with reading quickly enough in the time frame allowed and 
grasping the content of the question. Students self-reported as non-native speakers who could not keep up with the one 
minute per question pace. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?  The impact of the intervention cannot be 
accurately measured due to the nature of the assessment and the way in which the data was collected. 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
We cannot fully assess the impact of the intervention on student learning using the assessment as written. The multiple 
choice exam contained twelve questions that covered many competencies.  The intervention focused on a single 
competency (Competency 10: Explain the mechanisms of microevolution and macroevolution (Question 2, 3 and 8)). 
Therefore, the intervention would not have had an overall impact on the assessment a whole but rather only 3 of 12 
questions. 
 
The general education philosophy that was the intended focus stated that students should be able to, “read and 
comprehend at a college level.” The assessment covered this in a limited scope in that students would have to be able to 
read and comprehend the questions prior to answering them.  However, with the added time constraints, anecdotal 
evidence suggests some students had difficulty meeting that goal. 
 

 
 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 



Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 

1. A new assessment plan will be written to narrow the focus of the cycle of learning to a single, manageable goal. 
This will include a single student learning outcome tied to a single general learning outcome. 

2. All faculty will be included in the creation of the assessment project to ensure understanding of the purpose of 
the project and the need for solid assessment. 

3. Faculty meetings will include training to ensure that all faculty are completing the new assessment project as 
directed. 

4. All student work will be graded using a rubric designed to focus on a single competency using multiple criteria to 
gauge understanding. 

5. Associate deans will be brought into the process to ensure that all faculty are able to perform the project and 
that their data is shared with the lead faculty at the appropriate time. 

6. All faculty will be asked to give input and feedback for the creation of the intervention prior to the spring 
semester. 

7. All faculty will perform the assessment a second time in the spring in order to accurately measure the effects of 
the intervention as written. 

 
 

APPENDIX A  
 
 

Notification of Assessment Letter 
January 27th, 2017 

Dear Science Faculty Member, 

The faculty have implemented a student learning assessment study to help the College answer this question:  “Do students 
demonstrate college-level proficiency in the general education philosophies across their program of study?” 

The Science department has created an assessment. Key points for this assessment are: 

• The assessment is the same across all sections of this course. 
• The assessment for Bio 100 is accessible under Schoology, under the Resource tab and it can be copied to your specific 

course. Please see the additional information attached in this email, for more detailed instructions. 
• There will be two test done here, one pre-test will be assessed before February 10th 2017, and the post-test, will be done 

before May 12th, 2017. 
• The faculty indicate student performance based on criteria indicated in the following table for Met, Met with Concerns, 

and Not Met. 
• The data and/or artifacts are due to Vanja Velickovska (vvelickovska@mohave.edu) via an email attachment by the date 

indicated in the following table (both sets of data will be due on May12th, 2017). 

Data analysis will provide faculty with the opportunity to improve student learning.  Thank you for participating in this project.  Please 
let us know if you have questions.   

Cordially, 

Vanja Velickovska, 

Lead Science Faculty 

 

Notification of Assessment Instructions 

mailto:vvelickovska@mohave.edu


 

Department: Science  Course: BIO 100 
Contact Person: Vanja Velickovska Contact 

Information: 
 vvelickovska@mohave.edu 

General Education 
Philosophy: 

2. Communication skills:  
2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Competency 3: Recognize the diversity of life and classify organisms taxonomically (Question 
9) 
Competency 4: Describe the basic chemistry involved in the structure and life processes of 
living things (Questions 5 and 12) 
Competency 5: Describe the basic structure and functioning of cells (Questions 6 and 10) 
Competency 6: Summarize metabolic processes (Question 11) 
Competency 7: Illustrate the general structure of multicellular animals and plants (Question1) 
Competency 8: Apply the laws of Mendelian inheritance (Question 7) 
Competency 10: Explain the mechanisms of microevolution and macroevolution (Question 2, 
3 and 8) 

Assessment: It is expected that student will pass with at least at least 70% 
Assessment 
Directions: 

This assignment is saved under the Science Group Resources in Schoology. All of the 
instructors that teach this class Bio 100, are expected to take this assignment and incorporate 
in their own shells, so the students will do it. It is to the liberty of the instructor to assign this test 
either as a full or partial credit for the students. Please also see attachment 1 and 2. 
The teat should be given twice: once before February 10th 2017 and again, no later than 
May12th, 2017. This can be done by copying the test twice and then just adjust the dates in 
Schoology. 
 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

None, All of the questions are given as a multiple choice question 

Scoring Metrics:  At 
what level did a 
student demonstrate 
the intended student 
learning outcome? 

Met: Students will pass with at least 70% 
 
Met with Concerns: Students will pass with at least 60% 
 
Not Met: Students will pass with below 60% 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

Electronically send the following to [Vanja Velickovska; vvelickovska@mohave.edu]: 
☒ completed data sheet (provided below) 
☒ completed student assessment 
☐ graded rubrics 
☐ other:  
 
Please send by: May 12th 2017 

 
Assessment Data Sheet 

Course: BIO 100 Semester: Spring 
Section:  Year: 2017 
Instructor:  

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assessment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
improve student learning? Do write your suggestions here. 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths: Areas for Improvement: 

Met    
Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met    
 



Overall Metric:  Identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: Business 
Course: Business Math BUE110 
 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
3. Critical thinking and problem solving skills 
3.2 Illustrates core concepts of the field while executing analytical, practical or creative tasks 

 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Competency 6 Utilize percentages to calculate and solve business application problems. 

MEASUREMENT 
Four open-ended math story problems were included in a test or quiz during the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semester of 
BUE110.  These questions required the student to calculate the exact numeric answer. 

1. Sophia currently earns an annual salary of $55,000 and is going to get a 3% raise next year.  What will her new 
salary be? Correct Answer: $56,650 

2. A company currently has an annual budget of $200,000 and is forced to cut their budget by 15% for next year, 
what is next year’s budget?  Correct Answer: $170,00 

3. A company’s annual revenue was $75,000 last year and is $93,750 for this year, what is percent increase in their 
revenue?  Correct Answer: 25% 

4. A car company sold 880 vehicles last year and 748 this year, what is the percent decrease in vehicles sold from 
last year?  Correct Answer: 15% 

METRICS 
A student Meets the criteria:  4 out of 4 correct or 100% 
A student Meets the criteria with concern:  3 out of 4 correct or 75% 
A student does Not meet the criteria: 0 - 2 out of 4 correct or 0% - 50% 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS (FALL 2016) 
Total of 25 students across two sections of BUE110, an on-ground with 11 students and an online with 14 students. 

The table below first lists the On Ground section and each student as a row then the online section is below that and each 
student as a row.  Each question is listed as a column with the result of correct or incorrect.   

A number “1” indicates the student got it correct and a number “0” indicates the student got the answer wrong.  By 
assigning 1 and 0 allowed for calculations of averages and percentages to be made. 

The table is followed by a chart summarizing the average percent correct response by question and overall. 

 



FALL 2016 Results Table 

 

% Correct
Ques #1 Ques #2 Ques #3 Ques #4 Each Student

On Ground
Student 1 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 2 1 1 0 1 75%
Student 3 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 4 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 5 1 1 0 1 75%
Student 6 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 7 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 8 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 9 1 0 0 0 25%

Student 10 1 1 0 0 50%
Student 11 1 1 1 1 100%

Overall % Correct for Ground Section = 84%
Online

Student 1 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 2 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 3 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 4 0 1 1 1 75%
Student 5 0 1 1 1 75%
Student 6 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 7 1 1 1 0 75%
Student 8 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 9 1 1 1 1 100%

Student 10 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 11 1 1 0 1 75%
Student 12 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 13 0 1 1 1 75%
Student 14 1 1 0 0 50%

Overall % Correct for Ground Section = 88%
Avg % Correct
Each Question 88% 96% 76% 84% 86%



 

METRICS 
Number of students Met: 15 out of 25 or 60% 
Number of students Met with concerns: 7 out of 25 or 28% 
Number of students Not Met: 3 out of 25 or 12% 
 

 
 
 

 
POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Questions 1, 2 and 4 were answered correctly at high levels at an average correct response above 84% college-wide.  Question #3 was 
the lowest at 76%. Thus percent increase rate calculations needs improvement.  Based on the results and analysis, the following 
interventions will be made in order to achieve higher correct response rates to percent increase problems: 

1.  More time will be spent covering percent increase story problems and calculations.  This includes assigning more practice problems 
and creating more PowerPoint slides covering the topic. 

2. Ground section of BUE110 will spend more classroom time on the percent increase problems.  Instructor will have students take 
turns during class solving percent increase story problems.  Online instructor will add more slides and practice problems. 

88%
96%

76%
84% 88% 84% 86%

QUESTION 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3 QUESTION 4 ONLINE ONGROUND OVERALL

Percent Correct Responses FA16



SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS (SPRING 2017) 
Total of 27 students across two sections of BUE110, an on-ground with 9 students and an online with 18 students.  The 
table below first lists the On Ground section and each student as a row then the online section is below that and each 
student as a row.  Each question is listed as a column with the result of correct or incorrect. A number “1” indicates the 
student got it correct and a number “0” indicates the student got the answer wrong.  By assigning 1 and 0 allowed for 
calculations of averages and percentages to be made.  The table is followed by a chart summarizing the average percent 
correct response by question and overall. 

 

SPRING 2017 DATA BUE110 27 studnents total
BUE110 111 On Ground 9 students
Student Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 % Correct
Student 1 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 2 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 3 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 4 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 5 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 6 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 7 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 8 0 0 0 0 0%
Student 9 1 1 1 1 100%

Overall % Correct Ground Section 89%

BUE110 851 Online 18 Students
Student Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 % Correct
Student 1 1 1 0 0 50%
Student 2 0 0 1 1 50%
Student 3 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 4 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 5 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 6 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 7 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 8 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 9 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 10 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 11 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 12 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 13 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 14 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 15 1 1 0 1 75%
Student 16 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 17 1 1 1 1 100%
Student 18 1 1 0 0 50%

Overall % Correct Online Section 90%

% Correct 93% 93% 85% 89% 90%
Each Question for all 27 Students



 

 
 
METRICS 
Number of students Met: 22 out of 27 or 81% 
Number of students Met with concerns: 1 out of 27 or 4% 
Number of students Not Met: 4 out of 27 or 15% 
 

 
 

ANALYSIS 
Overall Strengths: 
The results show that college level proficiency is being met in both the course competency and general education 
competency across all sections of BUE110 with an overall average of 86% correct responses from students in Fall and 90% 
correct in Spring and 81% of students who “Met” the criteria set by the dept.  These results are very positive and illustrate 
that students taking BUE110 have college level proficiency in the General Education Competency of: Critical thinking and 
problem solving skills and college level proficiency in the Course Competency of: Utilize percentages to calculate and solve 
business application problems. 

 
 

93% 93%

85%

89%
90%

89%
90%

QUESTION 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3 QUESTION 4 ONLINE ONGROUND OVERALL

Percent Correct Responses SP17



 
Overall Weakness: 
The sample size is statistically small with just 25 total students for Fall 2016 and 27 total students for Spring 2017.  Such 
small samples sizes mean that one or two students can greatly impact the averages.  Indeed, there seems to be one or 
two students each semester in each section that do not get any correct answers. These one or two students are driving 
the overall averages down for the different measurements. 
 
Impact of Interventions:    
There were improvements across all measurements (each question, online section, on- ground section and overall) from 
Fall to Spring.  Notable is that the percent of students who “Met the Criteria” increased from 60% in Fall to 81% in Spring. 
Special attention was paid to Question #3 since it had the lowest correct response rate at 76% in the Fall.  Thus 
interventions were specifically aimed at the objective of calculating percent increase from a word problem.  The 
interventions improved this question’s correct responses rate from 76% to 85% and overall improvement was seen across 
all questions.  The improvements from Fall to Spring are illustrated in the graphs in the next section below. 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING  
The results show that college level proficiency is being met in both the course competency and general education 
competency across all sections of BUE110 with an overall average of 86% correct responses from students in Fall and 
90% correct in Spring with 81% of students meeting the criteria.  These results illustrate that students taking BUE110 
have proficiency in the General Education Competency of: Critical thinking and Problem solving skills and  proficiency in 
the Course Competency of: Utilize percentages to calculate and solve business application problems,  especially since 
these were “story” problems it really required that critical thinking. 
The results were impression across the entire academic year but especially impressive was the improvement from Fall to 
Spring after interventions.  The improvements from Fall to Spring are illustrated in the graphs below: 
 

 

88%

96%

76%

84%

88%

84%
86%

93% 93%

85%

89% 90% 89% 90%
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75%

80%
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100%

Ques 1 Ques 2 Ques 3 Ques 4 Online Onground TOTAL

Percent Correct Responses from FA16 to SP17

Fall 2016 Spring 2017



 
 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s):  Continue the interventions in place as a new and different assessment is taking place in a different course 
for Fall 2018. 
 

APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: Four Open-ended math story problems: 
1. Sophia currently earns an annual salary of $55,000 and is going to get a 3% 

raise next year.  What will her new salary be? 
2. A company currently has an annual budget of $200,000 and is forced to cut their 

budget by 15% for next year, what is next year’s budget? 
3. A company’s annual revenue was $75,000 last year and is $93,750 for this year, 

what is percent increase in their revenue? 
4. A car company sold 880 vehicles last year and 748 this year, what is the percent 

decrease in vehicles sold from last yr? 
 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Include these 4 questions in a single quiz/test and grade them, then email the results for each 
student to each of the 4 questions (“correct” or “incorrect” to each 1.2.3.4 specifically for each 
student) to the Lead Faculty Candace Hofstadter at chofstadter@mohave.edu by the semester’s 
grade due date 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

1. Correct Answer: $56,650 
2. Correct Answer: $170,000 
3. Correct Answer: 25% 
4. Correct Answer: 15% 
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MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 
Department: CIS 
Course: CIS 110 
 
 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Gen Education Philosophy and Competency 2.5: Read and comprehend at a college level 
 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
CIS 110 Outcome #7: Use Internet browsers and search engines efficiently to find information and define basic website 
terms, domains, and protocols. 
 
 
 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Student learning outcome #7: Use Internet browsers and search engines efficiently to find information and define basic 
website terms, domains, and protocols. Mastery of each question is indicated below: 
 
Question 1 – Mastery in understanding the communication protocol necessary when using Internet browsers and the 
need for confidentiality when relaying personal information.  
 
Question 2 – This mastery involves the comprehension of different technologies to provide an Internet connection and 
available options. 
 
Question 3 – This mastery focuses on the security differences in the terms wireless and wired connections and involves 
the critical thinking skills necessary to provide secure connections when available. 
 
Assessment questions embedded in CIS 110 Final Exam: 
Melissa has decided to obtain an e-mail account.  Although she plans to use the  e-mail account to communicate with 
her many friends, her main purpose in establishing it is to aid in the search for a job.  She has a list of e-mail addresses 
for a group of potential employers.  Melissa intends to e-mail her resume, along with a general message, to each of 
them.  She will use the same message for all recipients. 
1.  Melissa wants to save some time by e-mailing her resume to all of the human resources offices of her target 
employers at one time.  She does not want the employers knowing that she is e-mailing multiple recipients the same e-
mail message at the same time.  Which e-mail feature should she use? 
a. Bcc 
b. Cc 
c. Reply All 
d. To 
 
 
 
Tom is currently using dial-up for his Internet connection but he believes it is too slow for his needs and ties up his 
phone lines.  He is looking for an alternative and has come to you for help. 
 
2.  Tom wants to know which of the services uses his existing telephone lines. You tell him ______. 



 
a. DSL 
b. cable 
c. both a and b 
d. neither a or b 
 
 
 
Sally often travels for her business. She needs a way to access the Internet while away from home.  She has come to you 
for help. 
 
3.  Sometimes Sally wants to browse the Internet while sitting and enjoying a cup of coffee.  She has heard that there 
are some public WiFi options but she knows there are some limitations.  You tell her ____. 
 
a. they are very expensive 
b. access speed is slow 
c. wireless eavesdroppers can access personal info 
d. all of the above 
 
 
METRICS 
 
 
The CIS department used the following criteria based on how many of the assessment questions were answered 
correctly. 
 

• A student is deemed successful (meets criteria) in the assessment if all three questions were answered correctly. 
• A student is deemed partially successful (meets criteria with concerns) in the assessment if 2 question were 

answered correctly. 
• A student is deemed unsuccessful (does not meet criteria) if they missed more than one question. 

 
In regards to overall assessment metrics, the CIS department views the 66% correct as the threshold for meeting the 
criteria (with concerns), and continues to strive for improvement in student performance on these questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 



 

 
Number of CIS 110 sections Met: 0 
Number of CIS 110 sections Met with Concerns: 10 
Number of CIS 110 sections Not Met: 9 
 
Overall student performance (across all participating sections and modalities) on the 2015 – 2016 CIS 110 assessment 
was 64.45%, failing to reach the Met with Concerns threshold of 66% or on average only getting two of the three 
assessment questions correct. 
 
 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 



 
The CIS department implemented stronger coursework to improve student learning to address the goal of at least 66 % 
(Met with Concerns threshold) performance on future assessments.  To reach this goal, the CIS department has identified 
an assignment that elegantly and powerfully addresses the targeted content.  The CIS department updated the Internet 
Scavenger Hunt that was previously part of some CIS 110 courses but not required by all.  This activity engages the students 
in actively using the Internet to explore and evaluate CIS 110 curricular content related internet technology and internet 
security.  By requiring all CIS 110 courses to employ and discuss this activity (and its related content), all students in CIS 
110 will be assured to have engaged in internet technology / internet security curriculum, and will become more confident 
Internet users.  Performance gains on the three assessment questions are expected as well. 

Below is the Internet Scavenger Hunt Activity: 

CIS 110 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS – INTERNET SCAVENGER HUNT 
Fall 2016 

Note:  Sometimes these Internet addresses change – I’ll keep you posted by e-mail if any of the URLs need to be 
updated.  Please let me know if any of the sites are not available and I’ll send out a correction to the rest of the 
class. 

The purpose of this scavenger hunt is to assist you in learning more about the Internet, e-mail, and plug-ins needed 
for viewing websites and files.  After completing this exercise, you’ll be able to define some of those many 
acronyms that have become so prevalent in our discussions about technology and have a better understanding of 
how search engines locate sites based on your criteria.  You’ll also find out some information about yourself on 
the World Wide Web! Please share your findings with us during the class discussions concerning Internet 
resources. 

You may type your answers – or just write down your observations with a pen or pencil on this sheet. 

1. Go to http://www.acronymfinder.com/  
Look up the following acronyms – some of these are not on this acronym page – you may need to Google 
them: 

JPEG (what does this group have to do with photo images?) 

Bcc 

RAM 

URL 

HTTP 

 

2. Have some fun and see what weird and interesting subjects other people are finding (or trying to find on the 
Internet)!  This is Google site and is updated hourly. Hopefully, these searches other people are making will 
be interesting and humorous.  Let me know what you found in observing the top searches of the day.   Now 
that you have watched what others search – are you surprised that you are being watched? 
http://www.google.com/trends/hottrends 

 

http://www.acronymfinder.com/
http://www.google.com/trends/hottrends


3. Choosing ISPs (Internet Service Providers) can be challenging if you are not aware of the various options. 
Read the following information from Angie’s List - https://www.angieslist.com/articles/how-choose-internet-
provider.htm 
DSL uses your existing land phone line while cable and satellite connections do not. What do you currently 
use at your home or office and what factors influenced your decision? 

 

This question was added specifically to address assessment question 2 (This mastery involves the 
comprehension of different technologies to provide an Internet connection and available options). 

 
4. Emoticons are fun and interesting and help us convey our emotions in chat rooms and e-mail.  Below is a 

great site to help you understand this new shorthand.  However, be careful when using them with novice 
computer users – they may not understand your joke and may easily be offended by accident.  After visiting 
the site, send me an e-mail and with an interesting or unusual emoticon and its meaning. ;-)  I’m winking at 
you!  http://www.sharpened.net/emoticons/ 

 

5. Speaking of Netiquette – this is a new word for proper manners when using e-mail.  DO YOU KNOW 
THAT I’M YELLING AT YOU RIGHT NOW?!!!!  All capital letters means that you're yelling at the 
person you’re talking with in an e-mail!  Visit this site and let me know your thoughts about netiquette.  
Remember that e-mail is not as private as regular post office mail (snail mail).  I would add that you should 
never send anything in an e-mail that you don’t want posted on the office bulletin board.  Also, bad news 
should be delivered in person if possible, or on the phone.   

http://www.education.com/reference/article/netiquette-rules-behavior-internet/ 

6. Visit the following site: https://turbofuture.com/computers/Wireless-Network-vs-Wired-Network-Advantages-and-
Disadvantages. 
Generally, wireless connections are not as secure as wired. If you were in an airport or coffee shop, you 
might want to be more cautious regarding your transactions. Do you have wireless connections in your 
home or office? 

This activity was added specifically to address assessment question number 3. This mastery focuses on the 
security differences in the terms wireless and wired connections and involves the critical thinking skills necessary to 
provide secure connections when available. 

 

7. The Internet offers a wealth of information that can really save you time and money. Tell me one of your 
favorites or visit one of the following and tell me what you think about this site: 
www.zillow.com – find the value of your house or one that you’re interested in purchasing 
www.edmunds.com – get the invoice on any new or used truck or car 
https://apps.supremecourt.az.gov/publicaccess/- Review a prospective employee's Arizona legal history 
Please share with the class any of your favorite sites for looking up prices, reviews, or health information. 
 

8. The Mohave Community College Library has a great online site that can help you find relevant articles for 
writing projects in your classes. Visit their site at online database site: http://mohave.libguides.com/Home The 
Library Catalog is here – choose a topic to look up on your local campus or All campuses and tell me if you 
found an interesting book on your subject. What database best fits your area of study here at Mohave? Find 
at least one article and tell me the title of the article and journal that might be good to read for a research 
assignment. We will preview the Embedded Librarian modules in class together concerning MLA, APA, 
and citing web resources. You will earn extra credit for completing any quiz on the Embedded Librarian 
website. 
 

https://www.angieslist.com/articles/how-choose-internet-provider.htm
https://www.angieslist.com/articles/how-choose-internet-provider.htm
http://www.sharpened.net/emoticons/
http://www.education.com/reference/article/netiquette-rules-behavior-internet/
https://turbofuture.com/computers/Wireless-Network-vs-Wired-Network-Advantages-and-Disadvantages
https://turbofuture.com/computers/Wireless-Network-vs-Wired-Network-Advantages-and-Disadvantages
http://www.zillow.com/
http://www.edmunds.com/
https://apps.supremecourt.az.gov/publicaccess/
http://mohave.libguides.com/Home


9. For the next part of this assignment, look up your own name (remember to use quote marks).  I would 
suggest Metacrawler.com or Google.com for a wide search or http://www.public-records-now.com/ - this site 
will want to charge you for more information – but the first screen is free and will show you the person’s 
name and who has shared addresses with that person. 

 

10. When sending emails to multiple recipients – it’s a good idea to know the difference between Carbon Copy 
and Blind Carbon Copy. Visit this site: https://www.russharvey.bc.ca/resources/email.html 
List an example of a good use of Bcc when sending an email message. 

 

This activity as added specifically to address assessment question number 3. This mastery focuses on the 
security differences in the terms wireless and wired connections and involves the critical thinking skills necessary to 
provide secure connections when available. 

 

The Internet is packed with diverse opinions and viewpoints of various issues. Choose a controversial topic and find one site that 
supports your views and one site that is opposed – please provide two different sites for this search. For example, find a website 
that supports a vegetarian lifestyle and one that criticizes this diet choice. We will discuss more potential topics in class – but feel 
free to explore any topics that have a “pro” and a “con” on your own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 

 

http://www.public-records-now.com/
https://www.russharvey.bc.ca/resources/email.html


 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The implementation of the Internet Scavenger Hunt proved to be a beneficial tool in improving student learning in 2 of 
the 3 questions on this assessment.  Though the overall average only improved from 64.45% to 67.12%, the CIS 
department does recognize students are improving on their retention of the three competencies addressed by the 
intervention. Specifically, student performance on question 2 (gauging mastery of comprehension of different 
technologies to provide an Internet connection and available options) showed a nearly an 11% increase from 55.45% on 
the first assessment to 66.27% on the second assessment. Clearly, the content within the internet scavenger hunt 
reinforced this academic content.  A modest rise in performance in question 1 and a modest decline in question 3 are 
interesting, though rather insignificant. 
 

ANALYSIS 
 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Hands on project were beneficial in improving student retention and understanding regarding the addressed concepts. 
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Student’s prior experience in Internet use may have developed misconceptions regarding security procedures. 
Therefore, learning these new procedures may have barriers to the learning these important concepts. The CIS 
department will continue to present this information and related projects so that students will gain better 
understanding of internet safety. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
The revelation that students may not truly connect material in CIS 110 to their field of study has provided the CIS 
department with the direction needed to begin focusing instruction and assignments in broader sense.  The OER based 
CIS 110 Microsoft Projects lab book already contains cross-discipline content (specifically in the business and allied 
health field).  Projects in this text our owned and maintained by the CIS department, and adjustments can continue to be 
made to prosper more cross-department/discipline technological applications. 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
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The intervention was successful in improving student learning regarding the General Education Philosophy #2.5 and our 
related Internet Communication goal. 2 of the 3 area assessed were improved and the intervention will continue to be 
used to increase student learning in this area. Modality does not appear to be a factor in student learning outcomes. The 
CIS department strove to increase communication and standardization of the curriculum throughout the modalities and 
these efforts appear successful. Students appear to be learning well regardless of the delivery of these courses.  

The assessment and interventions were needed to focus our department of the importance of making learning relevant 
to students in the CIS program so that they will be able to read and comprehend at the college level.  There is a need to 
continue stressing the course outcome 7 (internet information into the course projects and discussions).  Delivery the 
course goals and security factual data will increase student learning and assist them in communicating 
electronically.  The department will also focus on increasing the relevance of course materials to the student’s program 
of study and to include interdisciplinary projects. 

 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 
With this successful intervention in place for Gen Ed 2.5, the department is now conducting assessment for Gen Ed 6.1 – 
Technology with Microsoft Access Project 1 form the required OER Projects Book. We have developed an assessment 
rubric for this project and are wanting to increase student learning in database knowledge with the project 
implementation. Our department decided to switch to Gen 6.1.  The department wants to continue assessing student 
learning and encouraging the interdisciplinary goal to make this learning more relevant, since the relevance factor was 
found as a weakness in our last assessment.  This assessment serves as a real world application within a relevant field of 
Allied Health. 
 

1. Changing Gen ED philosophy 6.1 to help student learning by creating more relevance interdisciplinary allied 
health real world application. 

2. Changing to CIS 110 student learning outcome #4 - Construct problem solving projects in spreadsheet and 
database software applications by using formulas, functions, creating charts, queries, importing data from 
external sources, and sorting procedures. 

3. Requiring CIS 110 faculty to use this rubric grade and report assessment results 
4. Interested in what areas in this project are successful in student learning  
5. Project is an OER developed by CIS faculty, any prudent adjustments can be made 

 
 
 
 
 
Below the assignment and rubric to be used in the 2017-2018 CIS 110 student learning assessment: 

Access Assignment 1 
Objectives: 

• Create table in Microsoft Access 2016 simulating a purchasing inventory for a Medical Office 
• Define table structure (field names and types) in Microsoft Access 2016 
• Edit field properties in a Microsoft Access table 2016 
• Enter data into a Microsoft Access 2016 table 

 



1. Open Microsoft Access 2016 and select the Blank desktop database template.  Name the Database Access1 and store the 
database wherever is convenient.  
   

2. Note that Microsoft Access 2016 gives you an initial table to start with called Table 1.  Let’s make some design changes to 
that table.  To do that, you’ll need to switch to Design view and give the table a name.  Name this table Inventory.  You 
screen should now resemble the following: 

 

 

3. In design view, you easily able to create new fields and edit field properties. First, we need to change the ID field that was 
provided by Access.  Change the field name to Product ID, and the data type to Short Text. 
 

4. This table is to contain data regarding our Medical Office Inventory – add the following fields and respective data types to 
the Inventory table (leave the optional Description Colum blank) : 

a. Product Description .........................Short Text 
b. Department .....................................Short Text 
c. Purchase Date .................................Date/Time 
d. Purchase Amount ............................Currency 

 

5. Your table should now resemble the following in design view: 

 



 
6. Before we are ready to enter data, we to set up a validation rules for Purchase Date field. The company didn’t begin 

purchasing medical supplies until January 21, 2012, so… we can use a validation rule to reflect that constraint.  Select the 
Purchase Date field and enter a Validation Rule of greater than or equal to 1/21/2012.  This will insure that we cannot enter 
a record whose Purchase Date is before 1/21/2012.  Include a meaningful message in the Validation Text property.  This is 
the message that will be shown to inform the user that the value entered into the Purchase Date field has violated our 
validation rule.  Finally, change the Required property for this field to Yes and the Format property to Short Date.  Compare 
your Purchase Date to the example below:  

 
 

7. We are now ready to enter data!  Switch to Datasheet view, click Yes to save the design changes you made to the Inventory 
table. 
 

8. Enter any five products you would like into the Inventory.  Remember, you do this one record at a time, the Product ID field 
is a Primary key (no non-unique or null values will be accepted), and we a validation rules for our Purchase Date field.  You 
can resize of the view of the field in datasheet view to show longer field values. MS Access 2016 will automatically save a 
record once you satisfy field properties for the current record and click on the new record line.  Once you’ve entered five 
products, compare your table in datasheet view to the example below: 
 

 
 



9. The company performs an inventory audit 180 days (roughly 6 months) after the product purchase date.   We can create a 
calculated field to automatically calculate when the company needs audit each product.  We’ll use the Expression Builder in 
design view to accomplish this. 
 

10. In Design view, create a new field called Audit Date.  Set the data type for this new field to Calculated.  When you select the 
Calculated field type, the Expression Builder window will open in Access to help you create the formula to be used in 
calculating the value for this field.  The formula needed here is [Purchase Date] + 180.  To enter the calculation, first click on 
Purchase Date in the Expression Categories section of the Expression Builder, enter a + sign, then 180 and click the OK 
button.  Compare your Expression Builder screen to the example below: 
 

 
 
If you are satisfied with your calculation for the Audit Date field, click OK to close the Expression Builder.  Switch back to 
Datasheet view, Save the design changes made to your table and view your data again.  Compare your datasheet view to the 
example below: 
 

 
 

11. Close your Inventory table (clicking Yes if prompted to Save changes to the Inventory table).  Save and Close your Access1 
database (remember, Access saves data entry changes automatically, and prompts you to Save any design changes made to 
your table).   
 

12. Submit your Access1 file to the Instructor as per your syllabus or directions given in class. 

 

Rubric to be used for the assessment. 



 
 

APPENDIX A  
 

Notification of Assessment Instructions 
 

Department: Computer Information Systems Course: CIS 110 
Contact Person: Matt Butcher Contact 

Information: 
 mbutcher@mohave.edu 

General Education 
Philosophy: 

General Education Competency 6.1: Describe the ways in which at least two disciplines 
define, address, and interpret the importance of a contemporary challenge or problem in 
science, the arts, society, human services, economic life or technology. 
 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

CIS 110 Course Goal 4: Complete problem solving projects in spreadsheet and database 
software applications by using formulas, functions, queries and sorting procedures. Complete 
a writing assignment in a word processing program which includes formatting styles, tables, 
headers, and footers.  
 

Assessment: Two assessments are required (CIS 110 Writing Assignment and Access Assignment) 
 
 
CIS 110 Writing Assignment  
 
Objective: Compare two computer systems – check advertisements or online computer 
shopping sites for these systems (you need to site at least two sources). These systems can 
be anything we’ve considered a computer. Your task will be to write a paper using Microsoft 
Word that compares these systems and explain why you would choose one over the other. 
 
What to do: 
 
1. Begin with an introduction discussing your needs for a computer system. Then, research 
different systems that might fit your needs. Narrow your search to two possible systems and 
briefly summarize why you’ve chosen these two for the comparison. 
 
2. Put the technical information regarding each system into a table including information on the 
brand, CPU, memory, storage, peripheral drives/devices, software, price, input/output, and 
anything else you consider important. 
 
3. Add a header that includes your name and the date; and a footer that includes the page 
number. 
 



4. Add at least two footnotes or parenthetical references linking the information in your paper to 
your sources (student may choose MLA or APA for citation format). 
 
5. Summarize your findings in the last two paragraphs and explain why you would choose one 
system over the other. 
 
6. When you have finished, submit your file to the appropriate drop box in the current LMS. 
 
 
Course Learning Outcome Assessment:  
 
Require students complete Access Assignment 1 (Medical Office Database creation) found in 
the Office 2016 Projects book and grade the assignment with the provided rubric. 
 
 
 
 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Assign CIS 110 Writing Assessment and require 1500 words.  
 
Assign Access Assignment 1 from Microsoft Office 2016 Lab book. Use the appropriate rubric 
as shown below to grade the assignment and complete the Assessment Data Sheet (excel file) 
regarding the class performance on each  
 
 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

 
Grading Rubric for Access Assignment 1: 
 

 
 
 
 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

Electronically send the following to Matt Butcher – mbutcher@mohave.edu 
☒ completed data sheet (provided below) 
☐ completed student assessment 
☐ graded rubrics 
 
Please send by: 12/15/2017 

 

 

 



Assessment Data Sheet 
Below is a screen print of an example CIS 110 course data sheet 

 

 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management 
Course: CUL111 Introduction to Culinary Arts 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
 Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving: The ability to analyze data and arrive at logical and defensible conclusions. 

3.4 Apply critical thinking skills to solve problems using inductive and deductive reasoning. 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 3: Use culinary hand tools, knives, knife cuts and equipment.  

MEASUREMENT 
Students learn and practice knife skills in all lab courses in the culinary program.  Emerging proficiency will be assessed in CUL111 and 
full proficiency will be assessed at the end of the program in CUL213. Use of the rubric for assessment produced measurable results 
for beginning knife skills.  The assessments took place in the fall of 2016 and spring of 2017.  

Students were assessed in CUL111 using a rubric specific for beginner knife skills. The rubric measures five basic knife cuts, small dice 
( ¼  x ¼ x ¼ ), medium dice ( ½ x ½ x ½ ), large dice ( ¾ x ¾ x ¾ ), batonnet (2 in. long x ¼ x ¼ ) and julienne ( 2 in. long x 1/8 x 1/8). 
During the assessment, students were required to complete five knife cuts, ½ cup of each cut, with 51% accuracy. Allotted time- 
students had a total of thirty minutes for the entire assessment.   

METRICS 
A student meets the criteria if, student accurately completes the task in the allotted time. Mastery =86-100% accuracy in 
the allotted time. 
 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if, student accurately completes the task but is unable to do so in the allotted 
time. Competent= 51-85% accuracy in the allotted time. 
 
A student does not meet the criteria if, task is completed in the allotted time, but not accurate or task is neither 
accurate nor completed in the allotted time. Not Competent= 0-50% accuracy not completed in allotted time.  
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Fall 2016- Ten students at Mohave Community College participated in the assessment in the third (week) session of CUL111. Out of 
ten students, eight students met the criteria, one student met the criteria with concerns and one student did not meet the criteria.   

 

Semester # of students Met  Met with concerns Did not meet Results % 
Fall 2016 10 8 1 1 80% M, 10% MC, 

10% DNM 
 

 

 



 
Number of students Met: Eight 
Number of students Met with concerns: One 
Number of students did not meet, one 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Based on the results of the first assessment, two students were assessed as not competent. Those students were encouraged to attend 
supplemental instruction to practice knife skills in a more focused environment with one on one instruction. Students were also 
encouraged to practice knife skills at home to improve basic knife skills.   

 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Spring 2017-Five students at Mohave Community College participated in the assessment during the third (week) session of CUL111. 
Out of five students, three met the criteria, one met the criteria with concerns and one did not meet the criteria.  

 

 

Semester # of students Met  Met with concerns Did not meet Results % 
Spring 2017 5 3 1 1 80% M, 10% MC, 

10% DNM 
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Number of students Met: Three 
Number of students Met with concerns: One  
Number of students did not meet, one 
 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
Students showed strength in the allotted time area where 80% of the students’ assessed met the time criteria of thirty 
minutes to complete five knife cuts, ½ cup each.  
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
Student weaknesses were revealed in the area of specific dimensions of the knife cut. Example-Medium dice dimensions 
are ½ x ½ x ½ cube. With four of the fifteen students unable to meet the specific accuracy criteria it is clear that the 
instructional portion of the assessment should focus more on the specific dimensions of each classic cut, rather than 
amount produced and the time aspect of the assessment.  
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
There was no intervention or follow up between the two assessment periods. Going forward in 2017-18, once the first 
assessment has occurred, an analysis of the first assessment will take place immediately. During the assessment 
analysis, strengths, weakness, and opportunities will be reviewed and interventions put in place. The rubric will be 
revised as necessary to overcome specific weaknesses identified. The revised rubric will be used for the second 
assessment. Interventions will be implemented for students that do not meet the criteria between the first and second 
assessments.   
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
There was no follow-up (intervention) to improve student learning between the first and second assessment, unable to report an 
impact on student learning at this time.  

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 

1. Improve instructional focus on specific dimension measurements of knife cuts during every lab session.  
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2. Include a knife skills category that will be scored as part of the rubric used in the final practical exam given at the 
end of CUL111. 

3. Assess students at the beginning (CUL111), middle (CUL113 or 212) and end (CUL213) of the program to track 
progression of knife skill proficiency.  

4. Structure CUL111, CUL 113 or 212 and CUL213 to include knife skills as complete lessons in labs, assessment will 
immediately follow instruction.  

5. Revise the rubric used for assessment based on strengths and weaknesses observed during the 2016-17 
assessment.  

6. Include all sections of CUL111 in the assessment data for 2017-18, dual, concurrent and other locations.  

APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: 

 

   Student 
Name_______________________ 
 
Student ID# _____________________ 

Course Section (CUL 111-###) 

. 
 

Comments: 

Knife Cuts Mastery Competent Not Competent Result 

Small Dice 
¼ x ¼ x ¼ cube. 
 
½ cup total quantity to 
be assessed. 
30 minutes to 
complete. 

Accurately completes 
the task in the allotted 
time 

Accurately completes 
the task but is unable 
to do so in the allotted 
time. 

Task is completed in 
the allotted time, but 
not accurate or task is 
neither accurate nor in 
the allotted time. 

 

Medium Dice 
½ x ½ x ½ cube. 
 
½ cup total quantity to 
be assessed. 
30 minutes to complete 

Accurately completes 
the task in the allotted 
time 

Accurately completes 
the task but is unable 
to do so in the allotted 
time. 

Task is completed in 
the allotted time, but 
not accurate or task is 
neither accurate nor in 
the allotted time. 

 

Large Dice 
¾ x ¾ x ¾ cube.  
 
½ cup quantity to be 
assessed. 
30 minutes to 
complete. 

Accurately completes 
the task in the allotted 
time 

Accurately completes 
the task but is unable 
to do so in the allotted 
time. 

Task is completed in 
the allotted time, but 
not accurate or task is 
neither accurate nor in 
the allotted time. 

 

Batonnet 
 
2 inch long x ¼ x ¼ inch. 
 
½ cup total quantity to 
be assessed. 
15 minutes to 
complete. 

Accurately completes 
the task in the allotted 
time 

Accurately completes 
the task but is unable 
to do so in the allotted 
time. 

Task is completed in 
the allotted time, but 
not accurate or task is 
neither accurate nor in 
the allotted time. 

 

Julienne 
2 inch length x 1/8 x 1/8 
inch. 
 
½ cup total quantity to 
be assessed. 
15 minutes to 
complete. 
 

Accurately completes 
the task in the allotted 
time.  

Accurately completes 
the task but is unable 
to do so in the allotted 
time. 

Task is completed in 
the allotted time, but 
not accurate or task is 
neither accurate nor in 
the allotted time. 

 



Assessment 
Directions: 

The purpose of this assessment is to determine the level of skill students have in completing five classic knife 
cuts. Students will have thirty minutes (30), to complete ½ cup of each of the five knife skills described in the 
knife skills assessment rubric.  The assessment is to be given immediately following the introduction lesson of 
the five basic skills in the kitchen lab. Each student will work independently.  Provide each student with 1 
potato, 2 carrots and 3 celery stalks for use in the assessment.  The assessment will then be repeated at the 
conclusion of the semester prior to the final exam using the same criteria and instructions as the first 
assessment. Scores will be recorded for individual students for the entire course section. Course sections should 
not be combined. Upon completion of each assessment occurrence, data sheets showing individual student 
scores are to be scanned and sent to Cindy Tonielli at Ctonielli@mohave.edu for analysis and reporting. Results 
of the assessment analysis will be communicated back to all members of the department upon completion of 
the report.  

Scoring 
Guidelines or 
Rubric: 

 
A student meets the criteria if, student accurately completes the task in the allotted time. Mastery 
=86-100% accuracy in the allotted time 
 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if, student accurately completes the task but is unable to 
do so in the allotted time= Competent 51-85% accuracy in the allotted time. 
 
A student does not meet the criteria if, task is completed in the allotted time, but not accurate or task 
is neither accurate nor completed in the allotted time. Not Competent= 0-50% accuracy not 
completed in allotted time.  
 
To determine percentage of accuracy, instructor will measure ½ cup of completed product and 
determine the percentage of accuracy using specific industry standard knife cut dimensions.  
 
 
Scoring Rubric attached above in assessment section.  
 
 

 

mailto:Ctonielli@mohave.edu


MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year:  2016-2017 
Department: Dental Programs 
Course:  DAE 108/DAE 120 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
General Education Philosophy:  Communication Skills-The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media 
on both personal and professional levels. 

Competency:  2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level. 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Demonstrate the role of the dental assistant in general dentistry. (2, 3, 5) 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Students were assigned specific chapter reading assignments in the syllabus.  This assessment utilized reading check quizzes to 
determine reading comprehension.  The quizzes were pre-tests that were supplied as instructor textbook resources. 
 
Dental Assisting II (DAE 108) is taught as an eight-week fall semester course that begins in October and finishes in December.  It is 
the second course in a three-course sequence that covers dental assisting procedures.  Dental Specialties (DAE 120) is also taught as 
an eight-week spring semester that begins in January and finishes in March.  Dental Specialties is a continuation of the dental 
assisting procedures sequence.  
 
The program wanted to determine how well our students prepare for class and in particular how effective their reading was. 
 
In DAE 108, reading comprehension was assessed after the students read the chapters, completed workbook pages that consisted of 
multiple choice and fill-in-the-blanks, and after the instructor lectured on the material.  Student grades fluctuated with each 
assessment.  There was no significant improvement from the beginning to the end of the semester.  These results prompted the 
decision to extend the assessment into DAE 120. 
 
The same cohort of students was assessed, but with higher expectations.  Students continued to read and complete workbook 
pages, but tested prior to instructor presentation.  The specific instructions are as follows: 

• Assessment #1-read the chapter, complete the workbook pages, review the lecture notes, and complete the 
assessment.  These were the same directives as DAE 108 

• Assessment #2-read the chapter, complete the workbook pages, and complete the assessment prior to instructor 
lecture.  Grades were low. 

• Assessment #3-read the chapter, complete the workbook pages, review the posted power point slides prior to class.  
The assessment was delivered prior to the lecture.  Grades much higher than assessment #2. 

The remaining eight assessments were supplied with the same directions and in the same way as assessment #3.  Student scores 
varied but there were no drastic changes. 
 

METRICS 
 
A student meets the criteria if the quiz score is 75% or higher. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if the quiz score is between 70% and 74%. 
A student does not meet the criteria if is the quiz score is below 70%. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 



When students had instructional material delivered by the teacher, in addition to self-reading and completion of the assigned 
workbook pages  
Number of students Met: 6 students 
Number of students Met with concerns:  3 students 
Number of students did not meet:  0 students 
 

Student # DAE 108 
496069 64/84  = 76% 
518192 61/84  = 73% 
512515 60/84  = 71% 
316155 63/84  = 75% 
535326 66/84  = 79% 
520250 61/84  = 73% 
536584 70/84  = 83% 
524231 70/84  = 83% 
532695 67/84  = 80% 

 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
In order for the separate reading comprehension from an evaluation of student learning, assessments in DAE 120 were 
completed prior to lecture.  The directives got progressively more stringent over the first two assessment, so that the 
third and subsequent assessments was a true assessment of reading comprehension.  Students were educated to review 
the power point slides prior to class. 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Number of students Met: 5 students 
Number of students Met with concerns:  1 students 
Number of students did not meet:  2 students 
 

Student # DAE 120 
496069 85/110   = 77% 
518192 75/110   = 68% 
512515 86/110   = 78% 
316155 Dropped 
535326 95/110  = 86% 
520250 82/110  = 75% 
536584 88/110  = 80% 
524231 84/110  = 73% 
532695 75/110  = 68% 

 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
When combined with instructor presentation, all students met or met with concern the benchmark of 70% for overall 
student learning. 
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
Students are challenged by reading comprehension, with more students showing less knowledge of the subject matter 
prior to instructor intervention. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
When averaged student scores showed no significant difference between DAE 108 (77%) and DAE 120 (76%).  In addition, only two 
students showed a significant improvement from DAE 108 to DAE 120.  One student went from 71% to 78%, a 7% increase; the other 



improving student went from 79% to 86%, 7% increase.  Three students showed significant decrease in grades. The differences were 
80% to 68% (-12%); 83% to 73% (-10%); and 73% to 68% (-5%). 

Overall, students fared worse when expected to complete work independently.  Interestingly, assigning the completion of workbook 
pages prior to class should work in the same way as guided reading activities, but students were not always able to effectively recall 
information that they had read. 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
The English entrance requirement for the dental assisting program is placement in English 101.  This placement is by 
itself not an effective measure of the ability to recall items that have previously been read.  The sample size was quite 
small, thus conclusions from this assessment cannot be made college-wide.  While most students met or met with 
concerns, dental programs faculty will work to strengthen the dental assisting students’ effective reading skills in the 
future. 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
Reading check quizzes will continue to be utilized to evaluate student learning and motivate students to complete 
reading assignments prior to class.  In addition, activities designed to increase reading recall will be added to dental 
assisting courses.  An example is the use of scenarios that will be shared with students who must then role play the 
solution to the situation presented.  This enables students to peer learn/peer teach and problem-solve.  Case studies will 
be utilized in the dental assisting procedures sequence to further sharpen students ability to utilize their textbooks.  
Students will be separated into groups and given the opportunity to critically think through the case while utilizing their 
textbook for information.  Each group will then present their case to the class, followed by an opportunity for questions 
and answers. 
 

APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: Textbook chapter pre-tests 
Assessment 
Directions: 

Utilize an objective measure to evaluate student reading comprehension prior to instructor 
delivery of material. 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Each pre-test has its own assessment key 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: EDU 
Course: EDU 205 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
 
General Education Philosophy: Communication Skills 
Competency 2.5: Read and Comprehend at a college level. 
 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
Objective 2.3: Determine the development and design of school curriculum. 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Using research skills and Chapter Six: Curriculum, Standards, and Testing in the text Sadker, Sadker, and Zittleman 2010. 
Teachers, Schools, and Society; students will complete a research paper and presentation assignment. Students will 
examine whom and/or what is the most influential in establishing curricula in states and/or school districts. Students will 
support their beliefs with facts from their research. They will present a model in class that represents, according to their 
research, who and/or what are the main influences on curricula in schools. 
Students will analyze the major influences on curricula and how it affects what is taught in classrooms. 
 

METRICS 
A student meets the criteria: Students communicate whom and/or what has the most influence on curricula in schools. 
Students will demonstrate their knowledge of the subject by writing a research paper that conveys a clear 
understanding of the topic through organization and relevant examples with few grammatical errors, correct citations, 
and a model that reflects a complete comprehension and application of the topic. The research paper is required to 
follow the APA format being 4-5 pages in length. 
 
A student meets the criteria with concerns: Students communicate whom and/or what has the most influence on 
curricula in schools demonstrating a basic understanding of the topic. There is limited organization through facts and 
examples. There are errors in grammar that have an effect on presenting concise and clear information. The APA format 
is used, however, there are errors demonstrating an incomplete understanding of the APA format. The model lacks 
clarity and appropriate application of the concepts, struggles to convey the intended meaning. 
 
A student does not meet the criteria: Student does not communicate an understanding of whom and/or what has the 
most influence on curricula in schools. There is weak organization that shows a simplistic generalization without facts. 
The paper has inadequate control of well-formed word variety and the grammatical errors interfere with the intended 
meaning. The APA format is not applied, specifically, showing no citations or too many errors in applying the correct 
format. The model is disorganized, lacks clarity and does not draw the appropriate connections. 
 

RESULTS 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
There were three on-ground sections offered during the Fall 2016 semester on the Kingman, Lake Havasu and Bullhead 
campuses.  
Number of students Met: 14 students met the criteria 
Number of students Met with concerns: Five students met the criteria with concerns 
Number of students did not meet: Five students did not meet the criteria 
 



POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
The weakest area had been the implementation of the APA format when writing a research paper. An APA training video 
from the embedded librarian website was made available in a folder on Schoology. All students were walked through 
the videos. An APA quiz on Schoology tested for comprehension. An APA template including tips and tricks was also 
provided to students. 
APA formatting was again reviewed in each class when the paper was assigned.  
Students were not aware of the stakeholders involved in writing and adopting curricula; however, after reading the 
chapter, discussions and research, students were able to comprehend and apply the information. Some students had 
difficulty applying their research to a visual model despite having an example in the text.  
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
There were three on-ground sections offered during the Spring 2016 semester on the Kingman, Lake Havasu and 
Bullhead campuses. 
 
Number of students Met: Seven students met the criteria 
Number of students Met with concerns: One student met the criteria with concerns 
Number of students did not meet: Two students did not meet the criteria 
 
Analysis 

 

What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Students demonstrated an understanding of who and/or what influences curricula in schools. The models demonstrated 
creative thinking and an in depth understanding of the topic. 
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Students had little exposure to the APA format used in a research paper. Most students had experience using the MLA 
format. 
Students had little to no knowledge of how schools obtained their curricula and the stakeholders that influence what 
curricula is used at each grade level and in classrooms. When discussing the section in the text, students began to 
understand the large number of entities involved in promoting and adopting curricula.  
The students who did not meet the criteria were students that did not attempt the assignment. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
Students were much better prepared after reviewing the embedded librarian videos. They demonstrated 
comprehension of the APA requirements by passing the quiz in Schoology.  
Reviewing the APA format and reminding students of the template with the tips and tricks when assigning the paper also 
reinforced comprehension. Students then applied their knowledge when writing their research papers using the correct 
APA format. 
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Sharing pictures of student models helped students understand how to transfer their research information into their 
own model. The pictures gave students a springboard for discussion of their own ideas and how they could create a 
model that encapsulated their research. 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
 
After reading the information in the chapter and having discussions, students began to understand the vast number of 
stakeholders involved in creating the curricula adopted by districts and implemented in classrooms. Students were able 
to communicate their beliefs on who the key contributors to the curricula used in schools through their own research. 
They then created a model that represented their findings and presenting it to their classmates. 
Students applied the APA format with success. 
Sharing pictures of models helped students brainstorm ideas for their own creations that embodied their findings. 
 
ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 

1. Continue providing the embedded librarian webpage demonstrating the APA format. 
2. Continue testing student comprehension with an APA quiz at the beginning of each class. 
3. Continue sharing pictures of models. 
4. A future department intervention would be to have students present their findings and models through ZOOM 

allowing students to share their models with all campus sites. 
5. A future department intervention would be to deepen the exploration of the stakeholders involved in 

determining curricula.  
a. Ask teachers on the textbook adoption committee to speak to the class. 
b. Ask an administrator (district level, principal) to speak to the class about textbook adoption. 

6. A future department intervention would be to arrange the due date and class time so students could peer edit 
each other’s papers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



APPENDIX A  
 
 

Assessment: 1 In APA style a separate title page is required.  

True/False - 1 point 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

2 When listing sources on a References page, what order should you use for the 
citations? (Assume you know author names for all works to be cited.) 

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

3 According to APA format, the list of references which appear at the end of your 
paper is called:  
  

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

4 Sentence case is used for titles of references when they appear in reference list 
entries; you capitalize only the first word of a title and any proper nouns. 
  

True/False - 1 point 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

5 What is a running head in APA style? 

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

6   

An in-text citation is brief information about a source that goes in the body of the 
paper, next to where you use the information.  
  

True/False - 1 point 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

7 If I've included the author's last name in my sentence, then I do not need to include it 
in my in-text citation. 

True/False - 1 point 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

8 In APA documentation, how should the following in-text citation appear? 

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
Click to toggle options. 

  
  

9 In an in-text citation, what punctuation separates the author from date, and the date 
from the page number? 

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
Click to toggle options. 

  10 What should I do in my in-text citation if no author's name is given for the text I'm 
citing? 

Multiple Choice - 2 points 
 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Insert the embedded librarian webpage in the first module for the course, START HERE. Review 
the module with the students during the first meeting. Place the APA quiz in the first module to 
be taken during the first week of class. 



Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Create a model, chart, or diagram that shows what shapes and forms curriculum. Be creative and 
ready to present to the class and explain your model.  Include a formal paper, 4-5 pages including 
your cover page and your reference page. 2-3 pages of body content where you discuss what 
groups you believe have the most influence on curriculum today.  Cite at least two sources as 
well as your textbook chapter six. Please use APA format.  You will bring your materials to class 
(insert date).  Please submit the written portion on Schoology. 
What groups do you believe have the most influence on curriculum today?  This paper requires 
credible sources and APA format.  One source can be your textbook; two outside sources are 
required as well.  
 

Criteria Grading Scale 

Criteria Grading Scale 

Topic 4 

The paper clearly 
addresses the topic and 
responds effectively to all 
aspects of the task 

3 

The paper addresses the 
topic clearly, but may 
respond to some aspects of 
the task more effectively 

2 

The paper addresses 
the topic, but lacks 
some aspects of the 
task 

1 

The paper ind  
confusion abo    
or neglects im  
aspects of the  

 

Organization 4 

The paper is coherently 
organized and 
developed; is supported 
by highly relevant facts 
and well-chosen 
examples 

3 

The paper is well 
organized and 
developed, with ideas 
supported by 
appropriate facts and 
examples 

2 

The paper has limited 
organization and 
development, generally 
supporting ideas with 
facts and examples 

1 

The paper has ve   
organization and 
development, pro  
simplistic genera  
without support o   

 

Exploration/Writing Depth 4 

Paper shows topic Issues 
are thoughtfully explored 
at high lev, Paper has an 
effective, fluent style 
containing well-formed 
word variety and a clear 

3 

Paper shows some topic 
depth and complexity 
of thought, Paper 
displays some well-
formed word variety 
and good command of 
language 

2 

Paper addresses the topic 
simplistically or 
repetitively, Paper 
demonstrates limited use 
of well-formed word 
variety and language 

1 

Paper lacks foc   
coherence; oft    
communicate i   
has inadequate   
well-formed w   
and language 

 

Grammar/Mechanics 4 

Paper is free from 
errors, appropriate 
grammar, and 
mechanics 

3 

Paper has a few 
errors in grammar, 
usage and 
mechanics 

2 

Paper has some errors, but 
generally demonstrates 
control of grammar, usage 
and mechanics. 

1 

Paper is marred by  
errors in grammar,   
mechanics that freq  
interfere with mean  

 

Documentation/Citation 4 

Correct Citation & 
credible 
Documentation 

3 

Minimal Citation and 
credible documentation 
errors 

2 

3 citation and/or 
questionable 
documentation 

1 

No citation or many c  
errors and documenta    
appropriate or lacks c  

 

Visual Model 4 

Model reflects complete 
comprehension and 
application of the topic 

3 

Model shows the 
correlation of the 
topic to the proposed 
purpose 

2 

Model lacks clarity and 
appropriate application of the 
concepts or struggles 
conveying the intended 
meaning 

1 

Model is disor  
lacks clarity, d   
draw the appr  
connections 

 

Total pts: 24 
Web Link: APA format 
 

 

https://myclasses.mohave.edu/link?a=401787714&path=https%3A%2F%2Fowl.english.purdue.edu%2Fowl%2Fresource%2F560%2F01%2F


 
 

Letter to the Faculty 
 

August 12, 2016 
 
Dear EDU 205 Faculty Member, 
 
Resident faculty at Mohave Community College revised the general education student learning 
outcomes (SLOs) in 2013. As a result, the faculty have implemented a new student learning 
assessment study to help the college answer this question: “Do students demonstrate college-level 
proficiency in the general education philosophies across their program of study?” 
 
Resident faculty members in the Education department have created an assignment for inclusion as a 
graded assignment in the course. Key points for this assignment are: 
 

• The assignment is the same across all sections of this course. 
• The rubric described below is used to calculate the assignment grade. 
• The assignment grade counts towards the students’ final grade in the course. 
• The faculty apply the metrics for Met, Met with Concerns, and Not Met when reporting student 

performance. 
• The data sheet is due to Katie White via an email attachment when grades for the class are 

submitted. 
 
Data analysis will provide faculty with the opportunity to improve student learning. Thank you for 
participating in this project. Please let us know if you have questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Education Resident Faculty 
 
Attachment 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: Fall 
Section: 211 Year: 2016 
Instructor: Dagres 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 4 Students understood the role of each element in 
the overall construction of how curricula is 
developed within a school. 

APA citations, depth of exploration, writing 
mechanics and word choice. 

Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met 2   
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

Met 

1. Review APA format 
2. Review chapter vocabulary 
3. Proofread or peer edit 
4. Show examples, models 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: FALL 
Section: 231 Year: 2016 
Instructor: MITZI ESGRO 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 4 Topic clarity, depth of thought APA Formatting 
Met w/ 
concerns 

2 Topic clarity APA Formatting; Writing process 

Not Met 3  APA formatting; Writing guidelines 
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

Met with Concerns 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: Fall 
Section: 221 Year: 2016 
Instructor: White 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 6 Good understanding of the topic Clear directions and expectations for the model 
Met w/ 
concerns 

3 Understood the topic Clear directions and expectations for the model 
APA format 

Not Met 0   
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

 

Met 

 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Letter to the Faculty  
January 21, 2016 

Dear EDU 205 Faculty Member, 

Resident faculty at Mohave Community College revised the general education student learning outcomes (SLOs) in 2013.  As a result, 
the faculty have implemented a new student learning assessment study to help the College answer this question: “Do students 
demonstrate college-level proficiency in the general education philosophies across their program of study?” 

Resident faculty members in the Education department have created an assignment for inclusion as a graded assignment in the course.  
Key points for this assignment are: 

• The assignment is the same across all sections of this course. 
• The attached rubric is used to calculate the assignment grade. 
• The assignment grade counts towards the students’ final grade in the course. 
• The faculty apply the metrics for Met, Met with Concerns, and Not Met when reporting student performance. 
• The data sheet is due to Katie White via an email attachment when grades for the class are submitted. 

Data analysis will provide faculty with the opportunity to improve student learning.  Thank you for participating in this project.  Please 
let us know if you have questions.   

Cordially, 

Katie White 

Education Resident Faculty 

Attachment 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: Spring 
Section: 211 Year: 2017 
Instructor: Dagres 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 6   
Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met 4  Did not attempt assignment 
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

Met 

 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: SPRING 
Section: 231 Year: 2017 
Instructor: MITZI ESGRO 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 7 Ideas, Organization and Coherence, Style; 
Students were creative with the models 

APA formatting instruction although there was 
significant improvement from Fall 2016 

Met w/ 
concerns 

0   

Not Met 1   
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

MET 

Overall the students did well in this assignment. Some areas to improve would be APA formatting instruction for references. I think a 
good idea would be to have students submit a rough draft of the paper before the final is due to get instructor and/or peer feedback. 

 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: EDU 205 Semester: Spring 
Section: 221 Year: 2017 
Instructor: White 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met    
Met w/ 
concerns 

1 Understood the topic, knew APA format Didn’t do the model 

Not Met 1  Did not attempt assignment 
 

Overall Metric: (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

Having two students in the class, it was difficult to have discussions. Tara Dagres sent me pictures of her students’ models which 
helped; however, students still didn’t complete the model. 

Understood how to complete the assignment and how to write the paper. I had concerns about the model, students were lax in their 
execution and explanations. 

 

 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016/2017 
Department: Engineering 
Course:  EGR 210 
 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 

3.  Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 
 3.8. Demonstrate non‐numerical reasoning to estimate (the range of) possible solutions to some real‐world 

problems, especially in the case of inexact or incomplete data. 
 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
COMPETENCY 5 Solve Problems Involving Rigid Bodies at Equilibrium.  

OBJECTIVE 5.3: Present Solutions to Equilibrium Problems While using Presentation Software. 
 
 
 

MEASUREMENT 
We will measure our effectiveness by applying an updated grading rubric (given in appendix B) to the student 
presentations.  Each item on the rubric was considered during the presentation, and points were given in each category 
based on the wording of the grading rubric.   The second and third categories (Presentation, Modeling Freestanding 
Structure) are the ones that most correspond to the SLO chosen.  However, as the original group didn’t utilize the rubric, 
and the second group’s grades were only recorded as a total, the analysis can only be done on overall average scores.   
 
 

METRICS 
 
A student meets the criteria if:   The student’s group meets on average the “acceptable” level in the updated rubric, and 
also answers all individual questions on their project.   
 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if:    The student’s group meets on average the “needs improvement” level in 
the updated rubric, and also answers all individual questions on their project.   
 
A student does not meet the criteria if:  The student’s group fails to meets on average the “needs improvement” level in 
the updated rubric, or fails to answer all individual questions on their project.   
 
 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
There was one five student section of EGR 210 in 2015 and one five student section in 2016.  Each class had two groups 
and both groups contained one group of three and one group of two students.   
 
In 2015, there were two groups.  They got 97% and 98% respectively.  The only points the groups missed were for failure 
to include modeling that, looking back, was not a skill the students would be familiar enough with to earn full points.  



Everything else was included, thus full points were given.  As the rubric did not label acceptable in 2015, it will be 
assumed that both groups’ scores would be considered acceptable.  
 
Number of students Met: 5 
Number of students Met with concerns: 0 
Number of students did not meet: 0 
 

POST‐FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
 
The grading rubric (given in appendix A) was simple and consisted of only binary either/or assessment.  This was felt to 
be not informative enough.  The grading rubric was identified as lacking clear and concise explanation on the expected 
work and the grading procedure for partial credit. The engineering department reworked the grading rubric and applied 
it to the same assignment a year later.   
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
After the rubric was updated (Appendix B), instead of binary assessments, there were assessment levels given.  This 
demonstrated to students the presentation’s level of quality needed to demonstrate an acceptable outcome in each 
category.  The non‐trained modeling requirement was also removed.  Questions on the assignment were also asked 
individually of the students so that they could earn part of their grade on an individual bases. 
 
The scores on the project for the 2016 group were as follows: 
   

Group 1 Group 2 
84.5 64.5 
90.75 52 
84.5  

 
Though the groups were graded using the new rubric, no further data on the project was recorded in the grade book.  
The actual rubrics themselves were lost in the two semesters between the class and when the report was written. While 
investigating the trend lines of individual categories would be somewhat helpful for this report, only half of the students 
investigated utilized the updated rubric making student learning trends hard to determine.   
 
The grades in 2016 were more diverse compared to 2015 and reflected some students failing to meet objectives.  One of 
the two groups threw together a presentation at the last minute (even attempting to use the presentation day as a work 
day).  Their scores (52, 64.5) accurately reflected their performances both in a group and individually.   The second 
group, who while being more prepared, still had difficulty meeting the highest level of the rubric and earned scores in 
the high B/low A level. 
 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
 
Utilizing the correlation coefficient, 
 

 



one may compare the correlation of the project grade with other grading categories.  The range of values can range 
from ‐1 (inverse correlation), to 0 (no correlation), to 1 (total correlation).     
 
When comparing the project grades to the final, a small (‐0.1) inverse correlation was found.  This demonstrates that 
students that did well on the project did poorly on the final.  It is hypothesized that the inverse correlation arose 
because each assessment called on drastically different skill set that evaluated different SLO.  Those that were good at 
rote memorization of theory and critical thinking skills were not necessarily good at time management, modeling, and 
presentations.  When one looks at all the assessment excluding the presentation, the r value is 0.2, showing that the 
students that did well on the project also did well in the rest of the class.   
 
The assessment encouraged student learning outside of the framework of a standard math based lecture and exam 
class.  The students were able to accurately model real world situations, identify points of failure, and recommend 
alterations to the design to prevent these failures.  These are critical skills in engineering careers.  Giving a more 
accurate grading rubric helped to focus engineers on the non‐math side of the class.   
 
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
While it may seem that the change in assessment was the primary cause of the drop in grade, looking individually at 
each group shows that the lack of time management skills and intercampus communication were the main barriers to 
success.  In 2016, one of the two groups was located in Kingman campus while the other consisted of a student in Lake 
Havasu and a student in Bullhead City.  

 
While the group that was all on the same campus managed pass the assessment on both the SLOs under investigation as 
well as the other parts, the group that was split campus struggled.  Though better communication and time 
management skills could have aided the second group, the distance also put a handicap on any effort at collaboration.   
 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
The intervention, though it seemed to bring down the average score, allowed for a more accurate reflection of student 
work.  Less communication on the project deliverables was needed, and grading was more fair and straight forward.    
 
 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
 
The improved rubric allowed for the students to think more critically about the assessment.  It showed that common 
responses (such as drawing a simple picture or commenting that the weak points needed to be reinforced) would not 
earn full credit.  This motivated them to go beyond these standard responses and helped them to tailor their 
presentations on the solution to a real life equilibrium problem more accurately.  
 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 

1. Cycle of Learning requires an assessment, a correction, and a reassessment of an objective.  If the objective is 
assessed once a year, it requires two years to produce substantial improvement suggestions.  In the future, an 
objective that can be assessed twice in one semester a more populated class will be chosen. 
 

2. The grading rubric for the presentation should also specify how the individual portion will be graded as well as 
example question types that the instructor can ask. 



3. Some sort of penalty for failing to work as a group or not showing up to the presentation on time should be 
implemented. 
 

4. Multi‐campus groups shall be discouraged unless necessary due to enrollment patterns.  As of time of writing, the 
2017 class has two students, one on each campus.  Other methods of overcoming intercampus communication 
should be investigated. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX A : GRADING CRITERIA OF STATICS PROJECT (2015) 
 

• Modeling the structure (Making free body diagrams of all pertinent members/parts/pieces)      
 
5 points 
 

• Research the maximum loading that the structure can handle (based off of material), where the 
structure would fail under such loads, and propose how the structure could be reinforced/redesigned to 
handle higher loads (using Matlab or other such programs) 
 
1 point 
 

• Make a presentation on the structure and your findings  
 
5 point for having presentation  
 

• The structure chosen and the rationale behind it 
 
5 points for structure rationale 
 

• The modeling of the free‐standing structure without any applied external forces acting on it 
 
5 points for modeling 
 

• The changes when a point force is added to it (and why: e.g., a sign placed on it or a kid climbing on it) 
 
7.5 points for modeling with point force 
 

• The changes when a distributed force is acting on it (and why: wind, rain, snow?) 
 
7.5 points for distributed force 
 

• Maximum forces and point(s) of failure 
 
7 points for max forces 
 

• Suggestions on improving/remodeling the structure 
 
7 points for redesign 

 



APPENDIX B : GRADING CRITERIA OF STATICS PROJECT (2016) 
Grading criteria (5% each) 

 Unacceptable  Needs 
improvement 

Acceptable Excellent 

Structure Choice No Rational It looked 
interesting 

Has more than one force 
acting on it 

Multiple forces, requires 
statics knowledge to model 

Presentation 

 

No 
presentation 

A presentation 
with just text 
and a pictures 

A presentation with 
disorganized calculations but 
a general flow presenting 
findings  

Detailed presentations 
outlining choice of 
structure, modeling, 
improvements, and 
conclusion 

Modeling 
Freestanding 
Structure 

No Model A picture A free body diagram with 
forces and moments 

All pertinent 
members/parts/pieces 
modeled with FBDs and 
how they interact 

Model w/ point 
force 

No Model A picture A free body diagram with 
forces and moments 

All pertinent 
members/parts/pieces 
modeled with FBDs and 
how they interact 

Model w/ 
distributed force 

No Model A picture A free body diagram with 
forces and moments 

All pertinent 
members/parts/pieces 
modeled with FBDs and 
how they interact 

Maximum Forces No Maximum 
Forces 

A guess Max apply-able forces 
assumed from literature 

Max forces calculated using 
model and material 
characteristics 

Points of failure No POFs A guess POFs found via literature POFs found via modeling 

Suggestions for 
improvement  

No 
Suggestions 

Make it thicker. Make it thicker at POF Recommend different 
material/designs to 
improve structure. 

Techniques of 
modeling 

No model Draw a picture. Hand calculations. Computer aided 
modeling (CAD, matlab, 
etc..) 

Conclusions No 
conclusions. 

We modeled X Repeat Suggestions for 
improvement 

Give overview of 
presentation and what we 
should takeaway from the 
presentation 
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MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department:  English 
Course: ENG 101 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills 
     2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level. 
 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Competency 2 Select rhetorical modes appropriate to the purpose and audience addressed. 
Objective 2.1 Generate expository essays that incorporate the rhetorical strategies singly or in 
combination: description, narration, exemplification, process analysis, definition, 
classification/division, causal analysis, and comparison/contrast. 
 

MEASUREMENT 
 

To prepare for the college-wide 2016-2017 Cycle of Learning assessment project, a committee 
was formed out of the College’s Assessment Committee (now a part of a larger CASA 
curriculum committee) to create guidelines for the College’s academic departments in 
developing assessments to measure their students’ reading comprehension abilities.  Several 
departments including English volunteered to create a reading comprehension assessment for 
their department’s students to share with other academic departments as examples of what 
such assessment tools might look like.  Once these instruments were created and discussed, 
the Assessment Committee recognized the difficulty of such a college-wide project when MCC 
currently has no full-time faculty with specific epistemological expertise in reading instruction.  
The mandate that all departments test for reading comprehension was then scrapped, but 
along with several other departments who had already developed an assessment instrument, 
the English Department voted to continue the reading comprehension project as the primary 
departmental assessment for the 2016-2017 college year.   
 
Rather than choosing a textbook passage and creating a quiz to assess English 101 students’ 
reading comprehension as an end in itself, the English department crafted a reading passage 
and accompanying quiz that would address a general weakness of most undergraduate 
student writing: the ability to craft quality artistic narrative.  Most students assume that in 
order to tell a story that evokes emotions, their task is to identify and discuss whatever 
emotions are being felt, an even more serious error for those writing narrative poetry, 
especially when students name and describe these emotions in reductive rhymes that tend to 
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render ludicrous the very feelings they seek to express meaningfully and honestly.  Instead, 
good artistic narrative recreates sensorial details, it “shows” rather than “tells,” immersing the 
reader in moment to moment sensorial experience rather than naming and analyzing 
emotional labels.  This skill to create reality through sense detail—this ability to spin words 
into images that describe what is being seen, heard, tasted, smelled and felt—is foundational 
to the narrative/descriptive writing the English Department is tasked to teach students to 
compose.  Therefore, while the Writing Narrative Reading Comprehension Exercise addresses 
the larger general education competency “read and comprehend at a college level,” the 
assessment also provides students the proper “how-to” information they need to compose 
quality narration essays. 
 
Along with the reading passage, the Department created an objective ten-question quiz (see 
Appendix A, Common Assignment: Writing Narrative Quiz).  The ten questions respectively 
assess English 101 students on the following ten learning outcomes:  
 

1) Recall concepts explained within the reading. 
2) Indicate the correct definition of a difficult term from a list of options. 
3) Locate activities directly or indirectly evoked within the reading passage. 
4) Determine a thesis statement that best represents the passage’s overall meaning. 
5) Define the concept of sensorial selectivity. 
6) Distinguish between incorrect and correct methods of rendering artistic narrative 

through storytelling. 
7) Analyze why a character acts as she or he does by recalling behaviors and actions 

described within the passage. 
8) Identify elements that should be included in narrative writing and elements that 

should be avoided. 
9) Judge which narrative example best encapsulates the qualities of good artistic 

narrative espoused by the passage. 
10) Indicate the analogy that best expresses how writers should render their 

characters’ emotions narratively.  
 

METRICS 

 
For assessment purposes, the English Department is interested in both the overall student 
results (what percentage of our students meet, meet with concerns, and do not meet the 
assessment criteria) and which of the ten learning outcomes students meet, meet with 
concerns, and do not meet. 
 
Individually, students meet the criteria if they answer 7 – 10 questions correctly on the 
assessment instrument. 
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Students meet the criteria with concerns if they answer 6 questions correctly on the 
assessment instrument. 
Students do not meet the criteria if they answer 0 – 5 questions correctly on the assessment 
instrument. 
 
Overall, the narrative writing skills assessed by the individual questions (learning outcomes) 
would be considered met department-wide by English 101 students if answered correctly by 
70 – 100% of student respondents. 
The narrative skills assessed would be considered met with concerns if answered correctly by 
60 – 69% of student respondents. 
The narrative skills assessed would be considered not met if answered correctly by 0 – 59% of 
student respondents. 
  

RESULTS 
FIRST SEMESTER ASSESSMENT RESULTS (FALL 2016)  
 

Twelve English 101 classes reported results; the number participating totaled 217 student 
respondents.  Of these, 163 (75%) “met” the assessment goal, 22 (10%) “met with concerns,” 
and 32 (15%) were scored as “not met.”    
 

Number of students who met:                           163  (75%) 
Number of students who met with concerns:   22  (10%) 
Number of students who did not meet:             32  (15%) 
 

The mean score was a 7.5.  No meaningful differences appeared between on-ground and on-
line modalities.  Since 43 of the 217 students answered 7 questions correctly, 46 answered 8 
correctly, 47 answered 9 correctly, and 25 answered all 10 questions correctly, the data create 
the type of positive skew distribution desired in academic quizzes.  Overall, the English 
Department’s goal for student respondents was “met.” 
 

 Number of questions answered correctly by individual respondent: 
 

  10 – 11.5% (25) 
    9 -  21.7% (47) 
    8 -  21.2% (46)   
    7 -  19.8% (43) 
    6 -  10.6% (23) 
    5 -    6.0% (13) 
    4 -    6.0% (13) 
    3 -    1.8% (4) 
    2 -    0.5% (1) 
    1 -    0.9% (2) 
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The skills assessed by Questions 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, &10 are considered “met” by the ENG 101 
student respondents. (70%) 
The skill assessed by Question 3 is considered “met with concerns.” (10%) 
The skills assessed by Questions 1 & 5 are considered “not met.” (20%) 
 

Overall, the skills assessed by the Fall 2016 Narrative Reading Quiz are deemed “met.”  
 

Student Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
Total 
Correct  

             

1A 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 7  
2A 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
3A 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 7  
4A 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3  
5A 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 4  
6A 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
7A 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
8A 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
9A 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  

10A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
11A 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
12A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
13A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
14A 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
15A 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
1B 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
2B 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
3B 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
4B 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
5B 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 7  
6B 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 4  
7B 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
8B 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
9B 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 5  

10B 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
11B 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
12B 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
13B 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
14B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
15B 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4  
1C 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 4  
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2C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
3C 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
4C 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
5C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
6C 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
7C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
8C 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
1D 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
2D 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  
3D 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3  
4D 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 6  
5D 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
6D 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8  
7D 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 6  
8D 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
9D 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4  

10D 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2  
11D 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  
12D 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
13D 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
14D 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
15D 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
16D 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 5  
17D 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3  
18D 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
19D 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
20D 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
21D 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
1E 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5  
2E 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
3E 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
4E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
5E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9  
6E 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
7E 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
8E 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 5  
9E 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  

10E 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
11E 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7  
12E 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
13E 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 7  
14E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
15E 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 6  
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16E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
17E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
18E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
19E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
20E 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 4  
21E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
22E 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
23E 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
1F 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
2F 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6  
3F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
4F 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4  
5F 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7  
6F 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 6  
7F 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 4  
8F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
9F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  

10F 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7  
11F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 8  
12F 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
13F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
14F 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7  
15F 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6  
16F 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
17F 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
1G 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
2G 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 5  
3G 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
4G 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
5G 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 8  
6G 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
7G 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5  
8G 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
9G 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  

10G 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 4  
11G 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
12g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
13G 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 8  
14G 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
15G 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 6  
16G 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7  
17G 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
18G 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
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19G 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
20G 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
21G 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4  
22G 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
1H 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
2H 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7  
3H 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6  
4H 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 6  
5H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9  
6H 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
7H 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 5  
8H 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 5  
9H 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  

10H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
11H 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8  
12H 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
13H 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8  
14H 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7  
15H 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  
16H 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6  
17H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
18H 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 5  
19H 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 8  
2I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
3I 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
4I 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7  
5I 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  
6I 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 6  
7I 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 7  
8I 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
9I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  

10I 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 6  
11I 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 6  
12I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
1J 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 7  
2J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
3J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
4J 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8  
5J 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 7  
6J 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 6  
7J 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8  
8J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
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9J 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
10J 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
11J 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
12J 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
13J 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 5  
14J 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8  
15J 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 5  
16J 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 8  
17J 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
18J 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7  
19J 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
20J 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 7  
21J 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 8  
22J 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4  
23J 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8  
1K 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
2K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
3K 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
4K 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
5K 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
6K 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 7  
7K 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3  
8K 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 7  
9K 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  

10K 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
11K 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
12K 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
13K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
14K 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
15K 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
16K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
17K 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4  
18K 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
19K 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
20K 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 8  
21K 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 7  
22K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
23K 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
1L 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 5  
2L 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 7  
3L 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
4L 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6  
5L 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
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6L 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7  
7L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7  
8L 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
9L 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  

10L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
11L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
12L 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
13L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
14L 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 6  
15L 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
16L 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4  
17L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
18L 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
19L 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 8  
20L 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  

 108 193 151 188 124 157 166 187 167 184 1625  

 50% 89% 69% 86% 57% 72% 76% 86% 77% 84% 74.5%  
 

 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
The following interventions were suggested by our MCC English 101 instructors on their SAADS 
analysis forms and were discussed by the English Department in early December 2016 at our 
LATTE meeting to be implemented for the spring semester assessment: 
 
Since students may not have prior exposure to the “show, don’t tell” concept advocated by 
the passage, prior readings on narrative writing rhetoric along with class discussions and 
exercises might familiarize students with the “show, don’t tell” axiom and thus increase 
understanding and reading comprehension.  Before being given the assessment, students 
should be exposed to the concept of “sensorial selectivity," the need to write narrative in 
appropriate sensorial images/details, and the concept of avoiding analysis through emotional 
labeling, avoiding analyzing the emotions expressed by identifying and discussing the 
emotional word labels (i.e., “love,” “happy,” “sad,” angry”).  The assessment should be given 
only after the narrative chapter is assigned and properly discussed.  (Since these concepts go 
largely untaught before college, providing background instruction will increase reading 
comprehension without skewing the assessment results since the quiz questions are specific to 
the reading passage being assessed.) 
 
Noting that the exam, which stressed the need for reading comprehension abilities, created 
“test anxiety” in some students, English 101 instructors were asked to be aware of this 
phenomenon and to discuss the assessment and its instructions in a positive, non-threatening 
tone that put the overall significance of the exercise in perspective (instructors were 
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encouraged to score the assessment in their gradebook as a daily or participation grade if they 
so chose but discouraged from counting the quiz as a major grade).  Instructors were also 
encouraged to discuss strategies for coping with test anxiety before administering the 
assessment. 
 
Since for some English 101 instructors the teaching of narrative/descriptive writing (which is 
written to create a dominant impression or a theme) occurs before the teaching of expository 
essays (written to prove a thesis), and since one of the learning objectives assessed by the 
exercise requires students to have an understanding of what a thesis statement is both in 
definition and practical application, discussing the thesis statement in class and providing 
exercises that focus on thesis statements prior to completing the Narrative Writing 
assessment should improve performance and largely negate this concern of students not yet 
being taught the definition of a thesis statement. 
 
Before the assessment English instructors were encouraged to provide assignments that help 
improve students’ close reading skills.  Allowing for small group discussions of a text and then 
reconvening as a whole was presented as one way to address this issue.  Instructors might also 
assign an exercise in which students imitate or are asked to recognize the styles of good 
narrative writers, especially those writing in sensory detail and leaving the analysis to the 
reader. 

 
SECOND SEMESTER ASSESSMENT RESULTS (SPRING 2017) 
 

Ten English 101 classes reported results, the number participating totaling 137 student 
respondents.  Of these, 100 (73%) “met” the assessment goal, 17 (12%) “met with concerns,” 
and 20 (15%) were scored as “not met.”    
 

Number of students who met:                             100 (73%) 
Number of students who met with concerns:     17 (12%) 
Number of students who did not meet:                20 (15%) 
 
The mean score was a 7.3.  No meaningful differences were evidenced between on-ground 
and on-line modalities.  Since 27 of the 137 students answered 7 questions correctly, 31 
answered 8 correctly, 30 answered 9 correctly, and 12 answered all 10 questions correctly, the 
data again create the positive skew distribution desired. Overall, the English Department’s goal 
for our individual student respondents was “met.” 
 

 
Number of questions answered correctly by individual respondent: 
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  10 – 8.8% (12) 
    9 -  21.9% (30) 
    8 -  22.6% (31)   
    7 -  19.7% (27) 
    6 -  12.7% 17) 
    5 -    6.6% (9) 
    4 -    4.4% (6) 
    3 -    2.2% (3) 
    2 -    2.9% (4) 
    1 -    0.0% (0) 
 
The narrative writing skills assessed by Questions 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 & 10 are considered “met” by 
the English 101 student respondents. (70%) 
The narrative skill assessed by Question 7 is considered “met with concerns.” (10%) 
The narrative skills assessed by Questions 1 & 5 are considered “not met.” (20%) 
 

Overall, the skills assessed by the Spring 2017 Narrative Reading Quiz are deemed “met.”  
 

 
 

Student Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total Correct 

1A 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  
2A 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
3A 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
4A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
5A 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
6A 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6  
7A 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
8A 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
9A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  

10A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
11A 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
12A 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 4  
1B 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
2B 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 8  
3B 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
4B 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8  
5B 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 6  
6B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
7B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
8B 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4  
9B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
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10B 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
11B 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9  
12B 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
1C 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
2C 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
3C 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7  
4C 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 7  
5C 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8  
6C 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7  
7C 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2  
8C 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 7  
9C 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
1D 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
2D 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
3D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 8  
4D 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7  
5D 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
6D 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 7  
7D 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 7  
8D 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
9D 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  

10D 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3  
11D 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2  
12D 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
13D 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8  
14D 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
15D 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 4  
16D 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3  
1E 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
2E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
3E 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
4E 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 6  
5E 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
6E 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 6  
7E 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 5  
8E 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4  
9E 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8  
1F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
2F 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 6  
3F 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
4F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
5F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8  
6F 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
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7F 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7  
8F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
9F 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  

10F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
11F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
12F 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
13F 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
14F 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 6  
1G 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
2G 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
3G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
4G 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
5G 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
6G 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 7  
7G 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 5  
8G 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7  
9G 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 8  

10G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
11G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
12G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9  
13G 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7  
14G 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 7  
15G 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 8  
16G 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
1H 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 7  
2H 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
3H 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6  
4H 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 5  
5H 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6  
6H 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4  
7H 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 7  
8H 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6  
9H 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 7  

10H 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6  
11H 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 5  
12H 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
13H 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5  
14H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9  
15H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
16H 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 8  
17H 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5  
18H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
19H 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
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20H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2  
21H 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
1I 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 7  
2I 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
3I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 8  
4I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10  
5I 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 6  
6I 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 7  
7I 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 5  
8I 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 7  
9I 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  

10I 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8  
11I 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9  
12I 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
13I 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 6  
14I 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
15I 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 7  
16I 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6  
17I 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2  
18I 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8  
19I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9  
20I 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5  
21I 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4  
22I 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 8  
1J 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7  
2J 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9  
3J 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 7  
4J 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8  
5J 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 7  
6J 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8  

 63 122 104 118 78 99 90 120 96 117 1006  
 46% 89% 76% 86% 57% 72% 66% 88% 70% 85% 73.4%  

 

 

ANALYSIS 
The greater strength identified by our spring assessment quiz was that our results were almost 

as good as our fall results, which is an assertion that begs the question, “how can almost as 

good be viewed as a strength?”  But given what the English Department has learned in recent 

years from these continual assessments, for success results between the fall and spring 

semesters to be so statistically similar implies significant improvement.  The Department has 

learned through data analysis that our spring English 101 students are statistically less likely to 

succeed than our fall students.  Spring semester students who enroll in English 101 tend to be 

more developmentally challenged than fall semester students.  The English Department is 
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currently developing interventions to adjust our teaching to respond pedagogically to this 

annual phenomenon (see Action Plan below). 

 

More English 101 students enroll in the fall than in the spring, clearly seen in the number of 

students who took the assessment this past year with reported results, which was 217 in the fall 

and 137 in the spring. With most students beginning their college experiences in the fall, our 

more prepared students, as most college students in the country, begin their freshman fall 

semester with English 101 and continue their freshman spring semester with English 102 since 

these classes, given their focus on composition, are foundational to the other academic courses 

these students will take throughout their college careers.  Students who enroll in spring for 

English 101 by numbers include more who spent their first fall semester funneled into TRE 089 

or who prove not as prepared in their composition and critical thinking skills as the majority of 

our fall students.  Completion statistics (final grades) from the 2012-2014 data we analyzed for 

our last English Program Review prove that our fall English 101 classes historically have 

greater retention and success than do our spring classes: 

 

 Fall 2012, 2013, & 2014:                  A – C:   77.2% 

                          D, F, & W/WR:   22.8% 

 

Spring 2012, 2013, & 2014:              A – C:   69.6% 

                 D, F, & W/WR:  30.4% 

 

 

Therefore, comparing the normal drop in success/completion rates between the fall and spring 

semesters to the minimal drop between these semesters on this year’s Narrative Writing Quiz 

results  

 

     Met:    75% (fall) 

                 73% (spring) 

 

   Met with Concerns: 10% (fall) 

                 12% (spring) 

 

           Not Met: 15% (fall) 

        15% (spring)  

 

suggests that the strategies implemented between semesters had a measurable positive effect on 

our results.  Given the 8% drop in both success and failure rates typical between fall and spring 

semesters in English 101, the fact that the rate of students who “met” the assessment goals only 

dropped 2%, and the number who “met with concerns” only dropped 2%, and the “not met” 

number stayed constant, our interventions appear to have improved student performance over 

what might be expected from our student population. 
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What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this 
assessment cycle? 
 
Combining the two semesters’ data together reveals that 75% (74.7%) of individual respondents 

met our assessment goal of missing three or fewer questions.  The reading passage created was 

appropriate for college level reading and designed to be demanding for developmentally-

challenged readers in content, vocabulary, and sentence structure (students weren’t just invited 

to join Dick, Jane, and their faithful dog Spot on a hillside frolic).  Also, even though the 

chapter on narrative writing was assigned and discussed before the assessment was taken, the 

questions were specific enough to the quiz to require reading comprehension skills.  That the 

combined results of both semester’s assessments created a mean score of 75% (74.7) indicates 

that three-quarters of our 2016-2017 English 101 students proved able to read and comprehend 

the passage well enough to correctly answer the assessment questions given. 

 

Of this 75% (from combining data from both fall and spring semesters), 20% answered 7 of 10 

questions correctly, 22%, respectively, answered 8 and 9 questions correctly, and 11% of 

students had perfect scores.  

 

Ninety percent of respondents either knew or were able to use context clues to identify the 

correct definition of “nascent.”  Eighty-six percent were able to identify an appropriate thesis 

statement for the passage while an additional 86% were able to correctly identify elements that 

should be included in narrative writing and elements that should be avoided.  Eighty-five 

percent were able to choose the correct analogy of how writers reveal their characters’ 

emotions.  Seventy-four percent could recognize which narrative example was of highest 

quality, and seventy-two percent could both identify activities directly or indirectly evoked in 

the passage and distinguish between incorrect and correct methods of rendering artistic 

narrative.  

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

           

Fall  108 193 151 188 124 157 166 187 167 184 

2016 50% 89% 69% 86% 57% 72% 76% 86% 77% 84% 

           

Spring 63 122 104 118 78 99 90 120 96 117 

2017 46% 89% 76% 86% 57% 72% 66% 88% 70% 85% 

           

Combined 171 315 255 306 202 256 256 307 262 301 

 48% 90% 72% 86% 57% 72% 72% 86% 74% 85% 
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Overall, with the quiz results from each semester combined, the 352 student respondents met 

the learning objectives in a convincing manner by answering 80%, or four-fifths, of all 

individual questions correctly.  Therefore, the assessment results reflect that the overall reading 

comprehension of Mohave Community College’s English 101 students is strong.   

 
 

What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this 
assessment cycle? 
 
Combining the two semesters’ data together reveals that over the 2016-2017 college year 

English 101 students proved unable to successfully answer 20%, or one-fifth, of the Narrative 

Writing Quiz, suggesting that they failed to achieve 20% of our learning objectives: only 57% 

were able to correctly deduce the proper definition of “sensual selectivity,” and only 48%, 

fewer than half of our students, were able to identify “analyze” as the dirty word presented in 

the passage that a writer best avoid when evoking emotion through narrative storytelling.   

 

Although technically considered “met,” only 72% to 76% of student respondents were able to 

recognize 

a) Which narrative example was of highest quality. 

b) Activities directly or indirectly evoked in the passage 

c) Distinguish between incorrect and correct methods of rendering artistic narrative. 

 

Some students reported that not enough time was given for the assessment, but time is always 

considered a factor in assessing reading comprehension with slow readers or readers who need 

several readings to comprehend more likely to perform poorly.   

 

An overall weakness that the English Department is now carefully analyzing is the tendency for 

our spring students to be less successful than our fall students.  However, a current factor that 

may create a change in this historic trend is the recent switch in placement tests, moving from 

Compass to Accuplacer, a change that may affect our success rates in both TRE 089 and ENG 

101 (the Department intends to analyze the effects of this placement test change in our next 

Program Review).  Another potential change may come from our recent overhaul of the TRE 

089 curriculum including our change to NoRedInk for developmental grammar tutoring.  The 

Department is hopeful that these changes will translate into higher completion rates for TRE 

and better preparation for our ENG 101 classes. 

 
 

What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
The larger lesson recognized by our 2016-2017 assessment is the fall and spring semester data 

are not truly comparable given the differences in the student populations enrolled (since fall 
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students historically perform 8% better). Therefore, to avoid the need to adjust figures to 

compensate for this expectation, the English Department sees wisdom in continuing an English 

101 assessment project for at least two years so comparisons may be made between consecutive 

fall semesters and spring semesters. 

 

That said, given the historic success rates between fall and spring student populations in English 

101, the Department feels that the interventions taken did improve student learning results even 

though the overall success data was almost 2% lower in the spring. 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
While the Department’s decision to recommend teaching the concept of “sensorial selectivity” 

before the assessment is given led to that learning outcome (question 5) being equal on the fall 

and spring assessments (an identical percentage of students correctly defined the term), two 

other quiz questions that reflect knowledge of the “show, don’t tell” concept were actually more 

successful in the spring than in the fall.  Eighty-eight percent of spring semester student 

respondents (120 of 135) were able to determine what it means not to “tell” in creating narrative 

(question 8), a 2% increase from the 86% (187 of 217) who correctly answered the question in 

the fall, and 85% of spring student respondents (117 of 135) correctly answered how to best 

“show” characters’ emotions (question 10) compared to 84% (184 of 217) of fall student 

respondents.  Given the differences in student populations between the semesters, even a 1% 

improvement is notable.  

 

While no data proves that the suggestion instructors should consider the power of “test anxiety” 

in presenting the assessment improved success rates, in analyzing their assessment results, no 

instructors in the spring, unlike in the fall, mentioned anxiety being a factor.   

 

In analyzing the effect of presenting information on the definition and practical application of 

the thesis statement prior to administering the assessment, the Department is pleased that the 

percentage of student respondents who correctly identified the correct thesis statement of the 

reading passage remained the same between semesters: 86% (188 of 217 fall students and 118 

of 135 spring students).   

 

Likewise, the ability to accurately perform close reading of a passage—a vital critical thinking 

skill—though slightly lower in the spring than the fall (though by less than 2%), suggests that 

our spring students performed better than what would historically be expected.  

 

Overall, the English Department is pleased that our students were able to “meet” the goals of 

the assessment, which was to evaluate their “communication skills,” specifically in how well 

they “read and comprehend at a college level.” Obviously this general goal lies at the heart of 

much of what English 101 instructors do daily by assigning readings, evaluating students’ 

reading comprehension through quizzes, and guiding students’ close reading development 

through discussions and composition activities.  While the Writing Narrative Exercise itself 
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gave students another opportunity to practice close reading in general, though the department is 

pleased that the results suggest our students are reading on a college level, the higher purpose of 

the activity is to instruct students how to correctly write artistic narrative, a necessary skill 

students need to compose vivid narrative essays. 

 

While the assessment tool is not designed to judge the effect of the reading passage and quiz on 

the quality of English 101 students’ subsequent narrative essays (for that the Department would 

have needed to include statistical proof that the 2016-2017 grades for narrative essays were 

higher than in previous years), the Department is pleased that the combined results show that 

80% (four-fifths) of the learning objectives that underlie the questions on the Narrative Writing 

Quiz were successfully addressed by English 101 students. 

  

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ 
learning in the upcoming semester(s): 
 

1) While the English Department is currently assessing our student’s knowledge of the 
thesis statement (given our historic student population differences between the spring 
and fall semesters, we’re planning on keeping this new assessment in place for a two-
year, four-semester cycle [2017/2018 and 2018/2019]), English 101 and Creative Writing 
(both ENG 138 and ENG 238) instructors are being encouraged to continue to use the 
Narrative Writing Reading Comprehension Exercise to build a foundational knowledge 
that narrative is written in sense detail rather than the type of analysis required by most 
other forms of academic writing.  By continuing to be evangelical in having students 
compose narrative out of moment-to-moment sense detail, the department is hopeful 
that our narrative essays as well as our departmentally sanctioned creative writing, 
including submissions to OVIS, our new creative writing journal, will show continual 
improvement. 

 
2) To increase our students’ close reading abilities, the Department is directing English 101 

instructors to develop and promote more annotation exercises where students write 
down their observations while reading a prose passage (where possible, in their 
textbooks); then by reviewing their insights and finding connections between their 
ideas, students may discover a potential thesis with supporting evidence useful to 
develop into a successful essay.  Students might be asked to work alone then share their 
observations in a small group, or work in small groups and share observations with the 
entire class. 

 
3) A prewriting exercise 101 instructors are encouraged to utilize before students begin 

formal narrative/descriptive essays is to have their students remember back to some 
recent time they were with a number of people engaged in an activity including food (a 
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family reunion, a weekend party, a formal celebration, a work social) and have them 
individually write down all the sense detail they remember having experienced as far as 
what they were seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, and smelling (the list of images 
should include representation of all five senses).  After a number of minutes of 
brainstorming by writing down short phrases of sense detail, students are asked to 
evaluate their list of details in order to discover what dominant impression is evoked, 
what emotion they were primarily feeling. Any details that conflict with that dominant 
impression are then crossed out.  Then on another sheet of paper, students write the 
narrative of the event in regular prose paragraphs, recreating the event solely from 
moment to moment sense details.  Students should exclude any analysis describing 
what emotions were being felt, but instead allow the dominant emotion to be 
expressed in the various sense details themselves. 
 

4) Another exercise designed to teach students to avoid emotional word labels and instead 
to encourage moment to moment sensorial details involves showing a PowerPoint slide 
of a written account of a rescue attempt involving a burning car that purposely uses 
abstract language (“brave,” “concerned,” “courage,” etc.).  Then the instructor shows a 
video of an actual car fire and bystanders working to free two kids from the vehicle: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYjJiHgaLDY.  Students are asked to imagine that they are 
there and to identify as many sensory responses as possible; they then “rewrite” the 
abstract account started with to include as many sensory details as possible—
dramatizing how the mother in the scene showed “concern” and the helping bystanders 
showed “courage” in rescuing the kids from the vehicle.    
 

5) While college-level English classes generally don’t spend class time engaged in 
vocabulary development as do K-12 English classes, instructors are encouraged to point 
out difficult vocabulary words in assigned readings and discuss correct definitions in 
order to continue vocabulary development and enhance the student’s lifelong learning 
of the riches of the English language.   

 
6) The Department is discussing the possibility of working with the Student Success 

Centers on each campus to develop reading comprehension workshops designed to give 
students best practice information on how to develop the proper mental focus required 
for reading and on methods to improve their understanding and memory of what is 
being read.   
 

7) To include more developmental grammar study in spring English 101 classes, instructors 
are encouraged to assign each student one grammar topic (comma splices, fragments, 
subject-verb agreement errors, misplaced or dangling modifier, etc.). Students present 
on one of these topics for about 5 minutes. The presenter is required to provide a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYjJiHgaLDY
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handout to the class and provide a short demonstration/walk-thru using specific 
examples. These short presentations allow students to become more aware of these 
errors during the peer-review process, provide an opportunity to improve on future 
writing assignments, and may improve student success in English 101 classes where 
implemented. 

 

 
 

APPENDIX A  

FALL 2016 ENGLISH DEPARTMENT ASSESSMENT  
 
 
Department: ENGLISH Course: ENG101  

English Composition I 
 
Lead Faculty; 
Associate Dean:  

 
Dr. John Kitts 
Dr. Cheryl Hall 

Contact 
Information: 

John Kitts 
jkitts@mohave.edu 
928-692-3018 

General 
Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

 
 
 
Communication Skills 
2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level.  

Course Student 
Learning 
Outcome: 

 
 
Competency 2  Select rhetorical modes appropriate to the purpose 
and audience addressed. 
 Objective 2.1 Generate expository essays that incorporate the 
rhetorical strategies singly or in combination: description, 
narration, exemplification, process analysis, definition, 
classification/division, causal analysis, and comparison/contrast. 
 

Common 
Assignment: 

Writing Narrative Quiz 
Students in all MCC ENG101 classes scheduled during Fall 2016 will 
take a ten question multiple choice quiz after reading Chapter in 
Steps to Writing Well with Additional Readings amid discussing the 
principles of good narrative writing. 
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Writing Narrative 
A Reading Comprehension Exercise 

 
 
Good artistic narrative writing (storytelling) is fundamentally sensorial because 

it deals with human emotions, and we only experience emotions through the  

senses.  This creates a paradoxical problem for nascent narrative writers who  

assume their job must be to talk about their emotions, an understandable error  

since once we experience an emotion we immediately tend to label and analyze  

our feelings.  However, good narrative doesn't deal in these abstract emotional 

 labels like “happy,” “sad,” “melancholy” “joyful,” “angry” or “in love” one can  

think about mentally but not directly experience physically.  So rather than  

providing the reader with an abstract emotional analysis of an event, good 

artistic narrative instead provides the reader with the moment to moment 

sensorial  

details that create the event itself and then leaves the analysis to the reader.  

  

This is what’s meant by the old writing adage “Show, don’t tell.” Recreate the 

experience by describing it in sense detail as it happens, as the experience was 

originally perceived sensually through the senses (“show” it); don’t distance the 

 reader from the experience by merely analyzing whatever emotions were felt  

using abstract emotional labels (don’t “tell” it). 

 
When painters create worlds, they don’t throw in emotional tags or analyze their 

feelings by scrawling how happy or sad or melancholic they feel: “I’m angry,” 

“I’m in love!” Instead, painters create visual images seething in light and texture  

suggesting sounds and smells, tactile feelings and sensuous tastes, and then leave 
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the analysis to the viewer.  Likewise, dabbed on the writer’s palette aren’t 

emotional tags but sense details. The job of the narrative writer is to create 

sensorially by evoking what the scene looks like, sounds like, smells like, tastes 

like, and feels like.  Writers provide the moment-to-moment reality and then 

leave it to their readers to then analyze what it all means.   

 

For instance, let’s say Meryl Streep’s best friend Sheila has been visiting, 

staying over with her husband Tony and kids while Meryl’s been in Africa on a 

movie shoot.  On an unannounced trip back, Meryl stops at the local Safeway on 

her way home from the airport and is in the produce section fingering the 

avocados when she looks up to see, in a whoosh of doors, her husband Tony and 

best friend Sheila walk in arm-in-arm.  A less schooled writer might then type, 

“Meryl was filled with anger and jealousy.”  What’s wrong with that?  The 

writer is telling, not showing, abstracting mentally on the emotional labels rather 

than allowing readers to experience the scene and then mentally construct their 

own analysis (that Meryl is feeling “angry” and “jealous”). 

 

Instead of “telling, “the writer “shows,” and when you are the writer cooking up 

a delicious narrative, if you can avoid abstractly analyzing the emotions but 

limit yourself instead to using the following five ingredients, you’ll be amazed 

at how vivid and compelling your narratives turn out.  While this is by necessity 

the same list of elements we experience when we perceive an emotion 

personally, these elements are also the recipe of acceptable ingredients* for 

creating artistic  

narrative.   

 

When our fictional characters and we experience an emotion, we have  

1) a reaction inside the body, 

2) a reaction outside the body, 

3) experience sensorial selectivity (our tendency to focus primarily on those 

elements we consider important from the myriad of sense data that impinge on 

our senses to compose what we perceive as external reality), 

4) we may have a flash of memory (we may flash back to a similar event or to 

an event we link causally to the current moment), 

5) and we may have a flash to the future (we may visualize how we might act in  

response to the current moment). 

 
To demonstrate, let’s revisit Meryl, who we left standing over the avocados 

observing her husband and best friend enter Safeway arm-in-arm.  Using our 

narrative recipe, how do we create the scene where we show the reader (rather 

than tell) that Meryl is feeling “anger” and “jealousy?”  We might write 

 

 She looks up, and  

 1) (a reaction inside the body) her breath is yanked out, leaving her chest  

scooped hollow.  

 2) (a reaction outside the body) Her jaw tightens as her arms pale ridged and  

hands clench into her slender waist. 

   3) (sensual selectivity) [While we can imagine that Safeway is alive in 

external stimulus, an air conditioner is clattering overhead, a father rolls past her 
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with his baby crying in the cart-seat, all that Meryl notices (all that we would 

write about)  

is the following:]  

 She observes Tony’s hand cupped to the small of Sheila’s back and that 

Sheila is wearing her eye shadow, Tony’s favorite shade. 

 4) (a flash of memory) Meryl then remembers Tony’s voice on the phone last  

night, how it sounded strained, like it was being sucked through a funnel, 

 5) (a flash to the future) and she imagines herself rushing forward, fingers  

twisted into claws, and scratching off that make-up. 

 

Good artistic narrative should create worlds that reveal emotion rather than  

identify and analyze emotion. 

 

Based on your reading of the passage, fill in the blank with the 

correct response. 
 

1. _______   In order to write vivid characters who express emotion, the 

passage  

insists we should do all the following except 

 

a) reveal emotion 

b) dramatize emotion 

c) analyze emotion 

d) recreate reality through sense detail 

 

2. _______ The word “nascent” in the second sentence means 

 

a) innocent 

b) lazy 

c) beginning 

d) vulgar 

 

3. _______   The passage directly or indirectly evokes each of these types of 

artistic endeavor EXCEPT  

 

a) dancing 

b) narrative writing 

c) cooking 

d) painting 

 

4. _______   Which one of the following statements best states the thesis of 

the passage? 

 

a) Good artistic narrative is fundamentally sensorial because it 

identifies and explains the inner workings of human nature. 

b) Instead of identifying and analyzing the emotions created by an 

event, good artistic narrative provides the reader with the 

moment-to-moment sensorial details that create the event itself. 
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c) The job of the writer is to create vivid stories that teach readers 

important lessons about life. 

d) Human perception and character development follow virtually 

the same processes. 

 

5. _______   Which one of the following best defines the concept of 

sensorial selectivity? 

  

a) in perceiving external reality through our senses, our tendency to 

focus     

selectively on whatever sense detail most catches our attention in 

that moment 

b) our ability to recreate external reality through sense detail 

c) a writer’s unconscious tendency to report certain sensorial data 

(for instance, what is seen, heard, and smelled) and exclude 

others (for instance, what is touched and tasted). 

d) the dynamic that leads one person to examine avocadoes and 

another to  

juggle honeydew. 

 

6.  _______   The passage suggests that a notable difference between 

quality artistic narrative and amateur storytelling is that artistic narrative 

 

a) tells the reader all they need to know to perform proper analysis. 

b) remains totally faithful to any real experiences the story may be 

based upon. 

c) avoids analyzing the action by discussing the characters’ 

feelings using abstract emotional terms/labels. 

d) attempts to pack prose with as much sense detail as possible. 

 

7. _______ All the following clues lead Meryl to become inflamed at her 

husband and best friend EXCEPT:  

 

a) They’ve come into the supermarket arm-in-arm. 

b) Sheila has apparently helped herself to Meryl’s eye shadow. 

c) Tony sounded oddly distant when Meryl phoned him the night 

before. 

d) Meryl never expected to be running into them in a Safeway. 

 

8. _______   All the following are narrative recipe elements to follow 

EXCEPT 

 

a) express what a character is sensing on the inside and outside of 

her or his body. 

b) accurately name the emotion the character is feeling 

c) experience a flashback of memory that helps us understand the 

current moment. 

d) visualize how we might act in the future in response to the 

current moment. 
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9. _______  Which of the following statements would you more likely find 

in quality artistic narrative? 

 

a) Tanner could feel the love and excitement that buzzed in the 

cool night air as he and his fellow football squad members 

jogged across the field. 

b) From her chair in the living room where she was knitting, 

Jocelyn thrilled as the joyful sounds of her daughters playing 

drifted up the hallway.  

c) Biff’s car spun around in a storm of smoke as fire flared through 

his windshield and in his leg where something sharp stabbed 

him,  something inside him now he knew shouldn’t be. 

d) Knowing her boys’ hearty appetites, Margaret loaded down the 

kitchen table with food—all kinds—and other kinds of food 

including all their favorites. 

 

10. _______ The passage states that the closest analogy to a writer correctly  

expressing her or his character’s emotions is by the writer 

 

a) recreating the sensorial process by which humans likewise 

experience emotion through incoming sense perceptions. 

b) explaining what emotions are being felt and why based on the 

writer’s life experiences. 

c) analyzing her or his character’s behavior using the DSM-5’s 

updated ICD-10 codes. 

d)  allowing his or her subconscious to speak utilizing whatever 

methods are currently legal in the writer’s state or country of 

residence. 

 

 

 
*The English department thanks Pulitzer-Prize winning fiction writer 

Robert Olen Butler for sharing with us his yummy narration recipe. 

 
 
 
Common 
Assignment 
Directions: 

 
 
 
 
For on-ground sections of ENG101, instructors may photocopy the 
quiz and have the class take the quiz during class or embed the quiz 
in Schoology and have students take the quiz on-line outside of 
class.  On-line sections will take the quiz in Schoology. Instructors 
will then record the results of the quiz on the Thesis Statement Quiz 
Reporting Form attached with this notification (directions included) 
and emailed to John Kitts at jkitts@mohave.edu.   
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Thesis Quiz Reporting Form 
101 Section ________ 

 

Student 

Q

1 

Q

2 

Q

3 

Q

4 

Q

5 

Q

6 

Q

7 

Q

8 

Q

9 

Q1

0 

Total 

Correct 
            

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
Total 

Correct 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 

2

5 25 250 
 

Instructions:   
1. Delete all extra students (if 18 took the quiz, first delete 

rows 19-25 by highlighting the empty rows and then 
clicking on the Edit menu, selecting Delete, then choosing 

"entire row."  [Please don't delete the bottom "Total 
Correct" row.] 

2. For each student, report missed questions by replacing 
the "1" (by default indicating the questions was answered 

correctly) with a "0" (indicating the student missed that 
question on the quiz). 

3. Type the 101 class section in the header blank (for 

instance, 231, if that's your on-ground section or 834, if 
that's your on-line section), and then attach this reporting 
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form along with the data sheet form to an email and send to 
jkitts@mohave.edu by December 1.   

 
Additional Information: 

 
Please enter the number of students enrolled in this course 

section: ________. 
 

Please enter the number of students who took the Thesis 
Statement Quiz  _________. 

 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course:  Semester:  

Section:  Year:  

Instructor:  

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s 

observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are the strengths 

you see students demonstrating in completing this assignment?  Where 

could improvements be made that would strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of Students Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, 

instructional strategies, etc.) 

Met    

Met w/ concerns 

 

 

Not Met 

 

 

Overall Metric:  (identify the 

performance level of the class as a 

whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or 

Not Met) 

 

Submit this document to your 

discipline’s lead faculty with the 

Thesis Quiz Reporting form by 

December 1, 2016.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Content Rubric: Correct Answers: 

1.  C  6.  C 

2.  C  7.  D 

3.  A  8.  B 

4.  B  9.  C 

5.  A             10.  A 
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Scoring Metrics:  
At what level did 
the students 
demonstrate the 
intended student-
learning 
outcome? 
 
(Assignment 
metrics will vary 
from discipline to 
discipline) 

 
Met:  Students will have demonstrated college-level proficiency in 
reading comprehension if they attain a score of 70 – 100% on the 
assessment instrument. 
 
Met with Concerns: Students will have demonstrated some college-
level proficiency in reading comprehension if they attain a score of 
60% on the assessment instrument. 
 
Not Met: Students will have failed to demonstrate college-level 
proficiency in reading comprehension if they attain a score below 
60% on the assessment instrument. 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

After your students complete the quiz, follow the directions to 
complete the Quiz Reporting Form (attached).  Next fill out the 
Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet (attached). For this 
form, all students who have a score of 7-10 have met the expected 
outcome, those who score a 6 have met the expected outcome with 
concerns, and those who score 0 – 5 have failed to meet the 
expected outcome.  Please analyze the results of any questions 
missed by fewer than 30% of the class to determine strengths and 
questions missed by more than 30% to determine needed 
improvements.   
 
Then please electronically send both data sheets to John Kitts at 
jkitts@mohave.edu 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016 / 2017 
Department: ART/HUM  
Course: HUM 150 & HUM 151 
 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills:  The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on both personal and 
profession levels 

2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level  

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Course Goal 4. Determine the personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may 
influence values expressed in the artist's work. (1,2,3,4,5) 
 
Competency 4. Assess various specific factors that may influence the expression of an artist's values in a work 
of art. 

 
MEASUREMENT 
ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION:  Reading Comprehension 

1. As a department, we were concerned that students may not be understanding written 
communications causing them to perform poorly. 

2. The department, devised questions targeting specific cultural differences as well as course vocabulary 
to assess reading comprehension focused on specific iconography and historical influences, 
philosophical, cultural and aesthetic expressions of western and global civilizations. 

3. Data collection is specific enough to target specific areas of concern  

REASONS FOR ASSESSING THESE OUTCOMES: 
1. Many students in this area struggle with reading and comprehension skills. This assessment helps us 

see the reality of where our students are in order to improve student comprehension and retention in 
regards to specific cultural and aesthetic expression in the arts. 

METRICS 
A student meets the criteria if: Students exhibits college-level proficiency when demonstrating the student 
learning outcome by understanding all of the questions that focused on the personal, societal, ethical, racial, 
gender, global, or historical factors that may influence values expressed in the artist's work. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Students exhibits college-level proficiency when demonstrating 
the student learning outcome by understanding a majority but not all of the questions that focused on the 
personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may influence values expressed in 
the artist's work. There is inconsistency in demonstrating mastery of all elements of the student learning 
outcome.  
A student does not meet the criteria if: Students exhibits below college-level proficiency when demonstrating 
the student learning outcome with little or no understanding of the questions that focused on the personal, 
societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may influence values expressed in the artist's 
work. 



 
RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Fall 2016 using 2 on ground sections of HUM 150 with a total of 20 students 
Number of students Met: 14 
Number of students Met with concerns: 4 
Number of students did not meet: 2 
 
 
Reading Comprehension Assessment BHC Fall 16-17 
11 students Total:  Met = 7  Met with Concerns = 3  Not Met = 1 
*Correct Answer in Boldface 
 

 Introduction to 
Humanities 150/131 

Q1    Q2    Q3     
Totals 

 Student A B C D A B C D A B C D  
1 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
2 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

0 
 2 out 

of 3 
3 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
4 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
5 

 
   

1 
   

0 
     

1 
 2 out 

of 3 
6 

 
   

0 
   

0 
     

0 
 0 out 

of 3 
7 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
8 

 
   

1 
   

0 
     

1 
 2 out 

of 3 
9 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
10 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
11 

 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
 TOTAL   10   8     9  27 

out of 
33 

 
  



 
Reading Comprehension Assessment LHC Fall 16-17 
9 Students Total:  Met = 7 Met with Concerns = 1 Not Met = 1 
*Correct Answer in Boldface 
 

 Introduction 
to 
Humanities 
150/121 

Q1    Q2    Q3     
Totals 

 Student A B C D A B C D A B C D 3 Poss 
1    1   1     1  3  
2    1   1     1  3 
3    1   1     1  3  
4    1   1     1  3  
5    1   1     1  3 
6    0   0     0  0 
7    1   1     1  3  
8    1   1     1  3  
9    1   0     1  2  

 TOTAL   8   7     8  23 
out of 

27 
               

 
         

 
 
 

64%

27%

9%

Section 131

Met

Met with Comcerns

Not Met



 
 

 
 
 
POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
The Department decided: 

1. Engage students with a stronger focus during lecture on the differences between cultural and aesthetic 
philosophies focusing on the personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that 
may influence values expressed in the artist's work, as these were the areas of concern  

2. Increase an emphasis on key vocabulary words, by giving specific vocabulary homework, to help with 
reading comprehension in the assessment questions. 

 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Spring 2017 using 1 on-ground section of HUM 151 with a total of 12 students 
Number of students Met: 10 
Number of students Met with concerns: 1 
Number of students did not meet: 1 
 
  

78%

11%
11%

Section 121

Met

Met with Concerns

Not Met

Met
70%

Met with 
Concerns

20%

Not Met
10%

Combined Totals

Met

Met with Concerns

Not Met



Reading Comprehension Assessment BHC Spring 16-17 
12 students Total:  Met = 10; Met with Concerns = 1; Not Met = 1 
*Correct Answer in Boldface 

Introduction to 
Humanities 
151/231 

Q1    Q2    Q3     
Totals 

Student A B C D A B C D A B C D  

1 
   

0 
   

1 
     

0 
 1 out 

of 3 

2 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

3 
   

1 
   

0 
     

1 
 2 out 

of 3 

4 
   

0 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

5 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

6 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

7 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

8 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

9 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

10 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

11 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 

12 
   

1 
   

1 
     

1 
 3 out 

of 3 
TOTAL   10   11     11  31 

out of 
33 

 

 

84%

8%
8%

Section 231

Met

Met with Concerns

Not Met



ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
 

Metric # of 
Students 

The impact of the intervention appears 
to have strengthened student learning 

Weaknesses or Areas for Improvement 

Met 10 A larger percent of students had 
excellent reading comprehension that 
used course vocabulary and correctly 
identified the personal, societal, ethical, 
racial, gender, global, or historical 
factors that may influence values 
expressed in the artist's work. (as noted 
in the results of specific questions 
targeting these areas) 
 

 

Met w/ 
concerns 

1 A smaller percentage of students had 
trouble with some reading 
comprehension that used course 
vocabulary but still identified a majority 
of the personal, societal, ethical, racial, 
gender, global, or historical factors that 
may influence values expressed in the 
artist's work.. (as noted in the results of 
specific questions targeting these areas) 

This student completed assignments that 
were used to study for the exams but still 
had some trouble with identifying the 
personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, 
global, or historical factors that may 
influence values expressed in the artist's 
work.  

Not Met 1 A smaller percentage of students still 
had trouble with reading 
comprehension that used course 
vocabulary to identify the personal, 
societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, 
or historical factors that may influence 
values expressed in the artist's work.. 
(as noted in the results of specific 
questions targeting these areas) 
  

This student did not complete assignments 
that were used to study for the exams and 
missed several class meetings where small 
group activities were planned that 
reinforced the personal, societal, ethical, 
racial, gender, global, or historical factors 
that may influence values expressed in the 
artist's work.  
 

 
IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
Questions reflected the personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may 
influence values expressed in the artist's work. Improvement was shown as a larger percentage of students 
had excellent reading comprehension that used course vocabulary focusing on the personal, societal, ethical, 
racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may influence values expressed in the artist's work.  (As noted 
in the results of specific questions targeting these areas) 
 
ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the 
upcoming semester(s): 



 
Strategy #1; Create study groups early in the semester to get fellow students to help all outside of class work as 
well as apply peer pressure for completing assignments. 

Strategy #2; Develop in-class small group activities and discussions that focus on course vocabulary as well as 
cultural and philosophical differences cultures. 

Strategy #3; Allow 3X5 cards of information to use during the exam. The act of creating the card then becomes 
a form of studying and focus on specific details. 
 
Strategy #4; Check attendance record of the students who score poorly 
 
 
APPENDIX A  
 
ASSESSMENT FOR: HUM 150:  Reading Comprehension Assessment Questions: 
*Correct answers are in bold. Remove bold type when adding to an exam. 
 
1. According to the following passage, "By Comparison with the art of the medieval West, much of which is 

religious in subject matter, Chinese painting draws on everyday human activities.  Yet, Chinese artists rarely 
glorify human accomplishments.  Their landscapes often dwarf the figures so that human occupations seem 
mundane and incidental."  Which of the following statements is true? 

a. The subject of Chinese paintings focused on human accomplishments 
b. Medieval art in the West depicts only religious subjects. 
c. Chinese painting contrasts the vastness of nature with human figures, suggesting that human 

activity is comparatively insignificant and transient. 
d. Chinese art is superior to medieval art of the West which is mired in religion and superstition. 

 
2. "Pilgrimage churches of the eleventh and twelfth centuries heralded the revival of monumental stone 

sculpture - a medium that, for the most part, had been abandoned since Roman antiquity.  The entrance 
portal, normally located at the west end of the church, marked the dividing point between the earthly city 
and the City of God.  Passage through the portal marked the beginning of the symbolic journey from sin 
(darkness/west) to salvation (light/east). According to the passage above, which statement is true? 

a. Roman monumental stone sculpture was imported to medieval pilgrimage churches. 
b. The main church entrance (portal) was on the west side of the building because the west (outside 

the church) was associated with sin and darkness, while moving eastward to enter the church 
interior, one symbolically entered the City of God, associated with light. 

c. Monumental stone sculpture was embraced by the church in admiration of the religious practices of 
ancient Romans. 

d. In the eleventh and twelfth century, monumental stone sculpture was placed as a barrier at the 
entrance portal of abandoned Roman temples to divide the earthly city from the City of God.  
 

3. “In the mid ninth century, Charlemagne's three grandsons divided Europe among themselves, separating 
French from German-speaking territories.  Increasingly, however, administration and protection fell to 
members of the local ruling aristocracy - heirs of the counts and dukes whom Charlemagne had appointed 
to administer portions of the realm, or simply those who had taken land by force.  The fragmentation of the 
Empire and the insecurity generated by the Viking invasions caused people at all social levels to attach 
themselves to members of a military nobility who were capable of providing protection.  These circumstances 



enhanced the growth of a unique system of political and military organization known as feudalism." 
According to the passage above, which statement is false? 

a. Feudalism resulted from the decline, division, and inability of Charlemagne's heirs to provide 
protection and administration of government.  

b. Viking invasions caused people to seek the protection of the military nobility. 
c. Administration of government and protection of the citizenry fell only to those appointed by 

Charlemagne (dukes and counts). 
d. Charlemagne's heirs divided the Empire into zones according to the dominant languages that were 

spoken in each region. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT FOR: HUM 151:  Reading Comprehension Assessment Questions: 
*Correct answers are in bold. Remove bold type when adding to an exam. 
 
1. Romanticism describes a cultural movement in history that reacted against Western industrialization and 

the mass production of material goods in factories, celebrating instead spontaneity, heroism, current 
events, and the subjective exercise of the imagination, regarding emotions as equally important to human 
experience and essential to creativity. According to the passage above, which statement is true? 

a. Romanticism artists relied heavily on scientific research of their subjects rather than their 
imaginations.  

b. Romantics had a renewed sense of social consciousness with a commitment to realism. 
c. Romantic poets expressed their feelings about the past not current events.  
d. The subject matter of Romanticism paintings expressed feelings about nature, contemporary 

events and heroism. 
 

2. Illustrated in his Cubism painting Nude Descending a Staircase, Marcel Duchamp was inspired by modern 
time-lapse photography, the magical properties of X-rays and the efforts in the new industry of motion 
pictures in which “multiple profiles” gave the appearance of movement in time & space. According to the 
passage above, which statement is true? 

a. Trompe L’oeil was a starting point for all Cubism paintings 
b. Cubism frequently depicted their subject from 2 or more directions or points in time in the same 

painting. 
c. Abstraction in Cubism was limited to using color not found in nature 
d. Sigmund Freud had a major impact on Cubist artists who used Freud’s definitions of neuroses and 

psychoses as the content of their artwork 
 

3. 19th century composers were often also performers, drawing attention to their own technical virtuoso 
writing pieces that only highly accomplished musicians like themselves could perform with ability. 
According to the passage above, which statement is true? 

a. 19th century composers preferred to have their compositions performed by other accomplished 
musicians 

b. Usually 19th century composers would stay in the background during performances of their 
compositions in order to analyze their work 

c. 19th century composers liked to write compositions that were extremely difficult, catering to 
their own talent and technical expertise. 

d. 19th century composers were completely at the mercy of their patrons, only composing the kind of 
music that they wanted 

 



ASSESSMENT DIRECTIONS 

Add to your Midterm or Final exam or give as a separate quiz. 
Tally the Met, Met with concerns and Not Met data on the chart provided making a note if attendance was a 
factor in student scores 
 
SCORING GUIDELINES 
MET: A student meets the criteria if: Students exhibits college-level proficiency when demonstrating the 
student learning outcome by understanding all of the questions that used course vocabulary focusing on the 
personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may influence values expressed in 
the artist's work. (3 out of 3) 
 
MET with Concerns: A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Students exhibits college-level proficiency 
when demonstrating the student learning outcome by understanding a majority but not all of the questions 
that used course vocabulary focusing on the personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical 
factors that may influence values expressed in the artist's work. There is inconsistency in demonstrating 
mastery of all elements of the student learning outcome. (2 out of 3) 
 
Not Met: A student does not meet the criteria if: Students exhibits below college-level proficiency when 
demonstrating the student learning outcome with little no understanding of the questions that used course 
vocabulary focusing on the personal, societal, ethical, racial, gender, global, or historical factors that may 
influence values expressed in the artist's work. (1 or 0 out of 3) 
 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016 / 2017 
Department: HVAC 
Course: HVA-150 

 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
 

General education philosophies being addressed are the following: 

3. Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving: The ability to analyze data and arrive at logical and defensible conclusions 
  

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
Course goal for this exercise is the following: 
 
6. Replace various electrical components of an HVAC or refrigeration system. 
 
The competency being addressed for this exercise is the following: 
 
Competency 6: Demonstrate the use of motor controls to open or close motor power supply circuits 
 
 

MEASUREMENT 
 
This assessment focuses on a student’s ability to demonstrate the practical knowledge related to the troubleshooting and replacement 
of an electrical contactor in a condensing unit. The purpose of this exercise is to determine the ability of a student to understand the 
process of replacing a contactor, to critically determine whether the contactor should be replaced, and to competently perform the 
replacement.  

 METRICS 
The assessment will be evaluated using a rubric that establishes proper implementation of safety concepts, accuracy in component 
identification, and verification of component functionality.  

A student meets the criteria if the student successfully achieves the level of “met” for all 9 components of the 
assessment. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if the student successfully completes items 7, 8, and 9, and does not miss 
more than 2 items of 1 through 6. 
A student does not meet the criteria if a student misses any of items 7, 8 and 9, and/or more than 2 items of 1 through 
6. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Individual results for each of the nine items of the assessment were as follows: 

1. Properly use a VOM   Not Me t= 0        Met with concerns = 2        Met=24 
2. Recognize high and low voltage circuits  Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 4        Met=22 



3. Identify different contactors  Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 2        Met=24 
4. Follow wiring diagrams   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 3        Met=23 
5. Secure power source   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=26 
6. Mark all wires attached to the contactor Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 3        Met=23 
7. Remove bad contactor   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=26 
8. Install new contactor   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=26 
9. Check new contactor for proper operation Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0         Met=26 
 
 
Number of students Met:                              21 
Number of students Met with concerns:    5 
Number of students did not meet:              0 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
The 5 students were given instructions on the proper settings on volt meters for reading volts, amps, ohms and how to 
test meter leads. Went over the wiring diagram centering attention on the contactor for proper high and low voltage 
connections. Discussed the different types of contactors and how to recognize the control voltage between 24 and 120 
volt coils.    
Each student was given instructions on the particular area they were having difficulty with and were asked to perform 
the exercise again. 
The results who performed the exercise a second time were the following: 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
1. Properly use a VOM   Not Met= 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
2. Recognize high and low voltage circuits  Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
3. Identify different contactors  Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
4. Follow wiring diagrams   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
5. Secure power source   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
6. Mark all wires attached to the contactor Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
7. Remove bad contactor   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
8. Install new contactor   Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
9. Check new contactor for proper operation Not Met = 0        Met with concerns = 0        Met=5 
 
Number of students Met:                               5 
Number of students Met with concerns:     0 
Number of students did not meet:               0 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 

• 80% of students assessed achieved the level of met on the first attempt. 
• Interventions after the first exercise resulted in 100% competency of the concept. 

What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
• Students are skipping parts of the process, despite their ability to complete the exercise. 
• Item 7 of the assessment does not accurately describe the interpretative nature of the step. As a result, 

instructor expectations for item 7 had to be modified. 
• The most missed step was a result of students moving too quickly 
• Marking wires and wiring diagrams were problematic for some students 

What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
• The intervention resulted in a 100% successful completion of the exercise on the second attempt. 

 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 



 
• The assessment helped the students to remember the proper procedure for completing the exercise.  
• Had they not followed the rubric, the results would have been worse on the exercise.  
• The advantage of having the procedure provides the students a guideline for future real-world situations.  
• The procedures help the student to collect good data for problem solving and prevents errors from occurring.  
• This assessment has helped the instructors to better know how students are utilizing the industry related 

equipment and if they can glean the data from that equipment. 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 
Permanent Interventions 

• Emphasis on recognizing high and low voltage circuits and following wiring diagrams 
• Help students to focus on following proper procedures rather than just “getting the job done” 

 
Assessment Modification 

• Correct Item 7 of the assessment to be more of an interpretative nature to emphasize critical thinking and 
problem solving.  Doing so will increase the requirement for students to think and solve problems. 

 
 

APPENDIX A  
 
 

Assessment: The assessment was given orally. In the future, the assessment will be a written document 
provided to the students. 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Instruction will be added to the written document  

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Student 
Name  Course Section   

Objective Not met Met with Concerns Met Result 
1. Properly 

use a 
VOM 

Failed to move the 
selector switch on 
the VOM correctly. 

Selector switch was 
moved correctly, but scale 
was not readable. 

Selector switch was 
moved correctly and the 
scale was readable. 

 

2. Recognize 
high and 
low 
voltage 
circuits 

Failed to identify the 
difference between 
high- and low-
voltage circuits. 

Identified the difference 
between high- and low-
voltage circuits but could 
not recognize the common 
for both circuit types. 

Correctly identified the 
difference between high- 
and low-voltage circuits 
and the common for 
both circuit types. 

 

3. Identify 
different 
contactors 

Failed to distinguish 
the difference 
between 1-pole and 
2-pole contactors 
and control voltage 
difference between 
24- and 120-volt 
coils. 

Distinguished the 
difference between 1-pole 
and 2-pole contactors, but 
could not recognize the 
control voltage between 
24- and 120-volt coils. 

Distinguished the 
difference between 1- 
and 2-pole contactors 
and recognized the 
control voltage between 
24- and 120-volt coils. 

 

4. Follow 
wiring 
diagrams 

Failed to identify 
high- and low-
voltage circuits on 
wiring diagram. 

Identified, but could not 
distinguish the difference 
between, high- and low-
voltage circuits on wiring 
diagram. 

Identified and 
distinguished the 
differences between 
high- and low-voltage 
circuits on wiring 
diagram. 

 



5. Secure 
power 
source 

Failed to complete 
proper procedure for 
disconnecting and 
securing power 
source. 

Completed proper 
procedure for 
disconnecting power 
source, but failed to secure 
power source correctly. 

Completed proper 
procedure for 
disconnecting and 
securing power source. 

 

6. Mark all 
wires 
attached to 
the 
contactor 

Failed to mark any 
high- or low-voltage 
wires correctly. 

Marked only the high- or 
low-voltage wires, or 
marked only some of the 
wires correctly. 

Marked all high- and 
low-voltage wires 
correctly. 

 

7. Remove 
bad 
contactor 

Failed to follow 
procedure for 
removing bad 
contactor or unable 
to remove contactor. 

Removed contactor, but 
failed to follow procedure 
completely to remove 
contactor. 

Followed the proper 
procedure for removing 
contactor. 

 

8. Install new 
contactor 

Failed to follow the 
wiring procedure for 
a new contactor or 
could not wire new 
contactor. 

Successfully wired a new 
contactor, but failed to 
follow the correct 
procedure completely. 

Wired a new contactor 
using the correct 
procedure completely. 

 

9. Check 
new 
contactor 
for proper 
operation 

Failed to follow 
startup procedure 
and startup failed. 

Startup was successful, but 
failed to follow correct 
sequence of operation. 

Followed startup 
procedure sequence of 
operation and startup 
was successful. 

 

   Overall Result  
 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year:  2016-2017 
Department:  Mathematics 
Course:  MAT 101 Math Literacy for College Students 
 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 

Communication Skills:  The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on both personal and 
profession levels 

2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level 
 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Objective 1.3 Analyze verbal information for the appropriate mathematical calculations involved  
Objective 5.1 Apply written and verbal skills in relation to course content 

 
MEASUREMENT 
 

“If Johnny can't read, then he can't do math. It is not enough to know how to add, subtract, multiply or divide 
numbers; one must also know which numbers to add, subtract, multiply or divide, and when to do which 
calculation. Students must be able to understand the wording of problems well enough to translate them into 
mathematical expressions and equations.”—Jerome Dancis, Associate Professor Emeritus, Mathematics, 
University of Maryland 1 

 
The Mathematics Department recognizes the importance of reading in mathematics.  Like Professor Dancis asserts, 
without being able to read, a student cannot be successful in mathematics.   Mathematics is more than pages of 
equations to solve or polynomials to factor; Mathematics is problem solving.  For a student to be mathematically 
literate, they need to be able to read contextual problems critically, parse out the important and irrelevant information, 
and synthesize that information into a mathematical model that they can apply to solve the problem.   
 
During Fall Semester of the 2016-2017 academic year, Mohave Community College (MCC) discussed a “Reading Across 
the Curriculum” initiative, and determined to postpone any institution-wide implementation due to concerns about lack 
of reading specialists.  The Mathematics Department, among several other departments, felt the need for emphasis in 
reading to be vital to student success, and thus chose to pilot an initiative within the department as part of the Cycle of 
Learning assessment.   
 
The course chosen to assess for this initiative is MAT 101, Math Literacy for College Students.  Part of this course 
emphasizes college success skills, including reading skills.  Integrated into the course are reading activities designed to 
help students learn and apply reading strategies to contextual mathematical content presented in written form.  The 
department desired to determine whether or not these activities aided students in developing critical reading skills 
needed to analyze contextual information for the crucial information:  can these students read a “word problem” and 
determine what it means of given information and the format of that information, if there is irrelevant information, and 
what format the answer may take? 
 
To answer this question in an efficient and objective manner, a ten-question reading comprehension quiz was designed 
and delivered in Schoology to MAT 101 students.  MAT 101 instructors had access to the quiz via the Math Department 
resources in Schoology; they needed to add the quiz to their Schoology course.  The quiz was assigned either as an in-
class assignment or as homework after the first few weeks of class.  Some of the quiz questions multiple choice, some 
free response, and so the quiz had to be manually reviewed by the instructor. 
 
METRICS 

                                                                 
1 Dancis, J. (2008, September 08). Outlook. Retrieved from http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A49346-2002Sep7.html 



Student responses for each quiz question were determined to be either correct or incorrect.  Each quiz question 
specifically targets an aspect of reading a word problem critically, thus the quiz itself is targeted to determine if the 
student is able to meet the general education competency 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level.  Metrics are 
provided for each quiz question as well as the overall quiz score.  Averages of total data as well as averages of individual 
student scores are assigned the following levels: 
 
 A student meets the criteria if: their overall quiz score shows at or greater than 70% accuracy 
 A student meets the criteria with concerns if: their overall quiz score shows between 70% and 60% accuracy  
 A student does not meet the criteria if: their overall quiz score shows less than 60% accuracy 

 
In addition, item analysis on individual questions are provided to analyze aggregate student strengths and weaknesses. 
 
RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
The first assessment was completed in Fall 2016 semester, and included one on-ground section (n = 17), and one plural 
section (n = 26), for a total of 43 students.  Other sections did not report data.  In the on-ground section, 35.3% of the 
students met the criteria, 11.8% met with concerns, and 52.9% did not meet the criteria.  In the plural section, 60.5% 
met the criteria, 14.0% met with concerns, and 25.6% did not meet the criteria.  It is interesting to note the greater level 
of success in the plural class, especially in light of the fact that both sections had the same instructor and the same 
materials.   
 

 
 

 
Individual questions can be looked at in groups, where questions #1 through #4 addressed aspects from the same word 
problem given to the student on the quiz for their review, questions #5 through #6 addressed a different word problem, 
also given to them on the quiz, and questions #7 through #10 addressed the Cycle 1 Focus Problem, which was not given 
to them on the quiz but they had access to in their textbook.   
 

Onground Plural Overall
Met 35.3% 76.9% 60.5%
Met with concerns 11.8% 15.4% 14.0%
Does not meet 52.9% 7.7% 25.6%
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Question #1 is the only question that 70% or more of the students in both sections of the course answered correctly.  
This question has students determine given information that is not important to solving the problem.  This suggests that 
students were successful in determining irrelevant information.  Questions #2 through #4 addressing the same given 
information had a 50% or higher success rate in both sections, with the lowest success rate on question #3.  Question #3 
addressed how the units in the answer should look.  Students had to read the verbal description (“cubic feet”) and then 
determine the appropriate unit from the options, “ft, ft^2, ft^3, sec”).  Note that the exponents were written using the 
caret symbol.  Lack of success on this question may indicate that students do not understand at this point the 
connection between the term “cubic” and the exponent of the third power, or they may not be familiar with the use of 
the caret symbol for exponents.  It could be either reason, as exponents are addressed later in the content than the quiz 
was given. 
 
On questions #5 and #6, students performed better on question #6 as opposed to question #5.  The answer to question 
#5 required students to make a conclusion from the reading.  Students were given the problem:  “A baby bear born at 
the zoo weighed 1 pound at birth and reached 95 pounds at one year of age.   What is the bear’s growth rate per 
month?  Per week?”  The students were asked to answer the question, “How much did the bear grow?”  The students 
had to focus just on the change in weight, 95 pounds – 1 pound = 94 pounds.  This extra extrapolation of information 
may have been a stumbling block to them (some answering 95 pounds).  They may also have skimmed over the actual 
question they needed to address, and solved the problem itself.   Question #6 had the answer stated without 
calculation, just in different units, as it asked “How long has it been growing in months?” and the answer of 12 months 
only required a common unit substitution rather than a calculation. 
 
For questions #7 through #10, the plural course group scored at a significantly higher rate than the on-ground group, 
where the plural group at near 70% or higher success, while the on-ground group scored 50% or lower.  The first 
question of the group, #7, had the most successful answers, and asked students to identify three units in the problem.  
The other three questions asked for specific rates given in the problem itself.  It may be that because the Focus Problem 
was not attached to this assessment (students had to look it up), they may have been able to recall units involved from 
memory, rather than specific rates and didn’t think to look up the problem for the remaining questions.  This could 
indicate the need for student instruction to reread content that they cannot recall, or when reading, make note of 
important information.    It could be that the open-ended nature of question #7 gave students more freedom in 
response and thus they had a greater probability of recalling a general unit as opposed to a specific numerical rate.  It 
also may be that the Focus Problem is more challenging because it is a longer passage and students need more 
experience reading longer passages for the pertinent information. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Fall Onground 77.8% 66.7% 55.6% 66.7% 44.4% 50.0% 50.0% 38.9% 44.4% 16.7%
Fall Plural 84.6% 92.3% 57.7% 84.6% 57.7% 88.5% 88.5% 73.1% 73.1% 69.2%
Fall Overall 83.7% 83.7% 58.1% 79.1% 53.5% 74.4% 74.4% 60.5% 62.8% 48.8%
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POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
After the initial assessment, instructors continued the emphasis on reading for understanding and the reading activities 
in the text.  The Focus Problem itself has structured activities that have students read the question, and make note of 
vocabulary they do not understand (and follow this up by researching their meaning), recording rates given in the 
problem, and units they may need to convert.   
 
Specific intervention encouraging the use of highlighters in the reading activities.  In the Spring 2017 on-ground section 
included in the data, students were provided with highlighters for use in the classroom when they did not have their 
own.  When the class discussed the Focus Problem, the instructor used the document camera to model highlighting 
important information, and had students prompt the instructor as to what was important.  This technique was used 
throughout the reading activities in the course in this section.   Students were also advised throughout the course to 
carefully read each question they are asked and make sure that they are answering the question asked.  In student 
homework, if a student did not answer the question asked (suggesting they did not read it carefully by providing an 
accurate answer using the given data to a different question than that posed in the assignment), the instructor made a 
note on the student homework and used a highlighter to highlight the actual question in the assignment. 
  
In the Spring 2017 plural section included in the data, the instructor was the same instructor as the Fall 2017 sections.  
This instructor labeled the quiz with a warning telling students not to attempt the quiz before the first day of class (as it 
was already loaded in the Schoology course shell) to make sure they did not attempt the quiz without understanding 
what the purpose was and what they were supposed to do (such as answer the questions asked rather than solve the 
problems involved).  Students were also advised to read the questions carefully, and to refer to their text for the Focus 
Problem to avoid repetition of students trying to recall the content of the problem when the information is not there for 
them to read.  This instructor also continued the use of the reading activities that are incorporated in the text, including 
Focus Problem activities.   
 
The assessment itself was left unchanged so as to provide a consistent instrument for data comparison. 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
The second assessment was completed in Spring 2017 semester, and included one on-ground section (n = 10), and one 
plural section (n = 11), for a total of 21 students.  Other sections did not report data.  In the on-ground section, 70.0% of 
the students met the criteria, 20.0% met with concerns, and 10.0% did not meet the criteria.  In the plural section, 72.7% 
met the criteria, 9.1% met with concerns, and 18.2% did not meet the criteria.  In this semester, the instructors teaching 
the two courses were different instructors; the plural section was the same instructor from the previous semester.  Both 
instructors used the same curriculum and textbook, lesson materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spring Onground Spring Plural Overall
Met 70.0% 72.7% 71.4%
Met with concerns 20.0% 9.1% 14.3%
Does not meet 10.0% 18.2% 14.3%
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Comparing overall Fall to Spring Semester results, we can see that the overall success rate on the assessment at the Met 
the criteria level increased from 60.5% to 71.4%, with Met with concerns remaining fairly stable (14% to 14.3%) and the 
Does not meet decreasing from 25.6% to 14.3%.   The increase at the Met the criteria level appears to have practical 
significance (an over 10% absolute increase, representing an 18% relative increase).  It would be interesting to 
investigate the statistical significance of this difference using the two proportions, but the data sets are too small to do 
so (the number of those at the Does not meet the criteria level is not greater than or equal to 5).  Gathering more data 
would provide better results, and the data collected is not a census of all the sections offered during these two 
semesters.  This issue is separate from analyzing student learning, and is thus not addressed here but will be addressed 
at the department level.  
 

 
 
As the assessment remained unchanged from Fall to Spring implementation, the same grouping of individual questions 
exist, questions #1 through #4, questions #5 through #6 each addressing a different word problem, also given to them 
on the quiz itself, and questions #7 through #10 addressed the Cycle 1 Focus Problem not given to them on the quiz.  
 
 

 

Met Met with concerns Does not meet
Fall Overall 60.5% 14.0% 25.6%
Spring Overall 71.4% 14.3% 14.3%
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Spring Onground 100.0% 90.0% 90.0% 60.0% 60.0% 90.0% 40.0% 70.0% 30.0% 60%
Spring Plural 81.8% 100.0% 72.7% 45.5% 81.8% 81.8% 72.7% 45.5% 72.7% 54.5%
Spring Overall 90.5% 95.2% 81.0% 52.4% 71.4% 85.7% 57.1% 57.1% 52.4% 57.1%
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Looking at student performance on the individual questions themselves, students in both modalities scored 70% or 
higher success rate on questions #1 to #3, with less accuracy on question #4.  Question #4 gives students a lengthy word 
problem, with the question, “How large is Jim’s pool in cubic feet (round answer to the nearest tenth)?” and then asks 
students “Which number is correctly formatted?” and gives students a list of choices, where the correct answer is a 
number expressed to the nearest tenth.  Students may not have connected the format demanded of the answer to the 
answer choices given.  Questions #5 and #6 showed the same discrepancy seen in Fall data, where students performed 
better on #6, which required reading the content and making a simple unit substitution (12 months for 1 year) as 
opposed to #5 requiring reading and making a calculation from the data, which students found more challenging.  
Questions #7 to #10 may have suffered the same issue where students may disconnect with content that is not directly 
in front of them on the quiz, since the reading passage was not included (although they could access it in their text).  
Anecdotally, several students in the on-ground section mentioned they did not have their text with them when they 
took this quiz, and thus “winged it” using what they could recall, which may bias the results from the on-ground section; 
the assessment may not be measuring reading ability but instead memorization/recall ability. 
 
To get a better feel for student learning on the individual questions themselves, consider how Fall and Spring overall 
performances compare on each quiz question, as shown in the graph below: 
 

 
 
For questions #1 through #4, we see an improvement in student results for each question with the exception of question 
#4, which as mentioned above, expects students to recognize the format the answer to a question is supposed to take 
(“round answer to the nearest tenth”) and apply it to a list of unrelated numbers (none of which is the actual answer to 
the question as that would bias the students’ choices if they solved the problem).  It may be that the disconnect 
between the problem and the choices was too much for the Spring students, or they need more instruction on answer 
formats or the importance of reading parenthetical asides in solving problems.  It’s interesting to note that students 
scored dramatically better on question #3, which involved the cubic feet and caret exponent notation.  Since no 
interventions were made in instruction on exponents or notation earlier in the course, it may be that students 
performed better on this question because the read the question more carefully and understood the cue that the 
answer should be in cubic feet, and thus demonstrated a stronger reading ability than the previous semester (although 
this is speculative). 
 
For questions #5 and #6, we see more than 10% improvement in accuracy on both questions, with a larger improvement 
on question #5.  It’s possible this improvement is related to the interventions in class that emphasized ensuring that 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Fall Overall 83.7% 83.7% 58.1% 79.1% 53.5% 74.4% 74.4% 60.5% 62.8% 48.8%
Spring Overall 90.5% 95.2% 81.0% 52.4% 71.4% 85.7% 57.1% 57.1% 52.4% 57.1%
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students answer the question asked through careful reading, as students improved their ability to answer both the 
question that required just a unit substitution (#6) and the question that required calculation as well (#5).   
 
Questions #7 through #10 show a decline in performance for all but #10, with question #7 showing the greatest decline.  
When looking at the earlier chart of on-ground and plural performances, we can see that the on-ground performance 
was much lower than the plural.  This again may be due to the fact that several of the on-ground students shared that 
they did not have their text with them to reference the Focus Problem that was not provided with the quiz, and this may 
bias the results.  It’s interesting to note that the student performance improved on #10, which required them to read 
and then combine values in the problem, a more challenging task (similar to question #5 in terms of complexity).  It may 
be that the improvement we see in question #5 is mirrored here in question #10, showing an increase in student 
learning.  It could also be due to the fact that the answer to #10 may have been memorable to students because this 
value is what ultimately led to a child’s demise in the scenario described in the Focus Problem!  Similar arguments could 
be made for question #8; even though performance didn’t increase, there was less of a decline, which may be because 
this value was the value the child in the Focus Problem was supposed to receive, and thus it was memorable.  However, 
the answer to #9 is the amount the child was directed to receive from the pharmacist, and should have been a 
memorable value as well, and there was almost a 10% decline in overall performance on this problem.  It may also be 
that as the Focus Problem is a much longer reading passage than the other two questions, it may be more difficult for 
students to read critically for the information given.  The true implications of the results from #7 through #10 remain 
cloudy and inconclusive. 
 
ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
 Given problems in context, whether in shorter “word problems” or longer passages like the Focus Problem case 

study, students were able to determine when information given in a problem is extraneous (as addressed in 
question #1).   
 

 Students can also determine what information is being asked for, especially if the question involves a formula 
(like question #2).   
 

 With intervention, modeling, and pre-correction style instructions (“be sure to answer the question asked”), 
students can read work problems for different information such as rates, and units that are important for solving 
the problem, and make extrapolations from the data. 

 
 Students can make a unit substitution in the information they read, when the substitution is a familiar 

conversion, such as 1 year and 12 months. 
 

 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
 If the document they are to read is not part of the assessment, thus not directly in front of the students, it may 

be that students have a greater difficulty with reading comprehension, or it may be that they choose to rely on 
recall rather than reread a passage.  This can be a problem when students do research or solve problems and 
have to refer back to a page or source that is not on the page where they are doing their calculations.  Both of 
these areas can be addressed by further interventions through guided reading exercises in the course and 
modeling of answering questions by referring back to the source material. 

 
 Students also struggle with questions that require extrapolation or aggregating data (calculating sums or 

differences as part of understanding the problem).  They also have difficulty insuring that they answer the 
question that is asked, and tend to miss instructions that are given in parenthetical form.  Some notations may 
be unfamiliar to them (such as the caret notation) and they may need direct instruction in this notation, 
although the data may not bear this weakness out. 



 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 Students improved their ability to make extrapolations from given contextual data (combine values that were 

given into sums and differences needed for solving problems as measured by the assessment. 
 

 Students improved their ability to determine irrelevant vs. relevant information from contextual data as 
measured by this assessment. 

 
 Students improved their ability to recognize what a complex math question asked for when given in written, 

contextual form as measured by this assessment. 
 
 Students improved their ability to work with units in context, including making unit substitutions, as well as 

recognizing the particular unit involved in a problem and the format of the unit, as measured by this assessment. 
 
IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
The math department choose to address reading critically in this cycle of assessment because of the importance of 
reading to solve problems; paraphrasing Jerome Dancis of University of Maryland, students need to be able to read 
critically in order to translate the problem into calculations and equations as part of problem solving.  In our MAT 101 
Math Literacy courses, we have built-in reading activities that address reading critically in mathematics, which relate to 
the course objectives Objective 1.3 Analyze verbal information for the appropriate mathematical calculations involved 
and Objective 5.1 Apply written and verbal skills in relation to course content.  These objectives themselves map back to 
the Communication Skills General Education Philosophy here at MCC:  The ability to effectively convey meaning through 
various media on both personal and profession levels, specifically the competency 2.5 Read and comprehend at a 
college level.  MAT 101 is designed to help students read critically for mathematics, and the problems and activities 
involved are complex enough to help students develop college level reading comprehension skills. 
 
This assessment reinforces the importance of these reading activities in this course, as performed well on several 
portions of the assessment without intervention, and post-intervention, an absolute improvement of 5%-10% or more in 
success rate was seen on six of the ten assessment questions, as previously discussed.  We will continue to emphasize 
the importance of reading carefully in order to insure that the question asked it being answered, as well as use other 
tools such as highlighting important information, and class discussion and modeling of critical reading skills in the course 
to further encourage student growth toward reading and comprehending at a college level. 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 

1. Model critical thinking and reading comprehension during class discussion by having both instructors and 
students read aloud passages and identify the important information pertinent to solving the problem as well as 
any extraneous information. 

2. Pre-correct during student problem solving sessions by reminding students to make sure they are answering the 
question asked.   

3. Use highlighting or underlining tools with students while reading longer passages and contextual problems, 
including Focus Problems. 

4. Assign the preview reading assignments in the text to help students develop and implement reading strategies 
to make sense of new vocabulary, and recognize mathematical content in context 

5. Encourage the use of these activities across all sections of the course, providing professional development for 
faculty when needed.  Some associate faculty did not provide data on the assessment, so it is unclear whether 
reading activities are being implemented in their section.   The goal of increased faculty involvement is to also 
increase student learning as a result. 

6. Continue to have students take the reading assessment to track performance as well as gather more data from 
all sections of the course, and do informal analysis of the data each year for feedback and improvement. 



APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: See below for text from the assessment (stored in Schoology) 
Assessment 
Directions: 

Within the first few weeks of class, assign students the quiz through Schoology (may be in class 
or as homework).  Quiz will need to be checked, as some answers are free response.  Grade 
results on a correct/incorrect basis for data submission.  Track what interventions are planned 
to improve student results and what can be implemented to improve future student results. 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Record the correct/incorrect results for each student.  Correct answers are highlighted in the 
copy of the assessment below 

 
Schoology Quiz MAT 101 
Question 1 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
Jim is filling his cylindrical pool. The volume of the pool can be found with the formula V=hπr2. He measures the height 
of his pool as being 6 feet and the radius as being 9 feet.  He can fill it at 7 cubic feet per minute.  How large is Jim’s pool 
in cubic feet (round answer to the nearest tenth)? 
 
1) Which piece of data is not important in solving the problem? 

a  V=hπr^2 
b  Jim can fill the pool at 7 cubic feet per minute 
c  The height of the pool is 6 feet 
d  The radius of the pool is 9 feet 

 
Question 2 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
Jim is filling his cylindrical pool. The volume of the pool can be found with the formula V=hπr2. He measures the height 
of his pool as being 6 feet and the radius as being 9 feet.  He can fill it at 7 cubic feet per minute.  How large is Jim’s pool 
in cubic feet (round answer to the nearest tenth)? 
 
2)   For what value are we solving?   

Blank 1:  (Free response)  Volume of Jim’s pool 

 
Question 3 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
Jim is filling his cylindrical pool. The volume of the pool can be found with the formula V=hπr2. He measures the height 
of his pool as being 6 feet and the radius as being 9 feet.  He can fill it at 7 cubic feet per minute.  How large is Jim’s pool 
in cubic feet (round answer to the nearest tenth)? 
 
3) How should the units in your answer look? 

a  ft 
b  ft^2 
c  ft^3 
d  sec 

 



Question 4 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
Jim is filling his cylindrical pool. The volume of the pool can be found with the formula V=hπr2. He measures the height 
of his pool as being 6 feet and the radius as being 9 feet.  He can fill it at 7 cubic feet per minute.  How large is Jim’s pool 
in cubic feet (round answer to the nearest tenth)? 
 
4) Which number is correctly formatted? 

a  13.5972 
b  48.3 
c  27.52 
d  53.481 
e  42 2/3 
 
 

Question 5 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
A baby bear born at the zoo weighed 1 pound at birth and reached 95 pounds at one year of age. What is the bear’s 
growth rate per month?  Per week? 
 
5) How much did the bear grow?   

Blank 1: (Free Response) 94 pounds 
 
 
Question 6 (10 points) 
 
Do not solve the problems; answer the following questions about them. 
 
A baby bear born at the zoo weighed 1 pound at birth and reached 95 pounds at one year of age. What is the bear’s 
growth rate per month?  Per week? 
 
6) How long has it been growing in months?   

Blank 1: (Free Response) 12 months 
 
 
Question 7 (10 points) 
 
Using the Cycle 1 Focus problem, answer the following questions 
 
7) Identify 3 units used in the problem.          

Blank 1:  (Free Response, any 3 from this list, symbols are acceptable:  cubic centimeters (cc), hours, cubic 
centimeters per hour (cc/hr) milliters (mL), millilters per hour (mL/hr), milliequivalents per liter (mEq/L), liters 
(L)) 
Blank 2:  (see above) 
Blank 3:  (see above) 

 
 
Question 8 (10 points) 
 
Using the Cycle 1 Focus problem, answer the following questions. 



 
8) What rate of D5W was ordered (unsimplified)?    

Blank 1: (Free Response)  600 cc every 8 hours 
 
 
Question 9 (10 points) 
 
Using the Cycle 1 Focus problem, answer the following questions. 
 
9) What rate of D5W was administered?    

Blank 1: (Free Response) 200 mL/hr 
 
 
Question 10 (10 points) 
 
Using the Cycle 1 Focus problem, answer the following questions. 
 
10) How much D5W did the nurse administer (in cc’s)?    

Blank 1: (Free Response) 3000 cc 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016 - 17 
Department: MEA - HES 
Course: HES 129 Allied Health Anatomy & Physiology 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
2. Communication Skills 

 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
HES 129 Allied Health Anatomy & Physiology  

  Goal 2: 

Evaluate the chemical structure of water, carbon dioxide and oxygen gas, ammonia, mineral salts, 
carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, the nucleic acids DNA and RNA, the chemical compound ATP and their role in 
living systems. 
      Competency 2 Evaluate the structure and function of basic chemical elements, atoms, molecules and compounds.  

 Objective 2.1 Evaluate the pH scale, and chemical bonds  
 Objective 2.2 Distinguish between organic and inorganic compounds.  
 Objective 2.3 Determine the importance of water in the human body.  
 Objective 2.4 Differentiate the roles of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals, vitamins, nucleic acids, and ATP. 
                                         

MEASUREMENT 
The Medical Assisting department chose HES 129 Allied Health Anatomy & Physiology for assessing the General 
Education Philosophy and Competency 2.5: Read and comprehend at a college level. There were 3 sections offered in 
the fall and 4 sections offered in the spring for a total of 7 sections. HES 129 is a requirement for Medical Assisting 
students as well as Phlebotomy students and the LPN program. The Medical Assisting department created the 
assessment using excerpts from the course textbook used in HES 129 Allied Health Anatomy & Physiology that 
correlated to the course competency number 2 and the objectives 2.1 through 2.4.  
 
We chose chapter 2, Chemistry of Life, as this chapter explains the chemical structures of the human body. This chapter 
includes; digestion of food, the formation of bone tissue, and the contraction of a muscle which are all chemical 
processes in the human body. To truly understand the Anatomy and Physiology of the human body, it is important to 
understand a few basic facts about biochemistry, and the building blocks of matter. Without an understanding of this 
chapter, students may struggle with the chapters that follow.  
  
The MEA/HES department created the assessment to determine if students could read and comprehend at college level. 
Using 10 multiple choice questions. Questions 1 and 2 had 2 part questions, 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b that were created from 
excerpts taken directly from the textbook chapter. The other 6 questions consisted of one question about the paragraph 
presented, which also excerpts were taken directly from the textbook chapter 2. Students were allowed up to 30 
minutes to complete the 10-question assessment. All questions were multiple choice with 4 answers to choose form.  
 
 
  The department had 3 questions regarding this assessment. 

1.  If students are not reading and comprehending at college level, how will they be able to proceed and be 
successful in their chosen field?  



2. How can we as instructors identify and address these issues to help students with comprehension?  
3. How well do students remember the material learned from the beginning of the course to the end? 

 

METRICS 
The criteria used to determine if a student met, met with concerns or did not meet the goals was made by using a rubric 
to determine how many questions the students answered correctly or incorrectly. It was further broken down into how 
many students answered each question correctly and which questions were missed.  
 

Rubric 
A student meets the criteria if: they answered 9 to 10 questions correctly 90-100% 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: they answered 6 to 8 questions correctly 60-80% 
A student does not meet the criteria if: if they answered 0 to 5 questions correctly 0-50% 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
For the 2016/17 academic year there were a total of 73 students of which 70 students took the assessment. Dual 
Enrollment from Lake Havasu High School had 3 students miss the assessment.  
 
The fall assessment consisted of: one online section, and two on ground sections with a total of 27 students across the 
three sections. The assessment was administered during the second week of class prior to covering chapter 2 in class. 
During week one, students were asked to read the chapter before the next class meeting and to be prepared to talk 
about chapter 2.  Each week, students are required to read the chapter material prior to class lecture. Students were 
given up to 30 minutes to take the assessment. All three sections completed the assessment within 20 minutes.  
Of the 27 students, 12 students missed question 5, 14 students missed question 7 and 8 students missed question 4.  
 
Instructors Comments after grading the fall assessment. 

• Comprehension of the main topic in question 7 was missed by almost half of the students 
• Other questions missed did not follow any particular sequence. 
• The assessment was given prior to discussing the material in class. The chapter assigned was to be read before 

the assessment was administered. Had they done this it may have helped.  
• Students that stated they had read the chapter before class scored 100% on the assessment.  

 
After the assessment was graded, the instructors covered chapter 2 in detail during class. After covering the chapter in 
class, Instructors went over their assessment with the students and the students stated they now see where they went 
wrong in choosing the correct answer.  
 
This assessment showed that students may be able to read at college level, however, most of these students do not 
comprehend the content of the written material at the college level.  
 
 
Results of the 21 fall students taking HES 129; 
 
22.2% MET the criteria goal answering 9-10 questions correctly.  
74% scored in the Met with Concerns area of the rubric by only answering 6-8 of the 10 questions correctly.  
3.7% of the 27 students did NOT Meet the criteria scoring 0-5 questions correct  
 
 
Number of students Met: 6 
Number of students Met with concerns: 20 
Number of students did not meet: 1 



 
HES 129 852 
Fall 2016/17 semester had a total of 5 students 
 
1 students met the criteria by answering 10 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly  
2 students meet the criteria with concerns by answering 6 out of 10 questions correctly 
0 students did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly 
 
HES 129 131  
Fall semester had a total of 11 students. 
 
3 students met the criteria by answering 10 out of 10 questions correctly 
6 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly  
1 student meet the criteria with concerns by answering 6 questions correctly 
0 students did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly 
 
HES 129 221  
Fall semester had a total of 11 students  
 
2 students met the criteria by answering the 10 questions correctly 
7 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly  
 
Fall HES 129 D51 
This course is not offered in the fall at Lake Havasu High School for Dual Enrollment 
 
Results of the 45 spring students taking HES 129; 
 
24.4% MET the criteria goal answering 9-10 questions correctly.  
37.7% scored in the Met with Concerns area of the rubric by only answering 6-8 of the 10 questions correctly.  
4.4% of the 27 students did NOT Meet the criteria scoring 0-5 questions correct  
 
Number of students Met: 11 
Number of students Met with concerns: 17 
Number of students did not meet: 2  
 
HES 129 S51 
Spring 2016/17 semester had a total of 8 students. Of the 8 students. 
 
2 met the criteria by answering the 10 questions correctly 
1 student met the criteria by answering 9 out of 10 questions correctly 
4 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly  
0 students did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly 
 
HES 129 131 
Spring semester had a total of 6 students. 
 
0 met the criteria by answering the 10 questions correctly 



1 student met the criteria by answering 9 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly  
1 student did not meet the criteria by answering 3 out of 10 questions correctly 
 
HES 129 221 
Spring semester had a total of 10 students. 
 
1 met the criteria by answering the 10 questions correctly 
6 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
2 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly 
1 student did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly  
 
HES 129 D51 
Spring  
There was a total of 21 students. Of the 21 students, only 18 were present to take the assessment. 
 
3 students met the criteria by answering the 10 questions correctly 
4 students met the criteria by answering 9 out of 10 questions correctly 
6 students met the criteria with concerns by answering 8 out of 10 questions correctly 
5 students meet the criteria with concerns by answering 7 out of 10 questions correctly  
0 students did not meet the criteria by answering 5 out of 10 questions correctly 
 
Answers missed per Question for all section fall and spring 
Fall 2016/17     Spring 2016/17         Total for Fall and Spring 
3 students missed question 1a  0 students missed question 1a  3 students missed question 1a 
0 students missed question 1b  2 students missed question 1b             10 students missed question 1b 
0 student missed question 2a  2 students missed question 2a  8 students missed question 2a 
1 students missed question 2b  0 students missed question 2b   5 student missed question 2b 
0 students missed question 3  0 students missed question 3  8 students missed question 3 
0 students missed question 4  3 students missed question 4  8 students missed question 4 
4 students missed question 5  4 students missed question 5             20 students missed question 5 
0 students missed question 6  0 students missed question 6  8 students missed question 6 
5 students missed question 7  2 students missed question 7             18 students missed question 7 
1 student missed question 8  0 students missed question 8  2 students missed question 8 
 
Did the 72 HES 129 students meet the course Objectives for Competency 2? 
 
Competency 2: Evaluate the structure and function of basic chemical elements, atoms, molecules and compounds.  

 Objective 2.1 Evaluate the pH scale, and chemical bonds  
 Objective 2.2 Distinguish between organic and inorganic compounds.  
 Objective 2.3 Determine the importance of water in the human body.  
 Objective 2.4 Differentiate the roles of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals, vitamins, nucleic acids, and ATP 
                                         
43% of the 72 students did not meet the Objective 2.1 Evaluate the pH scale, and chemical bonds  
11% of the 72 students did not meet the Objective 2.2 Distinguish between organic and inorganic compounds.  
11% of the 72 students did not meet the Objective 2.3 Determine the importance of water in the human body.  
25% of the 72 students did not met the Objective 2.4 Differentiate the roles of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals, 
vitamins, nucleic acids, and ATP. 
                                        
POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 



The department discussed the results of the fall assessment. Only 22% Met the criteria with 74% of the students scoring 
Met with Concerns, and 3.7% did Not Meet the criteria. More than half of the students did not meet the department 
criteria. Looking further 43% did not meet Objective 2.1 and 25% did not meet Objective 2.4. 
 
After administering the fall assessment where students were instructed to read chapter 2 before the next class meeting 
and prior to the instructors covering the material in class. The instructors than covered the chapter 2 content in class 
placing a stronger focus on the areas where students had difficulty in the prior assessment. There was a class discussion 
and it was determined that the students who said they had read the chapter prior to class did not miss any of the 
questions on the assessment. The instructors then reviewed the assessment with the students, showing them how to 
extract information from the paragraphs and determine what the important factors of the material was.  
 
The instructors all stated that after showing students how to “read” the paragraphs and extract important information, 
the students did improve over the semester on tests and exams and their comprehension did improve. Although the 
original assessment was not re-administered.  
 
It was determined that the spring assessment should be the same assessment as the fall. This is the only way we can 
determine if the process we put in place works. The differing factor would be that the spring assessment will be 
administered immediately after the chapter 2 content was covered by the instructor in class, instead of relying on 
students to read the material before class as we did for the fall assessment. By using the exact assessment we used in 
the fall, and only changing the time it was administered, we could compare the results to determine if students are able 
to better comprehend the material or, if the results stayed the same.  
 
We did not want to change the questions. The questions we used are asking students what the paragraph(s) main topic 
is. If students are not comprehending the main topic of the paragraph they just read, they will not be successful when 
taking quizzes, tests, exams or moving forward in the Allied Health programs.   
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS. 
 
Number of students Met: 10 
Number of students Met with concerns: 28 
Number of students did not meet: 4 
 
Spring semester had a total of 45 students and 42 of those students participated in the assessment. We had one 
collaborate section, 2 on ground sections and one Dual Enrollment section. All of the sections scored about the same 
without any one format doing better than the other.  
The department administered the assessment immediately after covering chapter 2 in class with lecture, 
question/answer, discussion and power point presentations. Of the 42 students that participated in the assessment  
 
23.8% Met the criteria, increasing from falls 22.2% by 1.6%.  
66.6% Met with Concerns, which is the same as falls assessment of 66.6% students.  
9.5% did Not Meet the criteria compared to fall results of 11.1%, which improved by 1.6%.  
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 

• Between the fall and spring assessment the number of students that “Met” the criteria increased by 1.6%. 
Which could tell us one of two things. 1. The changes we made worked, or 2.  The new group of students had 
better comprehension than the fires group. 

• Without reassessing the first group after implementing the changes, there is no way of knowing if the changes 
actually made any difference. Then again, in order to know for sure, you would have to go back to the original 
chapter content and administer it again later in the same semester. This would tell us if students were now 



better able to comprehend content or, if they were only memorizing material just presented to pass an 
assessment.  

• Students were able to comprehend the material better when the assessment was administered immediately 
after the instructor covered the chapter content in class instead of administering the assessment before the 
instructor covered the content in class.  

• The goals of the assessment can be met by utilizing the same assessment and administering it at a different time. 
i.e., immediately after covering the chapter being assessed or before the instructor covers it in class.  

• We were able to identify weaknesses in assessment tools and implement new methods of assessment to identify 
students at risk. Using more critical thinking questions or essay questions will identify those students that are 
having difficulty with comprehension of the questions being asked.  

• We know that we also need to implement tools to confirm students are comprehending course material and not 
rely on using multiple choice questions in assessments, but more critical thinking questions. 
 

What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 

• Through the assessment we did determine that even though it is a requirement of the class to read the chapters 
before the class meets so the students are familiar with the chapter content prior to the lecture or discussion, 
students do not always do this.  

• Some students rely on the instructor to cover the chapter material in class or on the posted power points, videos 
or notes. Students admit they do not read the chapters before class.  

• When 66.6% of students meet the criteria with concerns, it tells us that more than half of the students are 
having difficulty with comprehending the chapter content. 

• By only administering the assessment to a group of students in the fall, making adjustments to the assessment 
and again, administering it to the next semester students, it is difficult to determine if the adjustments made to 
the assessment truly helped or, was it due to having a different group of students where some may have better 
or worse comprehensions skills than the first group.  

• Each academic year we change the General Education Competency that is to be assessed. Sometimes we 
identify a completely different course in order to assess that particular competency so that it will align with the 
General Education Competency being evaluated. Therefore, we are not able to determine with precise results if 
the interventions made in the previous General Education Competency assessment really have any impact on 
student learning.  

• Even though we continue to use the identifiable weaknesses from the previous assessment and make 
adjustments in the next semester, and even the next academic year, we continue to see students struggle with 
comprehension.  

 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 

• Students scored 1.6% higher on the assessment if it was administered immediately after the instructor covered 
the chapter material in class verses relying on students to read the chapter prior to class.   

• It also told us that the results of the assessment are not really reliable due to the fact that each class, both fall 
and spring, were only given the assessment once. Had it been administered at the start of the semester and 
again towards the end of the semester we could evaluate if students had better comprehension at the end of 
semester than they did at the start.  

• Had we administered the exact assessment at the beginning of the semester and again at the end of the 
semester, it may have also told us if students retained the information and could better comprehend the 
content learned in chapter 2 or, were they only able to score higher on the assessment if it was administered 
immediately after the chapter content was covered.  

 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
Student assessment scores were not that much different from one semester to the other. It is difficult to say if the 
interventions made had an actual impact on learning or not. We do know that some students are not spending the 



amount of time necessary studying the course material to gain full comprehension. This could be the reason students 
did not score will in either semester.   
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 

1. During the first week of class, the instructors will provide examples and lessons on how to read for 
comprehension. The faculty have put together a list of steps and tips to help students with reading 
comprehension. 

a. Step 1: Understand and Reevaluate how you’re Currently Reading. Do not read more than 30-45 minutes 
at a time if you are having difficulty with comprehending the material.  

b. Step 2: Improve Your Vocabulary. Read and understand the vocabulary words at the beginning of each 
chapter. 

c. Step 3: Read for Pleasure.  
d. Tip 1: Stop When You Get Confused and Try to Summarize What You Just Read 
e. Tip 2: If you’re Struggling, Try Reading Aloud.  
f. Tip 3: Re-read (or Skim) Previous Sections of the Text. 

2. Redesign current tests, quizzes and exams to include more critical thinking or essay questions and eliminate the 
multiple choice questions as much as possible. 

3. Identify those students that continue to have difficulty with comprehension and invite them to attend 
supplemental instruction and/or obtain help from the library resources and student success center. 

4. Provide online resources such as YouTube videos or the publisher website that are chapter specific to help 
students with further understanding of chapter content in a different delivery format.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX A  
 

Letter to the Faculty  

 



February, 2017 

Dear HES 129 Faculty Member, 

The faculty have implemented a student learning assessment study to help the College answer this question:  “Do 
students demonstrate college-level proficiency in the general education philosophies across their program of study?” 

The Medical Assisting department has created an assessment. Key points for this assessment are: 

• The assessment is the same across all sections of this course. 
• The scoring guidelines or rubric are indicated in the following table or attached. 
• The faculty indicate student performance based on criteria indicated in the following table for Met, Met with 

Concerns, and Not Met. 
• The data and/or artifacts are due to Lori Hogue via an email attachment by the date indicated in the following 

table. 
Data analysis will provide faculty with the opportunity to improve student learning.  Thank you for participating in this 
project.  Please let us know if you have questions.   

Cordially, 

 

Lori Hogue 

Medical Assisting Program Director 

Notification of Assessment Instructions 
 

Department: MEA/HES Course: HES 129 
Contact Person: Lori Hogue Contact 

Information: 
 lhogue@mohave.edu 
928-302-5340 ext. 3540 

General Education 
Philosophy: 

Communication Skills 
        2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level  

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Goal 2: 
Evaluate the chemical structure of water, carbon dioxide and oxygen gas, ammonia, 
mineral salts, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, the nucleic acids DNA and RNA, the 
chemical compound ATP and their role in living systems. 
 

Assessment: Reading Comprehension assessment. 
• The Student Assessment consists of excerpts taken directly from the HES 

129 textbook, chapter 2, followed by questions relating directly to those 
excerpts. 

• The student assessment, including the answer sheet, is attached at the end of 
this notification. 
 

Assessment 
Directions: 

• Copy/paste the assessment into a word document to administer in class or, 
print pages 4-7 below to administer in class.  

• If administering on line, copy/paste the questions and answers from word doc 
into a Schoology quiz. 

• Administer the common assessment during class time AFTER chapter 2 
content has been covered. 

mailto:lhogue@mohave.edu


• All questions are multiple choice and will assess the students level of reading 
comprehension of the topic. 

• Score the exam using the answer key provided. 
• Use the Grading/Scoring Rubric to grade each student’s assessment 
• Report scores on the attached data sheet. 

 
Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Attached, at the end of the Assessment Notification 

Scoring Metrics:  
At what level did a 
student 
demonstrate the 
intended student 
learning outcome? 

Met: Answered 9-10 Questions correct 
Met with Concerns: Answered 6-8 Questions correct 
Not Met: Answered 0-5 Questions correct 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

Electronically send the following to Lori Hogue: lhogue@mohave.edu 
☒ completed data sheet (provided below) 
☒ completed student assessment 
☒ graded rubrics 
☐ other:  
 
 
 
Please send by: March 01, 2017 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Grading/Scoring Rubric 
HES 129 Section: ____________ 
FA/SP 2016-2017 
Student Name: _________________________________________________________________ 

Question  MET = 9-10 
Questions correct 

MET w/concerns = 6-8 
Questions correct 

 

NOT MET = 0-5 
Questions correct 

1 - a    
1 - b    
2 - a    
2 - b    
3    
4    
5    
6    
7    
8    
Total: 

 

 
Assessment Data Sheet 

Course: HES 129 Semester: Spring 
Section:  Year: 2017 
Instructor:  

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  
What are the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assessment?  Where could improvements 
be made that would improve student learning? 



Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths: Areas for Improvement: 

Met    
Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met    
 

Overall Metric:  Identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not 

 

Student Assessment Spring 2017 
 

Name: ____________________________________________________Score: _____________ 

Instructions: Read each paragraph below and answer the questions following each paragraph. 

The Human Body in Health & Disease; Chapter 2 - Chemistry of Life 

1. A lipid such as cholesterol can travel in the blood only after is has attached to a protein molecule-
forming lipoprotein. Some of these molecules are called high-density lipoproteins (HDLs) because they 
have a high density of proteins (more protein than lipid). Another type of molecule contains less 
protein (and more lipid), so it is called low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
 
The cholesterol in LDLs is often called “bad” cholesterol because high blood levels of LDL are associated 
with atherosclerosis, a life-threatening blockage of arteries. LDLs carry cholesterol to cells, including 
the cells that line blood vessels. HDLs, on the other hand, carry “good” cholesterol away from cells and 
toward the liver for elimination from the body. A high proportion of HDL in the blood is associated with 
a low risk of developing atherosclerosis. Factors such as cigarette smoking decreases HDL levels and 
thus contribute to the risk of atherosclerosis. Factors such as exercise increase HDL levels and thus 
decrease the risk of atherosclerosis.  
 

The main topic of the above excerpt is about: 

a. Blood Lipoproteins 
b. Risk factors for developing atherosclerosis 
c. How to prevent atherosclerosis 
d. Cigarette smoking and LDL 

Of the four choices below, which one would be true about the paragraphs above: 

a. HDL will prevent atherosclerosis 
b. LDL carry cholesterol to all cells in the body 
c. Exercise might raise HDL 
d. HDLs carry good cholesterol away from cells and towards the liver 

 

2. Chemists often use a chemical equation to represent a chemical reaction. In a chemical equation, the 
reactants are separated from the products by an arrow (→) showing the “direction” of the reaction. 



Reactants are separated from each other, and products are separated from each other by addition, or 
plus, signs (+). Thus the reaction potassium and chloride combined to form potassium chloride can be 
expressed as the following equation:  
 

K⁺ + Cl⁻ → KCl 
The main point of the above paragraph is: 

a. Separating Potassium and Chloride 
b. How elements are formed 
c. Chemical equations used to represent a chemical reaction 
d. Separating Reactants and products 

 
In the paragraph above, the → is identifying:  

a. The order that chemicals are added to create a compound by chemists 
b. The direction in which a chemical reaction occurs 
c. Used in place of an equal sign to show the end product. 
d. To show how chemicals bond together 

 

3. The double arrow ↔ is used for reactions that happen in “both directions” at the same time. When 
carbonic acid (H₂CO³) dissolves in water, some of it dissociates into H⁺ (hydrogen ion) and HCO³⁻ 
(bicarbonate), but not all of it. As additional ions dissociate, previously dissociated ions bond together 
again, forming H₂CO³. 

H₂CO³ ↔ H⁺ + HCO³⁻ 
In the paragraph above, the double arrow indicates:  

a. How chemists reverse chemical bonds 
b. How to remove H⁺ from HCO³⁻ 
c. That at any instant in time both reactants and products are present in the solution at the 

same time.  
d. There is no way to separate H₂CO³ 

 

4. Although it is an inorganic compound, water is essential to life. Water is the most abundant compound 
in the body, found in and around each cell. Its slightly glue-like properties help hold the tissues of the 
body together. 
 

Water is the solvent in which most other compounds or solutes are dissolved. When water is the solvent 
for a mixture (a blend of two or more kinds of molecules), the mixture is called an aqueous solution.  
 

An aqueous solution containing common salt (NaCl) and other molecules forms the “internal sea” of the 
body. Water molecules not only compost the basic internal environment of the body but also participate 
in many important chemical reactions. Chemical reactions are interactions among molecules in which 
atoms regroup into new combinations. 
The chapter excerpt explains that: 

a. Water is the solvent in which all compounds are dissolved 
b. The “internal sea” is composed of NaCl and other molecules 
c. The “internal sea” is an aqueous solution containing common salt (NaCl) and other 

molecules 
d. Water is needed for all chemical reactions to occur 

 



5. The pH of body fluids affects body chemistry so greatly that normal body function can be maintained 
only within a narrow range of pH. Acidosis (low blood pH) and alkalosis (high blood pH) are equally 
dangerous and thankfully rarely occur because of the homeostatic mechanisms of the body. The body 
can remove excess H⁺ ions by excreting them in the urine. Another way to remove acid is by increasing 
the loss of CO₂ (an acid) by way of the respiratory system. A third way to adjust the body’s pH is by 
using buffers – chemicals in the blood that maintain pH. Buffers maintain pH balance by preventing 
sudden changes in the H⁺ ion concentration. Buffers do this by forming a chemical system that 
neutralizes acids and bases as they are added to a solution. The mechanisms by which the body 
maintains pH homeostasis, or acid-base balance.  
In the excerpt above, the body’s ability to maintain pH homeostasis would be by: 

a. The body’s ability to remove excess H⁺ ions to maintain pH 
b. The body’s ability to remove acid by increasing the loss of CO₂ 
c. The dangers of Acidosis and Alkalosis 
d. The body’s ability to use Buffers by forming a chemical system to neutralize acids and bases 

 

6. Enzymes are functional proteins whose molecular shape and ability to alter shape allow them to 
catalyze chemical reactions. Substrate molecules are brought together by the enzyme to form a larger 
molecule.  
Enzymes are chemical catalysts. This means that they help a chemical reaction occur but are not 
reactants or products themselves. They participate in chemical reactions but are not changed by the 
reactions. Enzymes are vital to body chemistry. No reaction in the body occurs fast enough unless the 
specific enzymes needed for that reaction are present.  
Each enzyme has a shape that “fits” the specific substrate molecules it works on, much as a key fits 
specific locks. This explanation of enzyme action is sometimes called the lock-and-key model. Notice 
that, unlike most keys, the enzyme is dynamic and changes its shape when it encounters a substrate to 
more exactly fit.  
 

According to the excerpt above, Enzymes are chemical catalysts that:  

a. Form substrates 
b. Help chemical reactions occur 
c. Are both products and reactants 
d. Are changed by chemical reactions 

 

7. The two forms of nucleic acid are deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA). The basic 
building blocks of nucleic acids are called nucleotides. Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate unit, a 
sugar (ribose or deoxyribose), and a nitrogen base. DNA nucleotide basses include adenine, thymine, 
guanine, and cytosine. RNA uses the same set of bases except for the substitution of uracil for thymine.  
Nucleotides bind to one another to form strands or other structures. In the DNA molecule, nucleotides 
are arranged in a twisted, double strand called a double helix.  

The sequence of different nucleotides along the DNA double helix is the “master code” for assembling 
proteins and other nucleic acids. Messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules have a sequence that forms a 
temporary “working copy” of a portion of the DNA code called a gene. The code in nucleic acids 
ultimately directs the entire “symphony” of living chemistry.  

The main topic of the above excerpt is: 

a. DNA 
b. RNA 



c. mRNA 
d. nucleic acid 
e. nucleotides 

 

8. A modified nucleotide called adenosine triphosphate (ATP) plays an important energy-transfer role in 
the body. Adenosine (a base and a sugar) has not just one phosphate, as in a standard nucleotide but 
instead three phosphates. The “extra” phosphates have relative unstable “high-energy” bonds that 
require a great amount of energy (from nutrients) to form, and release great energy when broken. 
When a phosphate breaks off – forming adenosine diphosphate (ADP) – the energy released is used to 
do work in cells. Thus, ATP acts as a sort of energy-transfer “battery” that picks up energy from 
nutrients and then quickly makes the energy available to cellular processes.  

According to the excerpt above: 

a. ATP serves as the direct source of energy for doing cellular work 
b. ADP has three phosphates 
c. The extra phosphates have stable “high energy” 
d. ATP is formed when a phosphate breaks off 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Student Common Assessment Spring 2017 

Answer Key 

Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 34 

1. A lipid such as cholesterol can travel in the blood only after is has attached to a protein molecule-
forming lipoprotein. Some of these molecules are called high-density lipoproteins (HDLs) because they 
have a high density of proteins (more protein than lipid). Another type of molecule contains less 
protein (and more lipid), so it is called low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
The cholesterol in LDLs is often called “bad” cholesterol because high blood levels of LDL are associated 
with atherosclerosis, a life-threatening blockage of arteries. LDLs carry cholesterol to cells, including 
the cells that line blood vessels. HDLs, on the other hand, carry “good” cholesterol away from cells and 
toward the liver for elimination from the body. A high proportion of HDL in the blood is associated with 
a low risk of developing atherosclerosis. Factors such as cigarette smoking decreases HDL levels and 
thus contribute to the risk of atherosclerosis. Factors such as exercise increase HDL levels and thus 
decrease the risk of atherosclerosis.  

The main topic of the above excerpt is about: 

a. Blood Lipoproteins 
b. Risk factors for developing atherosclerosis 
c. How to prevent atherosclerosis 
d. Cigarette smoking and LDL 

Of the four choices below, which one would be true about the paragraphs above: 

a. HDL will prevent atherosclerosis 
b. LDL carry cholesterol to all cells in the body 
c. Exercise might raise HDL 
d. HDLs carry good cholesterol away from cells and towards the liver 

 
Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 31-32 

 

2. Chemists often use a chemical equation to represent a chemical reaction. In a chemical equation, the 
reactants are separated from the products by an arrow (→) showing the “direction” of the reaction. 
Reactants are separated from each other, and products are separated from each other by addition, or 
plus, signs (+). Thus, the reaction potassium and chloride combined to form potassium chloride can be 
expressed as the following equation:  

K⁺ + Cl⁻ → KCl 
 The main point of the above paragraph is: 

a. Separating Potassium and Chloride 
b. How elements are formed 



c. Chemical equations used to represent a chemical reaction 
d. Separating Reactants and products 

 
 
 
 

In the paragraph above, the → is identifying:  

a. The order that chemicals are added to create a compound by chemists 
b. The direction in which a chemical reaction occurs 
c. Used in place of an equal sign to show the end product 
d. To show how chemicals bond together 

 

3. The double arrow ↔ is used for reactions that happen in “both directions” at the same time. When 
carbonic acid (H₂CO³) dissolves in water, some of it dissociates into H⁺ (hydrogen ion) and HCO³⁻ 
(bicarbonate), but not all of it. As additional ions dissociate, previously dissociated ions bond together 
again, forming H₂CO³. 

H₂CO₃⁻ ↔ H⁺ + HCO₃⁻ 
 In the paragraph above, the double arrow indicates:  

a. How chemists reverse chemical bonds 
b. How to remove H⁺ from HCO₃⁻ 
c. That at any instant in time both reactants and products are present in the solution at the 

same time.  
d. There is no way to separate H₂CO₃⁻ 

 
Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 31 

 

4. Although it is an inorganic compound, water is essential to life. Water is the most abundant compound 
in the body, found in and around each cell. Its slightly glue-like properties help hold the tissues of the 
body together. 
Water is the solvent in which most other compounds or solutes are dissolved. When water is the solvent 
for a mixture (a blend of two or more kinds of molecules), the mixture is called an aqueous solution.  

An aqueous solution containing common salt (NaCl) and other molecules forms the “internal sea” of the 
body. Water molecules not only compost the basic internal environment of the body but also participate 
in many important chemical reactions. Chemical reactions are interactions among molecules in which 
atoms regroup into new combinations 

The chapter excerpt explains that: 

a. Water is the solvent in which all compounds are dissolved 
b. The “internal sea” is composed of NaCl and other molecules 
c. The “internal sea” is an aqueous solution containing common salt (NaCl) and other 

molecules 
d. Water is needed for all chemical reactions to occur 

 
Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 32 



 
5. The pH of body fluids affects body chemistry so greatly that normal body function can be maintained 

only within a narrow range of pH. Acidosis (low blood pH) and alkalosis (high blood pH) are equally 
dangerous and thankfully rarely occur because of the homeostatic mechanisms of the body. The body 
can remove excess H⁺ ions by excreting them in the urine. Another way to remove acid is by increasing 
the loss of CO₂ (an acid) by way of the respiratory system. A third way to adjust the body’s pH is by 
using buffers – chemicals in the blood that maintain pH. Buffers maintain pH balance by preventing 
sudden changes in the H⁺ ion concentration. Buffers do this by forming a chemical system that 
neutralizes acids and bases as they are added to a solution. The mechanisms by which the body 
maintains pH homeostasis, or acid-base balance.  
In the excerpt above, the body’s ability to maintain pH homeostasis would be by: 

a. The body’s ability to remove excess H⁺ ions to maintain pH 
b. The body’s ability to remove acid by increasing the loss of CO₂ 
c. The dangers of Acidosis and Alkalosis 
d. The body’s ability to use Buffers by forming a chemical system to neutralize acids and bases 

 
Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 36 

 

6. Enzymes are functional proteins whose molecular shape and ability to alter shape allow them to 
catalyze chemical reactions. Substrate molecules are brought together by the enzyme to form a larger 
molecule.  
Enzymes are chemical catalysts. This means that they help a chemical reaction occur but are not 
reactants or products themselves. They participate in chemical reactions but are not changed by the 
reactions. Enzymes are vital to body chemistry. No reaction in the body occurs fast enough unless the 
specific enzymes needed for that reaction are present.  

Each enzyme has a shape that “fits” the specific substrate molecules it works on, much as a key fits 
specific locks. This explanation of enzyme action is sometimes called the lock-and-key model. Notice 
that, unlike most keys, the enzyme is dynamic and changes its shape when it encounters a substrate to 
more exactly fit.  

According to the excerpt above, Enzymes are chemical catalysts that:  

a. Form substrates 
b. Help chemical reactions occur 
c. Are both products and reactants 
d. Are changed by chemical reactions 

Chapter 2 – Chemistry of Life. Page 36 - 37 

7. The two forms of nucleic acid are deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA). The basic 
building blocks of nucleic acids are called nucleotides. Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate unit, a 
sugar (ribose or deoxyribose), and a nitrogen base. DNA nucleotide basses include adenine, thymine, 
guanine, and cytosine. RNA uses the same set of bases except for the substitution of uracil for thymine.  
Nucleotides bind to one another to form strands or other structures. In the DNA molecule, nucleotides 
are arranged in a twisted, double strand called a double helix.  

The sequence of different nucleotides along the DNA double helix is the “master code” for assembling 
proteins and other nucleic acids. Messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules have a sequence that forms a 



temporary “working copy” of a portion of the DNA code called a gene. The code in nucleic acids 
ultimately directs the entire “symphony” of living chemistry.  

 

 

The main topic of the above excerpt is: 

a. DNA 
b. RNA 
c. mRNA 
d. nucleic acid 
e. nucleotides 

 

8. A modified nucleotide called adenosine triphosphate (ATP) plays an important energy-transfer role in 
the body. Adenosine (a base and a sugar) has not just one phosphate, as in a standard nucleotide but 
instead three phosphates. The “extra” phosphates have relative unstable “high-energy” bonds that 
require a great amount of energy (from nutrients) to form, and release great energy when broken. 
When a phosphate breaks off – forming adenosine diphosphate (ADP) – the energy released is used to 
do work in cells. Thus, ATP acts as a sort of energy-transfer “battery” that picks up energy from 
nutrients and then quickly makes the energy available to cellular processes.  

According to the excerpt above: 

a. ATP serves as the direct source of energy for doing cellular work 
b. ADP has three phosphates 
c. The extra phosphates have stable “high energy” 
d. ATP is formed when a phosphate breaks off 

 

 

Grading/Scoring Rubric 

HES 129 Section: ____________ 

SP 2017 

Student Name: _________________________________________________________________ 

Question MET = 9-10 
Questions correct 

MET w/concerns = 6-8 
Questions correct 
 

NOT MET = 0-5 
Questions correct 

1 - a    
1 - b    
2 - a    
2 - b    
3    
4    
5    
6    
7    



8    
Total: 

 

 

 
 



MCC CYCLE OF LEARNING Report Feedback Rubric 

Department: NUR 121 

Component Emerging Stable Mature 
General Education Philosophy 
(GEP) objective identified. 
 
2.5 

GEP is vague or not provided or 
GEP objective is not appropriate for 
chosen course. 

 

 GEP Objective is observable and 
measurable within the course 

 
X 

Course outcome or 
competency alignment  
 
Comp 23 Obj. 23.1 – 23.9 

There is not a clear link between 
the GEP objective and the course 
goal and/or competencies. 

 

GEP objectives are not linked to 
course goal and/or competencies 
but language suggests the 
development        

X 

GEP objectives show a clear linkage 
to course goal and/or 
competencies. 

 
 

Assessments  Assessment design does not align 
to the course goal and/or 
competencies. Assessment design 
didn’t allow for targeted, specific 
results. 

X 

Assessment design aligns to the 
course goal and/or competencies 
with but design interferes with the 
ability to receive targeted, specific 
results. 

 

Assessment design aligns to the 
course goal and/or competencies 
with and results provide for 
targeted, specific results 
 

 
Intervention(s)  Assessment analysis was a weak 

interpretation/conclusion of the 
results. Intervention was 
nonexistent. 

X 

Assessment analysis was a good 
interpretation and conclusion of 
the results, but the intervention 
was incomplete/general and/or 
unsustainable 

 

Assessment analysis was good 
interpretation and conclusion of 
the results. The intervention was 
comprehensive and sustainable 

 

Closing the Loop Action plan is weak or nonexistent 
 

X 

Action plan is general and lacks 
clarity 

 

Action plan is specific and aligned 
with the results 

 
 

Comments: Too many Course objectives are being addressed here. This made the assessment too difficult to drill down to how students are preforming on both 
the Gen Ed. And the 9 course objectives. There were no interventions or closing of the loop. After the program redesign is solidified, please meet with me to 
design the next common assessment. 
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MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: Paralegal 
Course: PAR 201 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
2. Communications skills, objective: 2.6, Write effectively in a college setting 

 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Course Goal: Write to inform the reader and to persuade the reader to take your position about a legal topic. 
Competencies:  Write to persuade the Court in favor of your position regarding a selected case or legal topic.   

 
MEASUREMENT 
 
Students were presented with the facts of a hypothetical case against a criminal defendant and directed to prepare a 
memo addressing the question of whether there was a sufficient basis to support the charge of assault with a 
dangerous weapon.  The assessment is intended to determine whether students have acquired the required 
principles and techniques of legal research and writing. 
 
METRICS 
Metrics as set up in the original assessment: 
 
Determine relevant information: facts and law, prepare analysis in appropriate memo format utilizing proper spelling 
and grammar  
 
A student meets the criteria if: results were clearly communicated with facts applied properly to appropriate law, proper 
grammar and citation were used 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Lacked any of the above 
A student does not meet the criteria if: Lacked all of the above 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
Number of students Met: 5 
Number of students Met with concerns: 0 
Number of students did not meet: 0 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
No necessary interventions 
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
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N/A 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
The students’ memorandums clearly addressed the topic, were well organized, applied and analyzed appropriate law.   
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
N/A 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
N/A 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
The assessment was intended to assist students in acquiring research and written communication skills typically required 
of a paralegal in a professional setting.  If the assignment conveys their analysis results in a clear understandable written 
document then they will have demonstrated both the ability to write effectively as well as to persuade a reader of their 
position regarding the facts of a case as applied to a particular law.   

 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 
There were no identified weaknesses; however, it has been noted that continued practice in preparing legal 
memorandum is of great benefit to paralegal students (for job preparation as well as for meeting general education 
expectations).   
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APPENDIX A  
 

Notification of Assessment Letter 
 

   OFFICE OF INSTRUCTION 

 

September 15, 2016 

Dear PAR 201 Faculty Member, 

Resident faculty at Mohave Community College revised the general education student learning outcomes (SLOs) in 2013.  
As a result, the faculty have implemented a new student learning assessment study to help the College answer this 
question:  “Do students demonstrate college-level proficiency in the general education philosophies across their 
program of study?” 

The Paralegal department has designated that PAR 201 be the course in which the general education philosophy 
communications skills, objective 2.6, “[w]rite effectively in a college setting”, is assessed.  Please choose a graded course 
assignment with which you can assess your students’ proficiency of this student learning outcome.  Key points for this 
assignment are: 

• The assignment is the same across all sections of this course. 
• The rubric described below is used to calculate the assignment grade. 
• The assignment grade counts towards the students’ final grade in the course. 
• The faculty apply the metrics for Met, Met with Concerns, and Not Met when reporting student performance. 
• The data sheet is due to Stephanie Dieringer, Associate Dean of Instruction LHC via an email attachment by 

December 1st, 2016. 
• Students’ assignments should either be submitted to a Schoology drop-box, from which they can be accessed, 

or emailed to me upon completion of the course.  
Data analysis will provide faculty with the opportunity to improve student learning.  Thank you for participating in this 
project.  Please let me know if you have questions.   

Cordially, 

Stephanie L. Dieringer 
Stephanie L. Dieringer, PhD, JD 
Associate Dean of Instruction – Lake Havasu City Campus  
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Notification of Assessment Instructions 
 

   OFFICE OF INSTRUCTION 

 
Common Assessment Instructions 

 
Department: PAR Course: PAR 201 
Department Chair/ 
Program Director: 

Stephanie L. Dieringer, 
Associate Dean of 
Instruction, LHC 

Contact 
Information: 

 sdieringer@mohave.edu 
928.505.3349 

General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

Write effectively in a college setting 

 
Scoring Metrics:  
At what level did 
the students 
demonstrate the 
intended student 
learning outcome? 
 
(suggested rubric 
follows) 

Met:  Students exhibit college-level proficiency when demonstrating the 
student learning outcome.  All elements of the student learning outcome are 
demonstrated at the mastery level.  Metric for assignment:  Provide the 
criteria that demonstrates the student has met the student learning outcome.  
For example:  95 – 100% overall score (remember the rubric may have multiple 
grading criteria) 

Partially met:  Students exhibits college-level proficiency when demonstrating 
the student learning outcome, however, there is inconsistency in 
demonstrating mastery of all elements of the student learning outcome. 
Metric for assignment:  73 – 94% overall score 

Not met:  Students exhibits below college-level proficiency when 
demonstrating the student learning outcome.  Mastery of all elements is not 
demonstrated. Metric for assignment:  below 72% 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

Enter student information on the attached data sheet.   
 
Electronically send the data sheet to Stephanie L. Dieringer,  
sdieringer@mohave.edu . 
 
Submit this data by December 1, 2016. 

 

mailto:sdieringer@mohave.edu
mailto:sdieringer@mohave.edu


MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-17 
Department: Precollege Studies 
Course: PCS021 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills:  The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on both personal and professional levels. 

 Competency measured in this year’s study:    2.5. Read and comprehend at a college level. 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Course goal/competency measured in spring 2017: Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension/ by the 
end of each level, learners should read and comprehend informational and literary text at the high end of the level’s text complexity 
band independently and proficiently. 

MEASUREMENT 
Students were administered both a pre and post TABE (standardized “Test of Adult Basic Education” online version) Reading Test 
prior and concluding course sessions. ADE state guidelines require this testing to document proof of progress toward CCR standards. 
The question to be answered via the assessment student readiness for GED administration or entry into their chosen program of 
study. 
 

METRICS 
A student meets the criteria if: Students exhibit college-level proficiency when demonstrating the student learning outcome.  All 
elements of the student learning outcome are demonstrated at the mastery level.  Metric for assignment:  Student has achieved 9th 
grade level work on “A” Level TABE Reading Test. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Students exhibits college-level proficiency when demonstrating the student 
learning outcome, however, there is inconsistency in demonstrating mastery of all elements of the student learning outcome. Metric 
for assignment:  Student has improved one full grade level in class as indicated on TABE Reading Post Test. 
A student does not meet the criteria if: Students exhibits below college-level proficiency when demonstrating the student 
learning outcome.  Mastery of all elements is not demonstrated. Metric for assignment:  Student has made little or no progress 
during the class/No Post Test. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
The results of the fist assessment (students’ baseline pre-test TABE) varied. All students Met with concern. No students 
Met the criteria, since any student meeting the criteria were not eligible for services per ADE guidelines. No students did 
not meet regardless baseline TABE level.   
 
Number of students Met: 0 
Number of students Met with concerns: 54 
Number of students did not meet: 0 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Interventions after the first assessment included student interviews to set individual Federal/State goals; discussion of 
first assessment error analysis to pinpoint areas of weakness; administration of additional assessments/assignment of 
additional coursework using MyFoundationLab (individualized online); various individual and small group activities in 
face-to-face sessions focusing on different reading acquisition skills.  
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 



In the spring 2017, data was gathered from six 15-week class sessions held on all Southern MCC campuses (BHC, NCK and LHC) and 
totaled 78 student results. Class environments for sessions consisted of all hybrid classes. Classes met twice a week in plenary session 
for approximately 1 hour and thirty minutes with additional coursework completed online using MyFoundationLab site. Open lab time 
was available after face-to-face sessions. Results based on the metric were: 

Number of students Met: 19 
Number of students Met with concerns: 20 
Number of students did not meet: 39 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
Students with reasonable time management skills, face-to-face attendance, prioritizing skills and general study skills 
showed discernable improvement (as indicated via second assessment measures).  
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? Students at the 
low end of general study and prioritizing skills showed no improvement typically because they lacked the state-required 
time on task to be administered the TABE progress test. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments? Those students who continued to hone 
general study skills and were committed to coursework and interventions tended to show discernable improvement (as 
indicated via second assessment measures).   
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
In order to facilitate developing reading skills at college level, students were given multiple options (delivery methods, 
content level and subject matter, etc.) in order to fulfill specific areas of need. Instructor had at their disposal both 
assessment measures, as well as time-on-task counts (documented via sign-in attendance sheets for face-to-face 
sessions plus time-on-task for online activities as documented through MyFoundationLab and track via the state’s 
AAEDMS data base). 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 

1. Create instructor-developed assessments. 
2. Shift from reading courses to PCS Math classes (to facilitate more course in the assessment process and covering 

more sites. 
3. Create an associate faculty based committee (focused on math content) with oversight from MCC Adult 

Education director. 
4. Committee work directed toward connecting with General Philosophy, Competencies and Outcomes with the 

goal of developing math-directed assessments aimed for use in PCS Math classes. 
5. Continue development of study skills curriculum across all PCS classes 

 

APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: The TABE Online assessment is a state-required measure used to track student progress over 
coursework for grant eligible students used in all PCS classes. The test is published by McGraw 
Hill with the online assessment oversight through Data Recognition Corporation. 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Directions for the assessments are online, student-directed. Instructors have no involvement in 
test administration. 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

Assessment is self-scoring. Test results and error analysis are generated via secure connection 
to Data Recognition Corporation. 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016-2017 
Department: Social and Behavioral Sciences  
Course: PSY 260 Introduction to Personality  
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES (SLO) 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY (GEPC) 
2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level*  
 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES (CSLO) 
Associated course student learning outcomes given consideration, but which are not the primary focus this of this cycle 
of learning assessment are,  
 
*CSLO 5 Explain how conscious thoughts, feelings, beliefs, desires, and goals relate to our personality.   
*CSLO 6 Analyze the impact of culture and social interaction in personality development.  
 
 
*Please note this General Education Philosophy and Competency (GEPC) was chosen as part of the General Education 
Philosophies 4 year plan for the Fall-Spring 2016-2017 Institutional Assessment Project. Instructions for this assessment 
process directed all departments to assess student ability to read and comprehend at a college level, with the baseline 
assessment conducted in the Fall semester. Next, departments were instructed to offer a reading intervention if baseline 
assessment indicated that students were not reading and comprehending at a college level. Finally, a post-intervention 
assessment was to be given in the Spring. 
 
The Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences collectively agreed that a true measure of intervention would best be 
conducted during one semester and in the same course. Therefore, the PSY 260 ground courses (n=2) were chosen for 
assessment. At the time that the initial assessment instructions were given the area of assessment only included GEPC, 
Communication Skills, 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level. However, at a later date, it was decided, 
institutionally, that each department could choose which student learning outcome/course learning outcome would be 
assessed during the 2016-2017 academic year. 
 
This Cycle of Learning report consists of quantitative data, which assesses GEPC, Communication Skills, 2.5 Read and 
comprehend at a college level. Consistent with the initial Fall-Spring 2016-2017 Institutional Assessment Project 
instructions the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences agreed to proceed as initially instructed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MEASUREMENT 
 

The purpose of this quantitative assessment is to measure student ability to read and comprehend at a college level to fulfill the Fall-
Spring 2016-2017 Institutional Assessment Project.  

The Assessment Process:  

Students were instructed to read Loving as an Art on pages 292-293 in,   

Friedman, H.S. & Schustack, M.W. (2010). Personality: Classic theories and modern research (5th ed.). Boston: Pearson. 

Upon completion of the reading, students took a 4 question multiple choice quiz, which was written collaboratively by resident Social 
and Behavioral Sciences faculty members, Mr. Mike Holt, and Ms. Azariah Lehman. The reading passage was chosen for the level of 
complexity that it presented, and because the content is primarily attributable to a notable psychologist, Erich Fromm. Fromm, a 
psychoanalyst, sociologist, and philosopher, is known for his controversial and advanced theoretical approach to subject matters such 
as personality, love, and freedom. Therefore, while the purpose of this assessment was to assess GEPC 2.5, the reading passage also 
explores concepts related to CSLO 5 and CSLO 6, analysis and comprehension.   

The Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences sought to assess if students read and write at a college level; GEPC 2.5 was chosen 
for this assessment as part of the General Education Philosophies 4 year plan, Fall-Spring 2016-2017, Institutional Assessment Project.  

METRICS 
The quantitative metrics for this assessment include three measures, met, met with concerns, and not met. The measurement criteria 
for each of these categories was decided upon by the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences during the course of the 2016-
2017 departmental curriculum and instruction meetings.  Accordingly, the student met the criteria of the assessment if 4 out of 4 
comprehension questions were answered correctly.  A student met the criteria with concerns if 3 out of 4 comprehension questions 
were answered correctly.  Lastly, the student did not meet the criteria if 2, 1, or 0 comprehension questions were answered correctly.  
For this assessment the overall quantitative score was chosen as the metric because this metric aligns with the institutional assessment 
project, GEPC 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level.  Research indicates that multiple-choice questions are a metric that 
adequately measures comprehension levels of specific content (Kazi, Abbasi, Asghar, Rashid, & Ahmed, 2017). 

A student meets the criteria if: 4/4 comprehension questions were answered correctly. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: 3/4 comprehension questions were answered correctly.  
A student does not meet the criteria if: 2/4, 1/4, or 0/4 comprehension questions were answered correctly.  
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Number of students Met: 6 
Number of students Met with concerns: 9 
Number of students did not meet: 9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Intervention post first assessment included a discussion of an informational PowerPoint presentation, which included 
information about reading and comprehension strategies. Following the presentation, students were given an 8-
question multiple-choice quiz to ensure assess whether the content of the intervention was understood. Intervention 
assessment materials are available upon request.  
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Number of students Met: 14 
Number of students Met with concerns: 3 
Number of students did not meet: 2 
 
Data indicate that the intervention instruments positively influenced student reading and comprehension of college-
level text.  
 

Group A (N=10)         Instructor: M. Holt 
Pretest Mean Intervention Mean Posttest Mean 
2.6/4 (N=10) 6.12/8 (N=6) 2.6/4 (N=5) 

 
Group B (N=14)         Instructor: A. Lehman 

Pretest Mean Intervention Mean Posttest Mean 

3.64/4 (N=14) 7.64/8 (N=14) 4/4 (N=14) 

 
 
 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Data and analysis indicate that the majority of students who participated in the assessment can read and comprehend at 
the college level.  
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Weakness of this cycle of learning is primarily related to the intervention materials. According to the initial institutional 
instructions for this project, each department was to design the intervention as they saw fit. However, resident faculty 
members of the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences agreed that the intervention, at best, offered 
instructional information to students. The intervention materials were related to the basic concepts of reading and 
comprehension strategies, but resident faculty members of this department are not reading and comprehension 
experts.  
 
Another area of weakness is missing data from group A of the assessment groups. The pretest group consisted of 10 
students, whereas the posttest group consisted of 5 students. Therefore, the impact of this assessment process may not 
be fully understood for group A due to missing/incomplete data.  
 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
The intervention data from group A indicate that the intervention had a positive impact on student reading and 
comprehension. However, a true measure of the impact is unknown for group A due to missing/incomplete data.  
 



The intervention data from group B indicate that the intervention had a positive impact on student reading and 
comprehension. All group B students scored within the ‘met’ metric measure for this assessment.  
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
Data indicate that the impact of this intervention positively influenced student reading and comprehension. Accordingly, GEPC, 
Communication Skills, 2.5 Read and comprehend at a college level, has been met by the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences.  
Yet, from a research perspective, many components need further assessment and consideration; this consideration will assist the 
college in gaining a greater understanding of the potential impact this type of intervention might have.  

That said the information gathered from this assessment deserves further consideration in view of potential barriers to reading and 
comprehension due to first and second languages within the classroom. Further understanding of this topic may aid Mohave 
Community College in further meeting the educational needs of students who may not speak English as their first language.  

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 
Based on the results and analysis of this assessment data, future recommendations include incorporating additional 
assessment instrument within the courses. These assessments should be designed to assess reading and comprehension 
alone. Additionally, the assessment process should include demographic data, as well as a language survey. Lastly, future 
reading interventions should be designed collaboratively with other institutional departments that demonstrate 
expertise in understanding the pedagogy of reading and comprehension with college populations.   
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APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: PSYCHOLOGY 260  SPRING 2017 
READING COMPREHENSION EXERCISE 
NAME:  _______________________________ 
DATE:  ________________________________ 

 
Instructions:  Read the section “Loving as an Art” on pages 292-293 and answer the questions below. 
 
1.  In the broader context to this reading Fromm discusses anxiety which is the result of 

a. psychological instability. 
b. inerrant personality traits. 
c. gaining more freedom. 

 
2.  Which sentence best describes the relevance of Fromm’s concept of love? 
 a. The concept is not relevant across other disciplines. 
 b. The concept is only relevant to Psychology. 

c. The concept is relevant to sociology, philosophy, religion, spirituality, and 
intra/interpersonal communication. 

 
3.  According to Fromm’s theory of love, love is a fully formal product of personality 
 a. as a result of biological/genetic influence. 
 b. as a result of societal influences such as familial upbringing. 
 c. as a result of personal intention that supersedes biological and societal influences. 
 
4.  According to Fromm’s theory, isolation is problematic because 
 a. technological advances keep people more interconnected than they did in the past. 
 b. technological advances do not keep people more connected as they did in the past. 
 c. neither answer a or b is correct. 
 
Note:  The intervention materials, i.e., Reading and Comprehension Strategies intervention PPT, available 
upon request. 

Assessment 
Directions: 

Given that the instructors, resident faculty members Mike Holt and Azariah Lehman, administering this 
assessment and intervention were also the authors of all assessment articles, all articles of assessment 
and the associated instructions were communicated collaboratively during an in-person meeting and via 
email.  
Instructions include, conduct the pre-intervention assessment, a 4-point quiz based on reading from the 
course textbook. Next, conduct the intervention, an informational PowerPoint discussing college reading 
and comprehension strategies, and an 8 question multiple-choice quiz over the intervention content.  
Last, conduct the post-intervention assessment, which is the same assessment article given during the 
pre-intervention assessment. The test-retest method was chosen a reliable method of assessment.  
 
The pre-intervention assessment, intervention, and the post-intervention assessment was conducted 
during the Spring PSY 260 course, as soon as it could be reasonably accommodated within each of 
instructors individual courses. Upon completion, Mr. Holt sent his course data to Ms. Lehman, who then 
analyzed each set of course data; both parties completed all steps of the assessment process in a timely 
manner.  
 

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

A student meets the criteria if: 4/4 comprehension questions were answered correctly. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: 3/4 comprehension questions were answered correctly.  
A student does not meet the criteria if: 2/4, 1/4, or 0/4 comprehension questions were answered 
correctly.  

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: Spring 2016-17 
Department: PTA Program 
Course: PTA 202, Physical Therapy Modalities 
PTA_2016-17_COL report 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills 
2.4. Describes in writing at least one substantial case in which knowledge and skills acquired in academic settings are 
applied to challenge a non-academic setting; evaluates, using evidence and examples, the learning gained from the 
application; applies that learning to the question; and analyzes at least one significant concept or method related to his 
or her course of study in light of the learning outside the classroom.  
2.5. Read and comprehend at a college level. 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 1:  Describe the primary stages of inflammatory responses and tissue repair in the human body following 
injury. 
Objective 1.1 Describe the key events that occur in the three stages of wound healing. 
Objective 1.2 Identify precautions for handling wounds during each stage. 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Inflammation is a major source of human disease.  Abnormal healing and chronic musculoskeletal conditions are often 
attributed to disruptions in the inflammatory response.  It is imperative for PTA students to understand the normal 
healing process in order to best treat the disorder and improve human movement.  Identifying the steps in the disease 
process, the signs and symptoms associated with each stage and the appropriate physical therapy interventions is 
necessary for successful progression through the PTA program.  Are question was, are students successfully reading and 
understanding the required material for the PTA program.   
METRICS 
We choose a course in the second semester to analyze students’ comprehension of the reading material and lectures. 
We utilized short answer questions for midterm and final exams.  The expectations for midterm were to have a basic 
understanding of each stage of healing with treatment precaution and goals.  For the final exam, a more detailed 
question was asked with the expectation that students would be able to identify the stage of healing and provide a 
greater description of the appropriate physical therapy interventions.  
Midterm exam question: March 6, 2017 - The 3 primary stages of the healing process are distinct (excluding hemostasis). 
1)Briefly describe EACH stage, 2)how long they typically last, 3)what type of precautions (if any) might be necessary, and 
4)what your goal of a PT intervention would be during that stage.  Please answer in BULLET POINT format. 
Final exam question: Final Exam May 1, 2017 – Question 
S: 55yo college professor presents to the clinic 3 weeks out from a right gastrocnemius strain.  He notes that the injury 
occurred while taking a jump shot during a recreational basketball game.  His initial symptoms were acute onset of pain, 
tenderness to palpation of the medial head and inability to stand and walk without pain.  His condition is improving and 
his current symptoms include pain with prolonged walking at 10 minutes but he has not been able to return to basketball 
yet.  He is active with exercise on a routine basis with basketball 2 times per week, weight lifting 2 days per week and 
running 2 miles per week.  He is anxious to return to his routine regular exercise and is now frustrated that he cannot do 
so.  He has injured the L gastrocnemius in the past and is concerned that it will continue to be a problem bilaterally. 
OBJECTIVE:  
Observation:  Patient presents to the clinic in no apparent acute distress, ambulating normally.  No obvious atrophy noted. 
ROM:  Ankle DF L at 0 degrees, R at 10 degrees.  Ankle PF L at 35 degrees, R at 35 degrees.  Ankle inversion, eversion WNL.  



MMT:  Lower quadrant scanning exam for key muscle strength is unremarkable 5/5.  Left and right gastrocnemius is strong 
and painless to resisted testing.  Right gastrocnemius fatigues at 15 reps, L fatigues at 12 reps with single standing heel 
raises. 
NEURO:  Reflexes and sensation intact bilaterally.  
PALPATION:  Tenderness to palpation right medial gastrocnemius head distal 1/3 of muscle and at musculotendinous 
junction.  Palpable scar tissue formation at the musculotendinous junction.  
A:  Gastrocnemius strain right side. 
P:  Treatment to include manual therapy, therapeutic modalities, therapeutic exercise, home exercises and home care.  
Goals:  Restore his ability to exercise and play basketball as desired.  Restore his ability to perform single heel raise up to 
40 reps without fatigue.  Establish him on an appropriate home exercise program.  Decrease his complaints of pain with 
prolonged standing.  
  

Final Exam Considering the 3 primary stages (excluding hemostasis) of the inflammatory process: 

1) Describe the stage that the patient is currently in 

2) What type of precautions (if any) might be necessary and 

3) In SOAP FORMAT, what type of PT intervention would be appropriate for today’s treatment.  Be complete in your 
response in outlining an appropriate treatment program today including soft tissue treatment, therapeutic modalities, 
therapeutic exercise and instruction in home care.   
 
A reading comprehension rubric was used.  See below. 
 
 

Reading Comprehension  

  Below the Standard 
1 pts 

Approaching the 
Standard 
2 pts 

Meets the Standard 
3 pts 

Exceeds the Standard 
4 pts 

 

Comprehension  Below the Standard 
 
Student did not complete 
assignment and/or did 
not answer more than 
half of questions 
correctly.  

Approaching the 
Standard 

 
Student answered at least 
half of the 
comprehension  
questions correctly.  

Meets the Standard 
 
Student answered 75% of 
comprehension questions 
correctly. Student 
comprehends main idea 
of the reading.  

Exceeds the 
Standard 

 
Student answered all 
(100%) comprehension 
questions correctly. 
Student fully demonstrates 
comprehension of main 
idea from the reading.  

 

Form  Below the Standard 
 
Student did not answer 
any of the questions in 
complete sentences.  

Approaching the 
Standard 

 
Student answered at least 
half of the comprehension 
questions in complete 
sentences.  

Meets the Standard 
 
Student answered at least 
75% of the questions in 
complete sentences.  

Exceeds the 
Standard 

 
Student answered all 
questions in complete 
sentences.  

 

Grammar  Below the Standard 
 
There are numerous 
spelling or grammar 
errors, making the 
answer impossible to 
understand. There is no 
punctuation.  

Approaching the 
Standard 

 
There are numerous 
spelling or grammatical 
errors, making the 
answer difficult to 
understand. Most 
Punctuation is not used 
correctly.  

Meets the Standard 
 
A few spelling or 
grammar mistakes are 
evident, but do not 
diminish the meaning of 
the answer. Some 
punctuation is misused.  

Exceeds the 
Standard 

 
Proper use of modern 
English spelling and 
grammar is employed 
consistently throughout the 
assignment. Punctuation is 
utilized correctly and only 
when necessary.  

 



Detail  Below the Standard 
 
The level of detail in each 
question is poor and 
makes no attempt to 
include textually relevant 
information.  

Approaching the 
Standard 

 
The level of detail in each 
question is emerging. 
Attempts to engage the 
text are made.  

Meets the Standard 
 
The level of detail in each 
question is good. The 
student could add a bit 
more textual detail to 
further enhance answers.  

Exceeds the 
Standard 

 
The level of detail in each 
question is excellent. 
Textual details are relevant 
and student has connected 
fully with the literature.  

 

Format  Below the Standard 
 
Answer is not formatted 
correctly.  

Approaching the 
Standard 

 
 Answer is partially 
formatted.  

Meets the Standard 
 
Answer has one error in 
formatting.  

Exceeds the 
Standard 

 
Answer is formatted 
correctly.  

 

 
 
 
 
A student meets the criteria if: There is an expectation that students will achieve a minimum score of 77%.  It was 
determined that the student met the criteria if these score 77% or higher.  A minimum of 15.4 out of 20 points was 
necessary in order for the student to have met the criteria for both midterm and final exam. 
 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Because we hope that students will develop a deeper understanding of the 
material through the progression of the program it was determined that students met the criteria with concern if they 
scored between a 70 and 76% which is a score of 15 to 14.2 out of 20 points for the midterm exam.   
 
A student does not meet the criteria if: A score below 70% indicated that the student did not meet the criteria for 
midterm exam, and below 77% for final exam. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
Total # of: 11 
Number of students Met: 3 students met the goal. 
Number of students Met with concerns: 1 student met with concern. 
Number of students did not meet: 7 students did not meet the goal. 
 



 
 
POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
A review of the phases of healing was addressed in 2 other PTA courses (PTA 215 wound care and PTA 203 clinical 
pathology) and correlated with wound healing along with other human diseases.  Specific physical therapy interventions 
were introduced that outlined the impact on the healing process with human inflammatory response.  Case based 
scenarios were presented in-class during didactic portion of class followed by laboratory psychomotor practice and 
application.   
 
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Total # of students: 11 
Number of students Met: 9 students met the goal. 
Number of student who did not meet: 2 students did not meet the goal.  
 

A B C D F
Met 1 1 1 0 0
Met with Concern 0 0 0 1 0
Not Met 0 0 0 0 7
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ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle?  
 
Ability of the students to develop a greater depth of understanding of healing and the impact the inflammatory 
response has on the human body and how it impacts the musculoskeletal system. It was also found that students could 
progress in their level of knowledge through greater involvement with laboratory practice and utilization of case based 
scenarios.  
 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle?  
 
At the midterm, the students had not developed an in-depth understanding of the disease process and the implications 
on the musculoskeletal system.  This may be largely due to the challenges with classroom time and carryover into 
application and psychomotor skills.   
 
Two of the eleven students continued to have challenges with the material requiring remediation of the final exam.  This 
may have due to time constraint with exam time since the two students successfully met the criteria in assessment 
process with another course.   
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
 
Students developed a greater understanding of the signs and symptoms of each healing phase and the ability to 
extrapolate this information to determine the most appropriate treatment approach.  Students also developed a greater 
understanding of the appropriate assessment tools to monitor progress and expected course of recovery.  

A B C D F
Met 2 4 3 0 0
Met with Concern 0 0 0 0 0
Not Met 0 0 0 0 2
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IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
 
A greater understanding can occur when students are given the opportunity to apply and investigate information versus 
just reading the information out of a book.  This confirms the importance of having a blend on classroom lecture, 
student involvement with in-class case scenarios followed by laboratory practice and application of the material.  
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 

1. Utilize assessment items that do not have a similar time constraint as an examination.   
2. Providing varying learning formats: Students benefit from a greater depth of understanding when they are given 

the opportunity to investigate and apply the material.  Students also benefit from multiple applications in learning 
formats outside of traditional lecture, reading and homework.  In class practice time in which students are able to 
learn from one another is a perfect opportunity for learning. 

 
Continued tracking of reading comprehension in classes in the fourth semester should identify a progression of the 
understanding of human disease and the role that inflammatory response has on  
  

APPENDIX A  
 

Department: PTA Program Course: Therapeutic Modalities 
Lead Faculty; 
Associate Dean; 
Program Director: 

Tamra Coleman; 
Stephanie Dierenger;    
Liz Briere 

Contact 
Information: 

 Tamra Coleman 928-302-5323 

General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

Read and Comprehend at a College Level 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Competency 1: Describe the primary stages of inflammatory responses and tissue repair in the 
human body following injury.  
 

Common 
Assignment: 

Assessment: Comprehensive exam essay question 

Common 
Assignment 
Directions: 

Assess student performance with ability to read and interpret information provided to them in 
class and through required readings.  Identify the exam questions along with details of results.  
Please see below the information that I will need. 

• Maximum amount of points to be awarded for exam question 
• Amount of points each student was awarded 
• Detail of feedback given to each student on exam question 
• Reassess progression with reading comprehension through the identification and 

application of appropriate physical therapy interventions for each stage of tissue 
repair. 

 
Content Rubric:  
Scoring Metrics:  At 
what level did the 
students 
demonstrate the 
intended student 
learning outcome? 
 
(assignment metrics 
will vary from 
discipline to 
discipline) 

Met: Student achieve an 77% or higher for the exam question(s) based 
 
Met with Concerns: Student achieves between a 70% and 76% for the exam question(s) 
 
Not Met: Student achieves less than a 70% on the exam question(s) 



Tamra Coleman, 
 
A goal of the program is to assess a course goal in PTA 202 that is tied in with the general education competencies.  The general 
education competency chosen is communication skills, competency 2.5, Read and comprehend at a college level.   See information 
below. 
 
Once you have collected and graded the material, please forward to me.  The deadline for completion is May the 12th, 2017.  Please 
let me know if you have any questions. 
 
 
 
Liz Briere, PT, DPT 
Director, Physical Therapist Assistant Program 
Mohave Community College 
1977 Acoma BLVD, W. 
LHC, AZ 86403 
 
 
 
 

Data Submission 
Instructions: 

See attached data sheet 
Submit this data by: May 12, 2017 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT: 
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year:  2016-17 
Department: Substance Abuse Counseling 
Course: SAC 241 Disorders Co-Occurring with Substance Abuse 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills:  The ability to effectively convey meaning through various media on both personal and 
professional levels. 

2.6. Write effectively in a college setting. 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Goal 2: Illustrate how characteristics of co-occurring disorders influence presentation of symptoms. 
Goal 3: Relate the process for screening and basic assessment for co-occurring disorders. 

COMPETENCY 1: Recognize the potential for substance use disorders to mimic a variety of medical and 
mental health conditions and the potential for medical and mental health conditions to coexist with 
addiction and substance abuse.  
1.2 Describe symptoms of substance use disorders that are similar to those of other medical and/or mental 
health conditions and how these disorders interact.  
1.4 Identify methods for differentiating substance use disorders from other medical or mental health 
conditions.  
1.5 Demonstrate willingness to reserve judgment until completion of a thorough clinical evaluation.   

MEASUREMENT 
Assessment Description: 

As part of SAC 241 Disorders Co-Occurring with Substance Abuse, students were assigned an essay as their final assignment to assess 
their achievement of Course Goals 2 and 3 through Competency 1, objectives 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5. The following questions guided the 
essay content and students had multiple attempts to achieve the goal: 

1. Describe the challenges with making a diagnosis for a client who is an admitted substance abuser and is presenting with
symptomatology which could represent a mental health disorder? Provide example.

2. Describe various strategies we can utilize to gain the most accurate clinical picture of the client.  (How do we figure out what is
what? Mental health related symptoms vs substance related symptoms.) Provide example.

3. Explain how to approach treatment when there is a co-occurring disorder and how this impacts the potential for relapse. Provide
example.

350 words minimum 

Departmental Question: 

Are students able to communicate in writing achievement of the selected course Objectives? 

METRICS 
A rubric was used for assessing the assignment and the following sections are specific to learning outcomes and general 
education philosophy: 



Learning Outcomes:  
Content Area 4 pts 3 pts 2 pts 1 pt 

 
Explanation of 
Issues 

Issue/problem to be 
considered critically is 
stated clearly and 
described 
comprehensively, 
delivering all relevant 
information necessary 
for full understanding. 

Issue/problem to be 
considered critically 
is stated, described, 
and clarified so that 
understanding is not 
seriously impeded by 
omissions. 

Issue/problem to be 
considered critically 
is stated but 
description leaves 
some terms 
undefined, 
ambiguities 
unexplored, 
boundaries 
undetermined, 
and/or backgrounds 
unknown. 

Issue/problem to be 
considered critically 
is stated without 
clarification or 
description. 

Identify Strategies Identifies multiple 
approaches for solving 
the problem that 
apply within a specific 
context. 

Identifies multiple 
approaches for 
solving the problem, 
only some of which 
apply within a 
specific context. 

Identifies only a 
single approach for 
solving the problem 
that does apply 
within a specific 
context. 

Identifies one or 
more approaches for 
solving the problem 
that do not apply 
within a specific 
context. 

 
Gen Ed--2.6:  

Control of Syntax 
and Mechanics 

Uses graceful 
language that 
skillfully 
communicates 
meaning to readers 
with clarity and 
fluency, and is 
virtually error free. 

Uses straightforward 
language that 
generally conveys 
meaning to readers. 
The language in the 
assignment has few 
errors. 

Uses language that 
generally conveys 
meaning to readers 
with clarity, 
although writing 
may include some 
errors. 

Uses language that 
sometimes impedes 
meaning because of 
errors in usage. 

 
In evaluating assessment results, “A student meets the criteria with concerns” is not applicable due to the competency 
based format.  At 80% or higher a student is found to be competent.  “Concerns” do not exist as there is no middle 
ground: students may master the material with 90% or higher, they may be competent at 80-89% and anything below 
80% is not competent.  
 
In each assessed content area:  
A student meets the criteria if: Score 3 or 4.  
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: Not applicable.   
A student does not meet the criteria if: Score of 2 or 1 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
This was the first offering of SAC 241 which was held online in the second semester of a self-paced competency-based 
program. During this assessment period three students advanced into and completed this course, for which this was the 
final assignment.  Three students were in the one section of this course. 
 
Number of students Met: 3/3 
Number of students Met with concerns: Not Applicable 
Number of students did not meet: 0/3 
 



Rubric distribution: 

Explanation of Issues 3  0 0 0 
Identify strategies 3 0 0 0 
     
Control of Syntax and Mechanics 3 0 0 0 

 
 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
No interventions were required, as all students met the established goals. 
  
SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
No second assessment was required, as all students met the established goals. 
 
 

ANALYSIS 
What overall strengths were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 

As reflected by the distribution of scores for the applied rubric (see below) there were a number of strengths displayed as 
100% of students Met the goal, 0% Met with Concern, and 0% did not meet the goal. All three students earned perfect 
scores on this assessment.   

Students did well in identifying strategies for assessment of co-occurring disorders, recognizing the complexity of 
substance use disorders and mental illness interacting. The writing was strong, reflecting college level reasoning to identify 
cause and effect scenarios.  

 
What overall weaknesses were identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
No weaknesses were identified. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?   
No interventions were required. 
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
 
This assessment demonstrated student are able to illustrate through college level writing how characteristics of co-
occurring disorders influence presentation of symptoms and relate the processes for screening and basic assessment for 
co-occurring disorders. 
 
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): 
 
1. As goals were achieved the assessment will remain as is for future courses. 
2. Course modules addressing the content of the summary assignment will continue with their content as they prepared 
students adequately.  



APPENDIX A  
 

Assessment: Write an essay that addresses the following: 

1. Describe the challenges with assessing a client who is an admitted substance abuser 
and is presenting with symptomatology which could represent a mental health disorder? 
[A mentally ill substance abuser] Provide example(s). (Explanation of Issues) 

2. Describe various strategies we can utilize to gain the most accurate clinical picture of 
the client. (How do we figure out what is what? Mental health related symptoms vs 
substance related symptoms.) Provide example(s). (Identify Strategies) 

3. Explain how to approach treatment when there is a co-occurring disorder and how this 
impacts the potential for relapse. Provide example(s). (Explanation of Issues; Identify 
Strategies) 

I have a grading rubric below. I have indicated above in which sections of the rubric 1-3 
will be considered for grading of content, beyond the general grading area of Context of 
and Purpose for Writing and Control of Syntax and Mechanics which are overall 
grading areas related to the basic writing of your essay. 

350 words minimum (1 page; 10-12 pt font; one inch margins) 

 
Assessment 
Directions: 

Post this assignment as the final assessment of learning in SAC 241 851.  Evaluate using the 
attached rubric.   

Scoring Guidelines 
or Rubric: 

  4 3 2  
Explanation of Issues Issue/problem to be 

considered critically is 

stated clearly and described 

comprehensively, 
delivering all relevant 

information necessary for 
full understanding. 

Issue/problem to be 
considered critically is 

stated, described, and 
clarified so that 

understanding is not 
seriously impeded by 

omissions. 

Issue/problem to b  
considered critical   

stated but descripti   
some terms undefi  
ambiguities unexp  

boundaries undeter  
and/or background  
unknown. 

   
   

   
  

Identify Strategies Identifies multiple 
approaches for solving 

the problem that apply 
within a specific context. 

Identifies multiple 
approaches for solving 

the problem, only some of 
which apply within a 
specific context. 

Identifies only a si  
approach for solvin   
problem that does  
within a specific co  

    
    

     

    

Context of and 
Purpose for Writing 

Includes considerations 
of audience, purpose, 
and the circumstances 

surrounding the writing 
task(s). 

Demonstrates a 
thorough understanding 
of context, audience, 
and purpose that is 
responsive to the 
assigned task(s) and 

focuses all elements of 
the work. 

Demonstrates adequate 
consideration of 
context, audience, and 
purpose and a clear 
focus on the assigned 
task(s) (e.g., 

Demonstrates aw  
of context, audie  
purpose, and to t  
assigned tasks(s)  
begins to show 
awareness 

  
   
   

    
   

    
 



the task aligns with 
audience, purpose, and 
context). 

of audience's 
perceptions and 
assumptions). 

Control of Syntax and 
Mechanics 

Uses graceful language 
that skillfully 
communicates meaning 
to readers with clarity 
and fluency, and is 
virtually error free. 

Uses straightforward 
language that generally 
conveys meaning to 
readers. The language in 
the assignment has few 
errors. 

Uses language th  
generally convey  

meaning to read   
clarity, although  
may include som  
errors. 

   
  

   
   

 

 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: Spring 2016-17 
Department: Surgical Technology Program 
Course: SGT 221 Surgical Concepts 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
Communication Skills: 
2.2 Describes the scope and principle features of his or her field of study, citing at least some of its core theories and practices and 
offers a similar explication of at least one related field. 

COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Communication: 
Identify advances in technology relating to surgery. 

MEASUREMENT 
Surgical Technology students were given a topic and asked to create a presentation from their research.  There were 
two parts to this assignment.  Students had to create a presentation board as well as discuss the information on their 
board with their class.  This information may be used on campuses to educate the public and must follow criteria in the 
rubric.  
 

Surgical Technology Rubric for Visual Display 
Students to create display board for topic assigned. Displays may be used 

as educational pieces on MCC campuses. 
 

Criteria 

 

Exceptional 
4 

Admirable 
3 

Marginal 
2 

Unacceptable 
1 

Content  

 Appropriate details 
support main idea 

 Accurate and 
detailed 
information 

 Information 
adequately 
supports purpose 
of visual 

 Most details 
support main idea 

 Accurate 
information for 
almost all subject 
matter 

 Information is 
mostly adequate 
and supportive of 
visual’s purpose 

 Few details 
support main idea 

 Lacking accurate 
information 

 Inadequate 
information is not 
clearly supportive 
of visual’s purpose 

 No details to 
support main idea  

 Information is not 
accurate 

 Information does 
not support the 
visual’s purpose 

Focus  

 Topic and title 
clear and easily 
identified 

 Main idea is 
clearly appropriate 
to topic 

 All illustrations 
complement 
purpose of visual  

 Topic and title are 
mostly clear and 
easily identified 

 Main idea is 
appropriate to 
topic 

 Most illustrations 
complement 
purpose of visual 

 Topic and title 
difficult to identify 

 Main idea not 
clearly stated 

 Few illustrations 
complement 
purpose of visual 

 Topic and title are 
not clearly 
identified 

 No main idea 
 Illustrations do not 

complement 
purpose of visual 

Visual 
Appeal  

 Outstanding use of 
color, design, and 
space 

 Original and 
creative design 

 Adequate use of 
color, design, and 
space 

 Design is 
adequate 

 Inappropriate use 
of color, design, 
and space 

 Design lacks 
creativity 

 Little attempt to 
use color, design 
and space 
appropriately 

 Design is dull 



 Overall design is 
pleasing and 
harmonious 

 Overall design is 
mostly pleasing 
and harmonious 

 Lack of 
harmonious design 
in presentation 

 Project has sloppy 
appearance 

Mechanics  

 Free of 
grammatical errors 

 No excess glue, 
torn edges, mark-
outs 

 Words are legible 
and pertinent to 
topic 

 Mostly free of 
grammatical errors 

 Little use of 
excess glue, torn 
edges, mark-outs 

 Most words are 
legible and 
pertinent to topic 

 Frequent 
grammatical errors 

 Excess glue, torn 
edges, and mark-
outs 

 Presentation is 
illegible and 
confusing 

 Too frequent 
grammatical errors 

 Distractive 
elements make 
illustration 
ineffective 

 
Final Score   ________________ 
 
 

METRICS 6/6 STUDENTS COMPLETED THIS ASSIGNMENT 
A student meets the criteria if:  They fell into the 3/4 category under content they were able to effectively convey 
meaning of their topic in an organized fashion that anyone could understand and addressed advances in technology 
related to their field. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: They fell into the 2 category under content.  Topic was addressed but 
unorganized. Student referred to notes to answer questions appropriately. 
A student does not meet the criteria if:  They fell into the 1 category under content.  Student did not clearly understand 
their topic and were unable to convey their message at a college level. 
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Number of students Met: 6 
Number of students Met with concerns: 0 
Number of students did not meet: 0 
 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS   
THIS ASSESSMENT WAS NOT EFFICIENT IN EVALUATING AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT FOR STUDENT COMMUNICATION.  RUBRIC WAS TOO 

BROAD LEAVING MUCH ROOM FOR ERROR AND LITTLE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM ON SHORTCOMINGS OF EFFECTIVELY CONVEYING 

TOPIC RESEARCHED.  NEXT CYCLE RUBRIC WILL BE REDEFINED TO REFLECT NARROWER SCORING AND PRECISE DEFINITION.  RESEARCH 

AND COMMUNICATION OF ASSIGNED TOPIC IS EXPECTED TO BE ACCURATELY CONVEYED THROUGH ORAL AND VISUAL PRESENTATION. 
 

SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
Rubric redefined and scoring narrowed.  This assessment looked at presentation of information.  How well did the students 
understand the topic given and how well were they able to convey this information in presentation both oral and written.  Did the 
audience understand their topic? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Above Average  5 Average  3 Below Average  
1 

Points Earned 



Design  
 
 
 

Board is coherent and 
organized. The board is 
colorful and has plenty 
of graphics that 
coincide with the topic. 
The board shows high 
levels of creativity and 
originality. Nothing is 
handwritten on board. 

Most of the board is 
coherent and 
somewhat 
organized. The 
board is mostly 
colorful and have 
some graphics that 
coincide with the 
topic. The board 
shows some 
creativity and 
originality. Some 
handwritten areas. 

The board is not 
in coherent 
order and does 
not possess 
organization. 
The board lacks 
color, creativity, 
and graphics. 
Handwritten 
material on 
board. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____ points 

Requirements  
 
 

All of the requirements 
are presented on 
board. 
Topic well outlined and 
easy to follow. 

Most of the 
requirements are 
presented on display 
board.  

A minimal 
amount of 
requirements 
are presented. 

 
 
____points 

Organizational 
Grouping  
 
 

Topic researched is 
neatly organized on 
display board.   

Most of display 
board is organized. 

The display 
board is out of 
order and lacks 
organizational 
grouping.  

 
 
____points 

Oral Presentation  
 
 
 

Presenter is clear, 
audible and concise. 
Knowledgeable on 
topic, generating 
discussion. Presenter is 
engaging with 
audience. Great eye 
contact, presentation 
lasts  7-10 minutes.   

Presenter can 
mostly be heard by 
the entire class. 
Mostly 
knowledgeable on 
topic researched and 
seldom reads off 
display board. 
Presentation is  7-10 
minutes.  

Presenter does 
not have 
attention of 
class. Not 
prepared to 
present project 
and reads 
directly off of 
display board. 
Presentation is 
less than    7 
minutes.  

 
 
 
 
 
____points 

  Total Score        _____/20 Points 
 
 

ANALYSIS  5/5 STUDENTS COMPLETED ASSESSMENT #2 
What overall strengths identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle?   
 
Students this cycle met other requirements of the assessment as far as topic outlined and organized on their display 
board.  They were excited with their research and the technology advances regarding their field. 
 
What overall weaknesses identified in the students’ learning throughout this assessment cycle? 
 
Most students were able to convey what they learned through question and answer sessions.  Few students were only 
able to convey their research topic through note cards and their report.   They fell short on comprehending information 
researched and their ability to effectively convey that information[WU1] to their audience. 
 
What impact did the intervention(s) have between the two assessments?  



Students need to be more specific regarding information on the scope and principle features of their field of study.  They 
need to not only read but watch videos on advances in their field to better understand who uses it, what it is used for, 
and why this works better than what was in place before. 
 

New assessment rubric will adhere to topic, relevance to patient care, and delivery of topic information.  The score will be Met (2) Met 
with concerns (1) and not met (0).  We are looking for students to research their topic and be able to deliver information in a way that 
anyone can understand. 

 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
Topics clearly define student role in the operating room as a Surgical Technologist.  After completing this assignment one student 
volunteered at her child’s school to share information about the profession and advances in technology relating to surgery.  
Thorough understanding of related topics through research encourages lifelong learning and deepened conversations in class 
regarding advances in the field.   Students expressed excitement about continuing educational opportunities at surgical technology 
conferences.  They understand now, instructors at the front of a classroom are not their only source of information.  

 
ACTION PLAN 
Student response to assessment was not as expected but valuable.  We must adjust the assessment to focus on specific learning 
outcomes clearly defined in the rubric. 



MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE CYCLE OF LEARNING REPORT:  
AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 
Assessment Academic Year: 2016 – 17  
Department: Welding 
Course: WLD 100 
 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
3.2. Illustrates core concepts of the field while executing analytical, practical, or creative tasks.  
 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 Identify and demonstrate safe work practices and procedures and how to inspect and use safety equipment used in 
welding and construction industry.  
 

MEASUREMENT 
The measurement was designed to ascertain the students’ level of understanding of welding Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE). Specifically, is the student aware of the purpose of PPE and when they should wear it? The following 
are the instruction for the assessment.  

Please administer this assessment in the 15th week of instruction. 

1. Issue students the safety equipment identification handout and ask them to properly label items identified as A. 
through I. on the pictorial representation. 

2. Compile the following: Grinder with guard and without, Safety glasses tinted and clear, gloves for GTAW and 
SMAW, Jacket cloth and leather, helmet for arc welding and face shield with number 6 shade for OFC cutting and 
welding. One at time ask the students to demonstrate by donning the equipment they would use if they were to 
perform out of position welding (4G).  

3. Issue students the written test. 

METRICS 
The students were asked to identify specific safety equipment, identify which equipment is required while performing a 
specific welding task, and asked a series of written questions in regard to Welding PPE. The written test was scored and 
the following rubric was used to assess the students.  
 
A student meets the criteria if: they answer 8 of 10 questions correctly. 
A student meets the criteria with concerns if: if they answer 7 questions correctly. 
A student does not meet the criteria if: if they answered less than 7 answers correctly.  
 

RESULTS: 
FIRST ASSESSMENT RESULTS    

FA 2016 WLD 100   
Met 14  
Met w/ Concerns 1  
Not Met 0  

 

POST-FIRST ASSESSMENT INTERVENTIONS 
No adjustments were made to the teaching of this concept based on the first results. No additional training material was 
added, and no changes were made to the items presented. There were no adjustments to the test or the grading criteria 
either.  
 



SECOND ASSESSMENT RESULTS  
SP 2017 WLD 100   
Met 13  
Met w/ Concerns 1  
Not Met 0  

 

ANALYSIS 
Overall 27 of 29 students met the standard, and only two students met with concerns. No students scored at the not 
met level of proficiency. The assessment demonstrates strength in our ability to teach the proper use of PPE. However, 
we have two students that could have done better.  
 

IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING 
The impact on student learning is that we verified our students are understanding, and are able to apply the use of PPE 
correctly. Our students illustrate core concepts of the use of PPE in the field while executing practical tasks.  
 

ACTION PLAN 
Based on the results and analysis, the following will be put into place to improve students’ learning in the upcoming 
semester(s): In the following semesters we will assess other SLOs.  
 

1. The test will be scrutinized for similar answers to ensure the test itself isn’t ambiguous.  
2. Because the missed test questions were specific to two subjects, the instructors will be instructed to revise their 

training  to focus more in regard to the normal use of ear protection, and what materials are safe to wear  when 
welding.   

 
  



 

APPENDIX A  
 

Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: WLD 100 Semester: Fall 
Section: 231 Year: 2016 
Instructor: Eric Pope 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 2 Students exhibited strong understanding of the 
material.  

 

Met w/ 
concerns 

1 Student seemed to be stressed about the test.   

Not Met    
 

Overall Metric:  (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

The class as a whole demonstrated a strong understanding of the use of PPE.  

The class as a whole demonstrated a strong understanding of the use of PPE.  

Comprehension Test (Picture)- all students answered correctly 

Demonstration (practical) – all students properly demonstrated the use of the equipment 

Written Test – 2 students scored 8 or higher meeting the requirements, and 1 student scored a 7 meeting the requirements with 
concerns. 

  



Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: WLD 100 Semester: Spring 
Section: H231, C31, C33 Year: 2017 
Instructor: Eric Pope 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 8 Students exhibited strong understanding of the 
material.  

 

Met w/ 
concerns 

1 Student seemed to be stressed about the test.   

Not Met 0   
 

Overall Metric:  (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

The class as a whole demonstrated a strong understanding of the use of PPE.  

Comprehension Test (Picture)- all students answered correctly 

Demonstration (practical) – all students properly demonstrated the use of the equipment 

Written Test – 8 students scored 8 or higher meeting the requirements, and 1 student scored a 7 meeting the requirements with 
concerns. 

 

Submit this document to your discipline’s lead faculty, associate dean, or program director by the end of the semester. 

 

  



Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: WLD 100 Semester: Fall 
Section: 211 – 16-17 Year: 2016 
Instructor: Marty Poschner jr. 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 12 Comprehension, and usage I believe more hands on, actually using power tools, 
with appropriate safety gear in a “shop” setting 
would be beneficial. 

Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met    
I have one student who has dropped-Keith Cotton, and one not present Hannah Kile 

Overall Metric:  (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

In comprehension test (picture) – no questions missed by anyone. 

In usage, I used a little trickery on safety glasses. Regular Oakley sunglasses vs approved safety glasses with a light tint. Two students 
did choose the wrong glasses, based on dark tint. 

On written test one student missed two, I truly believe one was from rushing-#2, and #6 which I believe was a miss. 

One student missed one #6. 

The other ten students had perfect scores. It looks like I could work on respirators a bit more in class. Maybe work on getting a variety 
of Respirators in and show actual usage, although on a jobsite they will have specific training for this. 

 

  



Signature Assignment Assessment Data Sheet 
 

Course: WLD 100 Semester: Spring 
Section: 211 – 16-17 Year: 2017 
Instructor: Marty Poschner jr. 

 

Strengths and areas for improvement are based upon the instructor’s observations when grading students’ assignments.  What are 
the strengths you see students demonstrating as they complete this assignment?  Where could improvements be made that would 
strengthen student achievement? 

Metric # of 
Students 

Strengths Areas for Improvement (curricula, instructional 
strategies, etc.) 

Met 5 Comprehension, and usage  
Met w/ 
concerns 

   

Not Met    
I have two students who have dropped, and one not present. The not present student does not need to make up test as he is a safety 
manager for Honeywell and knows the material at the least a 90% level. 

Overall Metric:  (identify the performance level of the class as a whole, Met, Met with Concerns, or Not Met) 

In comprehension test (picture) – no questions missed by anyone. 

In usage, one student picked the incorrect gloves, although he is not construction minded yet, and the mig gloves I chose to use were 
really close. 

On written test two students missed one each, #1 for one student and #6 for the other. 
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